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County Grange.

Waldo

with Victor
Grange
a, October 30th, ami the
: her did not prevent a large
iThe meeting was
A'orthy Master, Edmund
officers, with the excepmet

their respective places
Caswell was appointed
and J. E. McFarland to
..-r meeting for the press.
,ote reported; also two
—Meguntieook of Cammge. A class of seven reiegree. Mrs. Abbie OrdoLent a.ldress of welcome
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! tile grange was ready for
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re advantageous to farmThe
•r private dairying?”
d by C. S. Adams who,
rural districts, favored
and as an example re-

Victor grange who had
made her own butter
market with other farm
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He thought
ms followed.
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guiar butter customers,
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but if tar from a marvaluable time was used,
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Megunticook grange,
deal of experience, bedairying, and advocated
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creamery, also a grange
fresh eggs and berries.
::i- sister of Victor grange
ittention to “hen raising”
been able to retire from
-artier. The other speakers
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Adalbert Paul and Mrs.
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The

meeting was given up to
md the following program
'.nging, choir; recitation,
by Mrs. Edith Wilson ;
he Deep, Deep Sea,” M. S.
.it ion,
Mr. 0. Fuller, who
and gave

an

humor-

.mining
good local
by Mrs. Olive Lassell and
some

e'seil; song by Miss Mabel
■Iis. M.
ihetts

Tibbetts at the
called for and
ter song, “Abraham,'’ in
brought down the house.
was extended to Victor
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'baking and good wishes,
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GEORGE”

sailors’

Snug Harbor,
Hrighton, S. I.

New

Havener writing to The
Sailors’ Snug Harbor, un-

4th, says:
three weeks ago I

George

A

saw

Quimby

in

was to

to attend the “Maine
that he had been extendio be a guest of Mr. Harri>ou to extend to him an
myself, rapt. A. 11. liarriup "Ivanhoe,” and several
Ms, to make a call on us at
“Sailors’ Sung Harbor,”

■■liiesies that we are allowed
aow him over the richest
home in the world ever
•iss of people, backed by
>*ver one hundred million
n the increase.
I especial.-hould give us a call, that
iipliic style of description of
give our home people,
’lie sea farers) some idea

niidings,

as none

graduate.

The report of the Collector of Taxes for
1905 was read, accepted, and ordered on file.
*ic
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>

him to drop me a postal
i>e there and 1 will meet
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BOATS.

"r lias the iron keel on the
Ithe engine Monday.

1

1

o r

has stripped the Fiona
out at Macomber’s

THE CHURCHES.

ou

Rev. J. \V. Hatch will preach at Poor’s
Mills schoolhouse next Sunday afternoon.
The regular services will be held at the
The
Uuiversalist church next Sunday.
subject of the morning sermon will be
Adelaide Proctor’s “The Lost Chord.”
The services at the Methodist church will
be as usual. Sermon at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday
school at noon; evening service at 7.30 p. m.
All seats are free and all are welcome.
There will be rieligious services in the
chapel, East Northport, Nov. 11th, at 10.30
a. m., with sermon by the pastor, Rev. G.
G. Winslow; at 11.30a. m., Sunday school;
at 2 p. m., services at the Woods schoolhouse.

The regular
morning service at the
Unitarian church next Sunday will be conducted by Rev. Alfred Manchester, pastor
of the Second Church, of Salem, Mass. All
are oordially invited.

SOCIETIES.

lodge of Knights of Pythias

111,1

iHrs from admission to the
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future.

”f Odd Fellows conferred
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meeting, Friday evening.
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Burnham.
Parker Small, who has been spending a
tepjweeks vacation w ith his cousin, Win. H.

Lionel!, in Pittsfield Monday—The roads
in this vicinity are in very bad condition
to the recent snow'_Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. H. Kimball called on Mrs. Ved 11a

an

extensive

scaie.

->ui

using

me

he returned to Maine six years ago and had
since.made his home iu Belfast ou the farm
formerly owned by his wife’s father, the
late Americus V. Parker, and which he
greatly improved. He was a lover of
horses and always had some good ones in
his stable. He was generous and genial,
had a pleasant word for all he met, and his
death will be mourned by a large circle of
friends. He is survived by his wife, for-

merly Miss Annie B. Parker of this city,
Laurel,
one brother, John VV. Pitcher of
Md., and a sister, Mrs. Frank L. Towle of
The funeral took place at
East Belfast.
the late residence Wednesday afternoon at
10 o’clock, Kev. Ashley A. Smith, pastor of
The
the Universalist church, officiating.
bearers were Messrs. Calvin U. Monroe, VV.
VV. Merrill, VV. G. and VV. S. Hatch.

The services for the week at the North

dread disease, pulmonary tuberculosis, resisted all efforts of medical skill, change of
climate, and loving care, lie was in his 26th
N. Bunker,
year. His father, Capt. Emery
died six years ago and his older brother,

The resignation of Rev. E. S. Philbrook
is pastor of the First Uaptist church of
Belfast, to take effect Dec. 1st, was read
from the pulpit last Sunday by Rev. Nathan
Hunt, who officiated on that day. It is
generally understood that Mr. Philbrook
tas accepted a call to the pastorate of the
Baptist church in Sanford.

Newton, is iu business in Boston. He was
a young man of great excellence and held
in high esteem by a large circle of friends.
While deeply mourned by many, the loss
falls heavily upon his mother ana brother.
The funeral services were conducted by
Kev. Geo. E. Tufts, and were largely attended.

loung Mail who Left a Good Home
will be the subject of the morning sermon
it the Methodist church next Sunday. Sunlay school at noon ; evening sermon at 7.30;
;opic, “A Fast Young Man”; Junior League
it 3.45 each Thursday afternoon; Young
A

peoples meeting each Tuesday

at

7.30 p.

m.

AH seats fide.
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THE GRANGES.

The Maine State Grange convenes in annual sessiou at Augusta, Dee. 18, 19 and 20.
Comet Grange, Swanville, is conferring
legrees on a class of five and is to have a
harvest supper in the near future.
There was a good attendance at the meetof Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike,
last Saturday afternoon. This Grange will
pbserve its 32nd anniversary Tuesday, Nov.
13, and it is hoped that some of the State
officers will be present. An all day session
will be held, with picnic dinner.
Railroad Passes.

The joint legislative committee appointed
m enquire into the question
of the free
iransportation of State officials by the railroads, and the best method of regulating
he same, will be in session at the State
House in Augusta at 10 a. m., Nov. 15th, at
which time a public hearing will be given
;o all persons interested.

_

Clara M., wife of P. L. Grendell of 4 Cliff
all

ecL)

paancu

four weeks’
an illness of
duration, which began with congestion of
the liver ami was the cause of a fall which
broke several ribs. An abscess foinieil ami
blood poisoning set in, result.ng in her
death. Mrs. Grendell was a native of llucksport, Me., and came to liarre about ten
years ago with her husba.id. She was GO
years of age and she is survived by her
husband, her son, Leun 1’., and her mother
and three brothers in Maine. She was an
excellent woman ari l had a wide circle of
friends. The funeral will be held front her
late home at 2 o’clock tomorrow afternoon,
Kev. F. A. Poole officiating. The body will
be placed in the tomb at Kim wood for this
winter and wiil be taken :o Bucksport for
interment next spring.—liarre, Vt., Daily
Times.

evening, utter

_

Aaron Howes, a retired lumber merchant
of Kockland, died Nov. 2nd at the age of 86
of a complication of diseases. He was a
grandson of Sylvanus tlowes who was with
Washington’s army when the British evacuated Boston. He was the eldest member
of Knox Lodge of Odd Fellows and had
served in the city government.
He was
also a strong temperance man and was identified with the 1. 0. G. T. and other temperance organizations, lie is survived by a
widow, one daughter, Lillian B., wife of
David N. Mortland, and one grandson,
Louis Johnson, son of Merritt A. Johnson
of Kockland.

B. P. Bacheller died at his home in Uuion,
Oct. 21st, at the advanced age of 86 years.
Mr. Bacheller was a bright, active old gentleman and very smart up to the time of his
last sickness. His life was one of strict integrity. The sympathy of all is extended to
the aged widow, who is 82 years old, also to
the children, one of whom is Mrs. A. P.
Mero of this place.—Camden Herald.

Big

PROSPECT FERRY.

Mrs. George A very is still on the sick list.
She is attended by Dr. Emerson of Bucksport_Mrs. Emma Luke has gone to Newpnrg to spend the winter—Mrs. M. B.
Jrant and little son, Harold of Sandypoint,
risited Mrs. Grant’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
SV. D. Harriman, several days last week
Mrs. John Ward is confined to the house
with rheumatism.
...

lied

Apples.

The size and coloring of the Baldwins
left to mature on the trees seems like old
times and would indicate that apples, like
corn, want a hot, dry September and October in which to perfect themselves. Never
have richer colors been gathered from the
orchards than this season.—Dr. Twitchell
in Maine Farmer.

The Parlor Musical Society.

The

regular meeting of the Parlor Musical Society was held last Tuesday evening in
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New York for the winter-Mr. £. A.
McAllister, station agent here, is having a

to

weeks’ vacation. Mr. Currie of the U.
& A. force is supplying-Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Ingalls, who have been here since last
spring, have gone to Norfolk, Va. Mr. Ingalls was brakenian on the gravel train and
while here they rented Mr. Fred Grant’s
house at the corner-Mr. Ilenry Stap'es,
who opened a blacksmith shop here last
summer, has moved into the old Staples
house, so-called_Mrs. Edna Cousins is in
Stockton village caring for the sick-Mrs.
Jack Porter and daughter Hazel came from
Houlton aud spent Sunday with Mr. Porter,
who is conductor on the gravel train....
Mrs. Warren Burrows was called home
from Waltham, Mass., last week bv the illness of her mother, Mrs. Manley Rickards.
_Mrs. Fred Kenney of Kockport is here
visiting friends_The Ladies’ Aid meets
Nov. 7th with Mrs. Martha PartridgeThe first snow fell here Oct. 31st and Nov.
1st.
The R. F. D. carrier came on runners.
But little snow remeins at this writing—
Mrs. Richard Bennett picked a bunch of
nasturtiums and sweet peas Nov. 1st....
School in this district closed last Friday
and the teacher, Miss Edith Nutter, has
gone to her home in Corinna.Messrs.
Ivan Giant and Henry Staples killed a
deer here last Saturday morning.Mr.
Stephen Smith and wife have closed their
house here and gone to Hartford, fitMrs. Howard Brothers and Miss Grace
Brothers are in Old Town for a few days.
Mr. Brothers is engineer on the B. & A.
aud with his family has lived here for several months_Mrs. Sarah Jordan and Mrs.
Lydia Staples were in Bangor visiting I)r.
Colson and family.
two

reuows

Samuel N. Rackliff went to Boston MonMr. and Mrs. Roy Copeland of Albion
visiting friends in Belfast.

liau.

ine

program,

worn

Mrs. Essie P. Carle went to New York
and Boston, Monday, or. business.

Capt. Winfield S. Pendleton of Isiesboro
in town Monday, on business.

was

Miss Katherine Putnam arrived
from Boston last Thursday evening.

new

workmansuip guarauieeu,

slock,

auu

his advt. speak for
themselves_McCall patterns, 10 and 15
cents, for sale in Belfast by Carle & Jones
_First class dress maker wanted by M.
M. Colson. 53 High street-The Fashion,
High street, is offering very low prices on

millinery.
advt. of

in

Pianos sold

new

easy terms. ..See
junk shop cornor of Main and
on

Front streets.
Chabged with Eobbeby. Last Monday
Mathias Cullinan, who is ill and confined
to his bed, reported that he had been robbed
of $95, which he had sewed in his underclothing, and accused Mr. and Mrs. Bergman—who came here a, few months ago
from Boston and had been living in the
house—of the theft. It was learned that
Mrs. Bergman, who was formerly Mary
Ann Quinlan of this city, had been shopping that forenoon and had bought a complete outfit and that the husband had
bought a new suit of clothes, and it was
assumed that the funds were those belongWhen the matter was
ing to Cullinan.
brought to the attention of City Marshal
Kimball the couple had bought tickets for

Boston and had gone on board the boat and
were in a stateroom when arrested.
They
were taken before the police court Tuesday
afternoon.
Bergman testified in his own
behalf to the effect that when he arrived
here from Boston he had a certain amount
Penobscot River Survey.
of money and had worked most of the time
.The United States Geological Survey has. while here at good pay. He explained buyrecently published a plan and profile of ing the clothes saying he had not had a
Penobscot River from Bangor to North new suit for some time, and his wife told of
Twin Lake, a distance of 91 miles, based on
her purchases, the prices paid, etc. Notsurveys made in 1904 in cooperation with
the State of Maine, Mr. H. K. Barrows, withstanding, Judge Rogers found probable
bydrographer in charge of the New Eng- cause, and in default of bail the accused
land district, having supervision of the were committed to
jail to await the action
work.
of the grand jury.
lfie plan anil profile oi tne river snow
the location of falls, dams, ferries, islands,
Shipping Items. The three masted sch.
points of inflowing streams, roads, etc.
Combined with the computations of daily Robert McFarland is loading 8,000 bushels
on
the of Aroostook potatoes at Cape Jellisou for
and monthly discharge, based
records of the gaging stations maintained
Havana. An exchange says that the sch.
on the main river at West Enfield, on the
east branch at Grindstone, on Mattawam- will receive 50 cents per bushel freight, or
keag river at Mattawamkeag, and on Pis- $4,000_Sch. Anne Lord gets $3.50 per m
cataquis river near Foxcroft, the informa- on lumber from Stockton Springs to New
tion furnished by the profile will serve as a
basis for estimating the water power avail- York_Sch. J. S. Lamprey is loading poable at any selected site.
Copies of the tatoes at Cape Jellisou for New York at 18
plan and profile and of the water supply cents per bag—Sch. Flyaway libeled by
records may
station
the
papers containing
T. S. Greenlaw for $1500, repairs on
be obtained free of charge on application to Capt.
the director of the geological survey at the vessel, was sold at public auction by
The survey of the
Washington, I). C.
Deputy U. S. Marshal Smith of Portland,
river has been continued this season, and
and was bid in by Mr. A. II. Sawyer for
the plan and profile from Twin Lake to
Cbesuucook Lake will be prepared and $2500-Advices from Mobile of Oct. 26th
published as soon as possible.
say that the work of floating sch. Pendleton
Bros, is progressing very rapidly.
There
Statistics.
Maine’s Vital
is 13 feet of water on each side of the vessel
The annual report of the State registrar and it is thought she will be floated during
of vital statistics, made public Mouday, the first high tide—Sch. Minnie Chase,
shows that during the past year 107 persons
John Dolliver of Oak Point, has been
committed suicide, an increase of 30 over Capt.
the previous year. Of this number 91 were libelled by the United States marshal, for a
males. Thirty-uine committed suicide by debt of $3,000, it is said. The indebtness is
shooting, and 28 by hanging. The youngest for repairs made upon the craft at Rockland
was a boy of 13 years, and the oldest a man
of 87 years. The rate for the State per 10,000 by I. L. Snow & Co. The vessel was lying
of population was 1.54.
at Ellsworth laden with lumber ready for
Some of the leading causes of death dursailing, when attached and a keeper put on
ing the year were given as follows :
Measles, 22; scarlet fever, 10; influenza, board.The keel has been laid for the
166; whooping cough, 54; diphtheria and new six-masted schooner which is to be
croup, 162; typhoid fever, 242; tuberculosis, built at the Cobb, Butler yard, Rockland,
1,217; diarrhoea! diseases, 475; rheumatism, for the Coastwise
Transportation Company
60; cancer, 611; diabetes, 91; diseases of the
of Boston. The keel is, 280 feet long. The
nervous system, 1,576; diseases of heart,
1,191; pueumonia, 1,050; bronchitis, 233; other dimeusions will be beam 48 feet, hold
peritonitis, 63; nephritis and Bright’s dis- 27i feet. The schooner will have a coal caease, 629.
The deaths by counties were as follows: pacity of 5,000 tons and will be completed
Androscoggin, 833; Aroostook, 805; Cumber- August 1,1907.

land, 1,810; Franklin, 306; Hancock, 492;
Kennebec, 1,086; Knox, 487; Penobsoot,
Friend—If you love Miss Gotrox, old
1,361; Piscataquis, 252; Sagadahoc, 312; man, why don't you marry her ? Bachelor
Somerset, 560; Waldo, 394; Washington, Doctor—Heavens! man she is one of my
581; York, 1,176.
best patients 1—Judge.

home

Miss Nina Robbins of Union is the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. P. G. Hurd in

Noithpo^.

Mrs. El.zabeth Hart has gone to Mt.
View Pari, Cape Elizabeth, for the winter.
Professor and Mrs. Charles P. Woods left
Orono Saturday lor a trip to New Orleans
Mr. ami Mrs. Frank
Whitten have re
turned from a carriage drive to Union and

TUESDAY’S

ELECTIONS.

Hearst and Moran Defeated.

A

vicinity.

Republican

Mr. and Mrs. Warren A. Nichols arrived
home from Gloucester, Mass., last Monday

evening.

House Elected.

Mrs. Samuel H. Lord went to Boston
The interest in Tuesday’s elections centered in New York and Massachusetts, and Monday to care for her auul, Mrs Thompin both States the Republicans were sucwho is ill.
cessful. In New York Hughes is elected son,
Rev. E. S. Philbrook and Charles Bruce
Governor by an estimated plurality of 40,000, and in Massachusetts Mr. Guild will left for the woods last
Friday morning in
have a plurality of over 37,000, and the entire State ticket is elected, with the usual quest of big game.
Republican majority in both branches of
E. P. Boutelle, postal inspector who lays
the legislature. New England is Republi- out the
Rural Free Peiivery routes, was
can with the exception of Rhode Island,
which went Democratic by about 0,000. Big in Belfast, Monday.
Republican pluralities were rolled up in
E. S. Shuman and daughter Gertrude and
Michigan, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania, Indi- Miss Winnie Kimball
left last Friday for a
ana and Ohio. The Democrats have gained
one Congressman.in Maryland, one in Mis- visit in Massachusetts.
souri, one in New Jersey, two in Illinois
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Welch returned
and the Republicans one in Kentucky.
Chairman J. S. Sherman of the Republican Tuesday evening from a visit of several
national congressional committee at 11.40 weeks with their daughters in Massachuo'clock Tuesday night sent the following setts.
telegram to President Roosevelt: “Of nine
Mrs. Camilla A. Hazeltine has closed her
districts heard from which we classed as
doubtful, we have reports showing seven house on Court street and with Miss AnindiDemocratic.
All
and
two
Republican
cations confirm our estimate of a Republican nette W. White isat 29 Miller street for the.
w inter.
Congress by fully 50.”

—

the prices quoted

are

Freeman W. Sheperd of Winchester,
Mass., is in Belfast on business.

miscellaneous one, was as follows:
Tours
Duet, Minuet,
Miss Helen M. Dunton, Miss Mary Faunce
*Tosti
Soprano Solo, Rosa,
Mrs. Clarence E. Read.
Reading, A Little Journey to the Home of
Elbert Hubbard
Sebastian Bach,
Miss Pilsbury.
Weber
Piano Solo, Tolacca Brillante,
Miss Amy E. Stoddard.
After the program, which was well received, a short business meeting was held,
the president, Hon. C. 0. Poor, presiding.
A NEW MONTANA INDUSTRY.
The executive committee announced the
program for the meetings during the winWe are indebted to Mr. E. K. Morison for
ter, three of which are to be open meetings a
copy of the Billings, Montana, Gazette,
Several new names were added to the secgiving an account of Montana's new indusNevin’s
roll.
After
a
brief
recess
retary’s
try, the making of beet sugar. The first
“The Quest" was studied. The next meetproduct was turned out Oct. 27th, when
ing, November 20th, will be devoted to samples of the first sugar manufactured in
Mendolsshon. A cordial invitation is ex- Montana were distributed with the
complitended to all who are interested in music to ments of the Billings Sugar Co. This combe present and to join the society.
pany has built factories at Loveland, Fort
The advt. of Collins, Eaton and Sterling, Colo.
New Advertisements.
The
A. D. Chase & Son this week contains a Billings factory is modern in every detail
fine half-tone of the great Cape Jellison and represents an investment of $1,500,000.
piers, from a photograph by Mr. Charles A. The main building is five stories high, 300
Townsend. Mounted photographs may be feet long and 08 feet wide. The sugar warehad at the store. The goods offered in this house is 200 by 50 feet, the lime kiln house
store are as attractive in quality and price 100 by 50 feet, and the beet sheds, which enas the picture.Fogg & Brown have
close three elevated railway tracks, are 400
Waldo County turkeys, chicken, geese, by 150 feet and have a storage capacity of
ducks, meats of all kinds—everything need- 10,000 tons. Nine hundred carloads of maFred A. chinery, shipped from the east, have been
ed for the Thanksgiving dinner
Johnson, Masonic Temple! announces this installed, and the machinery will be driven
He has a by steam engines of 1500 horse power.
week his November fur sale.
was a

with

day to visit bis sisters.

For the Benefit of the Park. A
food sale and whist party will be given by
the members of the Belfast Improvement

Pease Monday.

Sunday

Miss Bertha Hoffses is visiting friends inBoston and Lynn.

Memorial Hall next Monday evening,
Nov. 12th, Prof Bankin will give the first of
a series of six
dancing parties. From 8 to
9 o’clock will be for instruction, followed
by a cotillion to 12 o’clock. Terms for the
course $4 per couple, $2 for a single ticket.

sponse.

spent

Mr. and Mrs. George A. Gilchrest went to
Boston last Friday.

At

—

owing

Wilbur Blodgett
friends in Brooks.

The Belfast Gas and Electric Company
wish to notify their customers that the
electric lights are liable to be cut off the
next few evenings on account of installing
a new water wheel at the
power station.

Society Friday, Nov. 9th, in Memorial hall.
Food of various kinds, including bread,
home
MonKimball, started on his return
doughnuts, pastry, pickles, canned fruits,
day, Oct. 29th. He will visit relatives and
friends in Greene for a week, then go to jellies and candies will be on sale after 2.30
Seabrook, X. H., tor a short visit with p. m. A sufficient number of attendants
relatives and from there to Haverhill, Mass., will be present to wait upon customers with
where he is engaged in the shoe business...
The snow storm which began Oct. 31st and out delay. At 7.30 p. m. the hall will be
abated at noon Xov. 2nd was quite a severe open for whist and a general invitation is
one here.
Fully 8 inches of solid snow fell, extended to all lovers of the game to partiaccompanied by a heavy wind, and at this
will be made for
writing Xov. 5th the ground is nearly all cipate. Arrangements
covered. Quite an amount of potatoes re- both plain and progressive games. Admismain undiig in this vicinity... Lula Dodge, sion for the evening 25 cents. All members
who is teaching in District Xo. 3 and conand friends who are not reached by the
veying pupils from District Xo. 8, a distance of about 8 miles in the round trip, committees are earnestly requested to furmissed but one day on account of the nish something for the food tables. The
storm
Deer seem to be quite plentiful in
should appeal to all our citizens alike
this vicinity_Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hard- object
ing visited their daughter, Mrs. George and it is hoped there will be a generous re-

uwiia

Congregational church will be as follows:
.Junior C. E. meeting Thursday at 3.30 p.
in.
morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. meeting Sunday at 6.30 p. in.

Concerning

SECRET

ueiween

The funeral of Henry A. Bunker took
place in lslesboro at the residence of his
mother, Mrs. Adriauua A. Bunker, Saturday afternoon, Nov. 3d. He had been in
failing health for some mouths, and the

hauling

‘lead had his new gasolene
a trial
spin last Saturday,
the engine and did much of
the boat himself in spare
>- tui
tied out a speedy craft.

uuo aim

H- N. Crockett left for
in Greltan,
Ohio, Oct. 29th.J- E. Hall
lost a cow last week. She got injured and
he was obliged to have her killed....The
Clement Bro’s have begun threshing.
Uncle” Oliver Whitten, from Unity, is
here attending the meetings...-Mrs. Lida
L- Wilson of Port
Clyde was the guest of
Mrs. J. E. Hall and Mrs. M. W. White, Oct.
™h.Six or eight inches of snow fell
during the storm last week. People used
runners three days.... Mrs. L. M. Stevens,
who has been
visiting at C. M. Plummer’s,
left for her home in Xewburyport, Mass.,
last week. ..F. U. Lucas of Searsmont
was at J. E.
Hall’s last Monday...-Robert
R. Ellis has finished his six months job at
c. A. Hall’s.
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The Improvement Society will meet next
HALLDALE.
Monday afternoon at 2.30 with Mrs. Charles
A ten days
meeting began at the church H. Crosby, 25 Pearl street.
last Saturday
evening, Rev. Mr. Coyf the F.
All persons are warned not to deposit
W. B. State
missionary, is in attendance, al- any decayed animal or vegetable matter, or
°- L. Hatch, the siuging evangelist,
fish scrap, on the Pnddle Dock dnmp. Legal
and his wife from Rockland. Other speakera
expected during the meeting. There action against any one violating this order
•£«
wl*l be meetings
will be taken by the Board of Health.
every evening this week.
her home

—

■

■
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can con-

-i:'licence until it is seen.
“George” as an old-time
mate, and it is also the re'*!me sailor, a type fast be< me half
day from New
t all, and a 7-mile ride
ry boats on the Atlantic

There are now over 13,000 volumes in the
library. It receives regularly 45 periodicals

NOVEMBER 8, 1HQ6.

Mr. and Mrs. George Meserve recently
eil from August 31 to November 1, 1906, annually. The new registration of borrow- moved to the Prentiss farm, where they inMr. and
teud
to reside the coining winter.
ers records the names, of 1,100 persons,
aud paid the Treasurer, $1,288.72.
Mrs. G. Prentiss have gone to Benton to
are
estithe
borrowers
Leonand
that
aud
unregistered
read
L.
E.
Prenwas
An order
passed
spend the winter with their son,
tiss_W. W. Seavey is on his annual huntard & Barrows be permitted to erect and mated at fully 500.
will also visit
Mr. Boardman reviews the four bulletins ing trip in Oxford county and
maintain a blower pipe from their factory
Miss Millie Stevens
relatives in Auburn
on Pleasant street across said street to their issued by the library and quotes from the recently returned from a visit with relaMiss Esengine house, said pipe to be at least twenty- report of the librarian an appropriate tives in Belfast and Stockton
from Lincolnmention of the bequest of Dr. George \V. telle Harding has returned
five feet above said street.
the
school
she
where
during
taught
vlile,
The New England Telephone and Tele- Field of Bangor; and from the report of fall_Mr. and Mrs. Guy Luce have moved
the
board
of
E.
H.
Garcelon....
location
chairman
into the house owned by
Joseph Williamson,
graph Company petitioned for a
Alien Rollins has moved his family to the
for its poles and wires on the Staples road of trustees, acknowledgment of this beresidence
of the late Mrs. I. W. Knowles,
from Swan Lake Avenue to the Citypoint quest, and of a gift of $3,000 from Mr. Al- now owned by Lewis Stone, the move being
in memory made for better convenience in his busiof
bert
Crane
Conn.,
Belmont
Stamford,
the
road
from
on
the
Bobbins
road,
ness for carrying the mail from Troy to
road; to the Center Belmont road; on the of his friend, Albert Boyd Otis.
Garcelon returned to LewisFurther extracts are given from the re- Unity_Dr.
Edgecomb road from the present pole line
ton Saturday after a visit with relatives
have
which
appeared and friends in town_Rev. and Mrs. G.
to Lincolnville avenue, aud on Alto street ports of the librarian
W. Ross, who have been enjoying a vacaLincolnville annually in The Journal.
to
avenue
from Belmont
tion spent with friends in Massachusetts,
It was ordered that notice be
avenue.
returned home Friday—Miss Maude E.
OBITUARY.
Munroe started Monday for Upton, where
given by publication and a hearing be given
she
will visit her sister, Mrs. Fred 0. Good22nd
at the city council rooms, November
Byron L. Pitcher died at his home at the win— Mrs. Maria Ruunells is visiting her
at 3 o’clock p. in., where residents and
son
Howard in Waterville.
Head of the Tide Nov. 3rd aged 56 years, 8
owners of property upon the highways to
months and 24 days, lie was born in Bel- SANDY POINT.
be effected by the granting of the permit
Mr. Fred Shute is confined to the house
fast,the son of Luther A. and Almira Campapplied for, and all other persons interest- bell Pitcher. At the age of 16 he went to by illness_11. F. Partridge is assisting
show
to
why
ed, shall have opportunity
F.
S. Harriman in his store during Mr.
T.
work in the general store of his uncle,
Shute’s absence—Mr. F. F. Perkins and
such permit should not be granted.
where he remained wife of Seboeis were here over Suuday
of
B.
Mathews
Liberty,
In joint convention, on the Question of
lie was then employed for two Mrs. Edward Grant returned Monday from
two years,
procuring additional accommodation for a
in a wholesale grocery I tore in Bos- Guilford, where she had been several weeks
with her husband, who is employed there..
number of pupils in the 6th grade it was years
ton. At the age of 21 he went into business Mr. Alfred
Black, who has been here fora
voted to refer the matter to the committee
in
merchant
commission
w
and
as a produce
eek, left Saturday for his home in Everett,
on schools.
and Mrs. Loomis Eames from
Mass_Mr.
six
years.
New York City and continued
Adjourned.
Searsport were here recently for a visit—
He then went to .Kansas, where he remain- Miss Eva Shute was in Bangor last week
ed three years and was engaged in farming for a brief visit....Mr. Walter Rice, who
XI.

V.

be

Without. tlie
then discussed.

encore

ix board of municipal officers.

tie

swanvuie.

place,

THE BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.

Last Saturday’s Bangor Commercial has
The November meeting of the City Couna long and interesting article from the pen
cil was held Monday evening, November 5,
of Mr. Samuel L. Boardman on the Belfast
Mayor Dnnton presiding. The records of
Free Library, with an excellent half-tone of
the last meeting were read and approved.
the library building and a fac simile of the
Roll of accounts No. 8 was passed. FollowAlbert Boyd Otis memorial book plate. Mr.
ing are the amounts under the various apBoardman has given a complete history of
:
propriations
the library dating from the bequest of the
568
99
Contingent.$
588 32 late Paul Richard Hazeltine in 1878, which
Highways.
66 87 provided for the erection of the building.
Fire department.
202 41 A sketch of Mr. Hazeltine follows. Then
Free library.
546 52
General school purposes.
22 56 comes mention of the bequest for educationCemetery.
1013 al purposes of Nathaniel Wilson, with an
Repairs and insurance.
109 86
Free text books.
extract from the will and a sketch of Mr.
20 25
School contingent.
Wilson, who was for nearly 40 years in the
42
29
Permanent repairs.
Mr. Boardman con650 00 service of his country.
Paupers.
tinues :
20
$2,768
By an act of the Maine legislature of Feb.
IX BOARD OF ALDERMEX.
3, 1887, the bequests of Mr. Hazeltine and
Mr. Wilson were consolidated, the Belfast
The report of the street commissioner
free library was incorporated and the fund
J.
was read, accepted, and ordered on file.
placed in the hands of a board of five trusF. Wilson reported that he had expended tees, to be legally chosen by the city counThis act was accepted by the city govcil.
on the highways $385.42.
ernment Feb. 7, 1887. In 1888 the Hazeltine
An order that the committee on highways trust fund amounted to
$21,342.50, and the
be authorized to lay out a street from the Wilson trust fund amounted to $31,811 43.
from these funds for the year
junction of Common and Market streets to The income
l«K)5-’06 was $1,837.57.
Holt street was read and passed.
The Belfast free library was opened to
An order that the street commissioner be the public in April, 1888. Miss Elizabeth
authorized to replace the curbing in front Maltby Pond was chosen librarian when
the library was founded in 1887, one year
of the Post Office was read and passed.
before the building was erected, and has
The petition of J. C. Durham to erect a remained in that position to the present
wooden addition to the second story of his time.
During her long term of service Miss Pond has handled many times
brick building, to stand on stilts and to
over every one of the thousands of books
rest against his wooden building situated upon the library shelves. She has had the
westerly of the brick building, to be 18x25 assistance of assistant librarians who have
each done much to make the library popular
feet and one story high, and to be used for and useful to the
community. Miss Anne
and
read
was
and
manufacturing,
storage
V. Field was assistant for many years.
T.
Miss
Burrows, after three years
the petition granted.
Georgia
Annie
The claim of Isabelle Sprague for extra of service, left to be married. Miss
L. Barr, a Wellesley graduate, was a most
labor in locating sewers was referred to efficient assistant for four and one-half
committee on accounts and claims and to the years, and is now a teacher in the Belfast
High school. The present assistant, Miss
City Solicitor.
Florence E. Dunton, is a Mount Holyoke

THURSDAY,

Electric power win also oe used when tne
situation demands it and will be generated
on tlie premises by dyamos of 4200 horse
power. Three hundred tons of coal will be
consumed daily in generating steam to
drive the great machinery, and 120 tons of
lime rock will be used in purifying the beet
juice. The coal will be brought from Ked
Lodge, and lime rock will come from Livingston. The factory will grind 1,200 tons
of beets—the crop of 00 or more acres—

every day.
II. Mendelson, engineering chemist, who
has charge of the factory proper, says it
will take three years to develop the ten itory so that the factory may be supplied
with beets to its full capacity, which is 130,000 tons annually. It is expected to handle
about 70,000 tons the present season. As to
the yield of beets he said that many individual fields have done excellently, and will
20 tous to the acre. This will give
gross return of $100 per acre, and will net
the grower about $60. This will be increased
next year, as it has been the experience in
all beet districts that the yield per acre increases from year to year.
Farmers must
practice rotation of crops, as it is not wise
to cultivate beets on the same land every

produce

a

year._

WEDDING BELLS.
At the parsonage
Frohock-Mrur-iiY.
E. chuich last night, Rev. E. F.
IIill performed the ceremony which united
in marriage, I)r. Herbert E. Frohock and
Mrs. Cora Frances Murphy of I’awhuska.
Dr. Frohock, formerly of the Central New
York conference, was here a short time ago
and occupied the pulpit at the M. E. Church
for several Sundays, proving himself an
eloquent and most capable minister. At
the recent conference at Enid, Okla., lie
was transferred and has been stationed at
l’awhuska for the coming year as the sueof the M.

CtJSSUi

ui

net.

jj.

v.

iini.
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trip

represent.—Oklahoma Paper.

Both bride and groom are well known
and have many fiiends in this city and
section. The bride is a daughter of George
A. and the late Mrs. Beckett of this city
and the widow of Theodore Murphy, a
Methodist clergyman, also of this city.
Since Mr. Murphy’s death she has been
actively and successfully engaged in educational work, in the south and west. Dr.
Frohoek is a native of Searsniont and was a
teacher in the Upper Grammar school of
The friends here extend con.
this city.
gratuiations and best wishes.
Nevmann-Merrill. Mr. Paul S. Neuand Miss Laura S. Merrill, both of
San Francisco, Cal., were united in marriage at the home of the bride’s cousin, Mr.
George A. Merrill, in Redwood City, Oct.
4th, by the Rev. Mr. Kirkland of that city.
The bride was attired in white silk and was
unattended.
After the ceremony, which
was witnessed by only a few near relatives,
supper was served, and at 9 o’clock in the
evening Mr. and Mrs. Neumann took the
south bound train for a short trip. Mrs.
Neumann receutly visited her parents old
home in Citypoint, Belfast, and also visited
relatives in Boston and Wrentham and
made many friends wherever she went,
who will wish her much happiness. Mr.
Neumann is a typewriter and stenographer
and bolds a good position with a linn in San
Francisco. They will reside in Berkeley,
California.

mrs.

to

Victor C. Whittier, night clerk at the
Windsor Hotel in this city for some time,
is said to have a tine position in Young's
Hotel, Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Lee Patterson and Miss
Florence A. Clough attended the presentation of The Lion and the Mouse at Waterville Opera House last week.
Frank W. Twombly, who i> with the
United bhoe Machine Company of Beverly,
Mass., is spending a vacation with his
father, Mr.Charles H. Twombly.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, who spent the
in their cottage at The Batter>,
have moved into the Ham-Condon house,
which they bought some months ago.
summer

Goveruor William T. Cobb has been
elected a director of the Union Mutual Life
Insurance Company to tiil the vacancy
caused by the death of Judge Percival

Bonuey.
Mr

Fails

\fr..

TA:

.1.....

t>

visiting her father, Joseph li.
l’aysuu of Waldo, who is seriously ill. Mr.
Dickey is a train dispatcher on the Rumare

ford Falis Railroad.
Mrs. E. I’. Alexander, accompanied by
her cousin, Miss Georgia E. Batchelder,
who lias been visiting her for tile past few
days, left by train Monday to visit friends
in Portland, Saco and Boston.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. F

W.

Smith, who have been living in the Frye
block on Court street, regret that they are
to return to their former home in Bucksport!
Mr. Smith has been in the employ of S. A
Parker at the laundry.
Emery F. White sang at a recital in
Thomas ton last Thursday evening and was
assisted by Mrs. E. S. Pitcher of this city,
with Miss Gladys Pitcher as accompanist.
Mr. White will give a concert in Pettiugill’s
hali, Island. Falls, Friday evening, Nov. !>th.
Robert

spends his

Folwell

of

summers at

who

Philadelphia,
'.sola Bella, is

one

ot

the backs on the Pennsylvania State College football team this year and in the Carlisle-Pennsylvania game Oct. JTth one of
Mr. Folwell’s hands was broken, lit- nil!
be out of the game for some time, if not for
the season.
The executive council of the Women's
Christian Temperance Union has appointed Mrs. Lillian M. N. Stevens of Portland,
Me., editor-in-chief of the national organ,
the Union Signal, for the coming yea:, with
Mrs. Cornelia T. Jewett of Evau.-ton. III.
as managing editor.
The committee also
has appointed Miss Anna A. Gordon editorin

Uiiiei

1*1

luimit,

for the past year has been in the government service as one of the teachers in the
Osage Boarding school. She is well known
to most of our people and the friends and
members of the .Methodist church have
cause to congratulate themselves upon the
acquisition of such estimable people. The
Capital extends to Dr. and Mrs. Frohoek
its best wishes for iheir happiness and
trusts that tlieir labors in our city may be
fraught with much good for the cause they

mann

r. l'almer made a busi
Boston the past week ami during their absence J. K. Dennett had charge
of the store.
ia. ana

ness

ur

v

uMturi

iTuniiiiit,

t»

■
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.>h».n

Margaret Wintrfnger, managing editor.
lion. S. J. Gushee and wife of Appleto
arrived Wednesday evening fron. New
York, where they have been visit; .g tor a
couple of weeks their son, Mr. Kaipli A.
Gushee, proprietor of the Chiremmit hot d,
J hey remained at th
Riverside Drive.
Thorndike over night and drove home yesterday. They had a very pleasant visit, as
well they might, living in the most luxurious
hotel iii New York and tlie proprietor rendering them every attention that his experience of years in catering t< the ost
exacting class of guests in the world could

K. A.
suggest. The many friends of >1:
Gushee in his old home are a!way> glad to
hear from him, and to learn of Ids grand
success in conducting the Claremont.
During the past 3 ear, the hotel has done a business largely in excess of any former \ ear.
and the Claremont is more popuiar than
ever.
During his stay in New York Mr.
S. J. Gushee had an opportunity of seeing a
good deal of the strenuous political contest
now in progress there, and, being
always
fond of politics, it greatly interested him.—
Rockland Opinion.
DANGERS FROM DYSPEPSIA.
Imperfect

Digestion Mont Prolific Cause of
Serious Disease.

While health reports do not give indigestion as a cause of death, yet it so weakens
the stomach and the whole system that it
makes one readily susceptible to serious illness.

If you have distress after eating, a feeling
of heaviness in the stomach, nervousness,
dizziness, nausea, headache or any other
symptoms of indigestion, begin the use of
Mi-o-na at once and get well.
Mi-o-na will give such strength and tone
to the whole digestive system that you can
eat any thing at any time without tear of
distress or indigestion.
R. II. Moody has so much faith in its superior merits, that he gives a guarantee
with every 30 cent box of Mi-o-na that the
remedy will cost nothing unless it cures.

A

05IUJARY.
Mrs. Amanda M. Sanborn

was

born

in

known as Col. Thomas Knowlton of Northport. He was an officer in the war of 1812.
Returning from the war of 1812 Col. Knowlton married a Miss Rogers, and instead of
changing her name to Knowlton she persuaded her husband to change his t»> Rogers.

harmlafis^X^oto
;i^/Tniiu?(Tn^

Their sen, David T. Rogers, married Susan
Knowlton, a relative of his father's, and
David and Susan
settled in Northport.
Rogers were the parents of the subject of
this biographical sketch. Mrs. Sanborn
w as a cousin of the late Mark Knowlton of
Northport, and of Geo. Knowlton of Los

cent.

Glvcerine plays an important part in
Dr. t’ierce's Golden Medical Discovery in
the cure of indigestion, dyspepsia and
weak stomach, attended by sour risings,
heart-burn, foul breath, coated tongue,
poor appetite, gnawing feeling in stomach, biliousness and kindred derangements of the stomach, liver and bowels.
Besides curing all the above distressing
ailments, the"Golderi Medical Discovery
is a specific for all diseases of the mucous
membranes, as catarrh, whether of the
nasal passages or of the stomach, bowels
Even in its ulcerative
or pelvic organs.
stages it will yield to this sovereign remedy if its use be persevered in. In Chronic
Catarrh of the Nasal passages, it is well,
while taking the "Golden Medical Dis"
for the necessary constitutional
covery
treatment, tp cleanse the passages freely
twoyor three times a day with Dr. Sage’s
Catarrh Remedy. This thorough course
of treatment generally cures ‘he worst

Soon after her marriage to Frank
L. Sanborn the couple moved to Lowell,
and later to Chelsea, Mass. Mr. Sanborn
served as first sergeant in the 6th Mass, regiment, and later re-enlisted in the 26th
Mass. Inf. Mrs. Sanborn’s brother, and
several of her husband’s brothers, served in
the same regiment. Mr. Sanborn died in

Angeles.

the soldiers’ Home at Togus in 1881. In
1897 Mrs. Sanborn, with her only child, Mr.
Frank H. Sanborn, came to Los Angeles.
During the Spanish American war her sou
of
wii^an officer in the medical department
the army, stationed at San Francisco in the
general hospital. During the nearly two
years Mr. Sanborn was in service in this
hospital his mother was w ith him, and had
l>

o'

>

»
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was the intention of his mother
IDii. in the capacity of an army
I’M *»i n wa> »»f a quiet, gentle
Mr*
mpi >*ed Upon all who knew
verity Mel genuineness of her
sted in all of thealfairs
u.,v :
<(
ami k*q t hei st f remarkably well j
.1
ail current ewnts. Mie was j

b it !e it
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lie:
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’> Mel tlin :_!».> patriotic—a memxanh u lit !lef Corps of Los
ol the !i.• st influential
us
of it^ kind in the West,
.i woman of deep reiigious experiii,ember of the Central Congrega.irl. in Chelsea, Mas> and at the
death a member of the Eastside
_a:.oi.al church of Los Angeles, of
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In coughs and hoarseness, caused by bronrhial. throat and lung affections, eterpt cons ucp: i«»n in its advanced stages, the "Golden
Medical Discovery” is a most efficient remedy. especially in those obstinate, hang-on
.a uglis caused by irritation and congestion of
thebronch al mucous membranes* The "Dis”
re' y
is not so good for acute coughs arisUg from sudden colds, nor must it be oxl.eiMed to cure consumption in its advanbed
-t ages
no medicine will do that— but for all
he ot tin ate. chronic coughs, which, if neg.<*.•! d. or badly treaied. lead up to consumpis tbest medicine that can bn tak«
i;
■

••

All-j

■•
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years old. We think this is something uncommon_Samuel Reynolds, who recently
returned from the Bangor hospital, where
he had a cancer cut out, is now all right
The friends of Treat Mason, who has been
at home on a vacation, are glad to know
He has
that he is prospering so finely.
been having hospital practice and next
D. and
as
an
M.
June expects to graduate
take up the practice of medicine—E. P.
Boutelle of Bangor, Post Office inspector,

Deal

Is assured you when you buy Dr. Pierce's
family medicines—for all the ingredients entering into them are printed on
the bottle-wrappers and their formulas
are attested under oath as being complete
and correct. You know just what you are
paying for and that the ingredients are
gathered from Nature's laboratory, being
selected from the mo t valuable native
medicinal roots found growing in our
American foresCTat«Lwhile potent to cure
the most
are perfeiTciv
Not a drop
delicate wo 111N1
nUil.-oh.ol enters into their CPUiiu-sUin;.),
A much better agent is used Oo.urier_fxITiicting and i>re^rvjagTfbi-~^....-,.'v'ni;l
principles nsediii them. viz.—nnre irilflirctined glycerine. Tina agent possesses
Intrinsic medicinal properties of its own.
being a most valuable antiseptic and antiferment, nutritive and soothing demul-

Northport 64 years ago, and passed away in
Her
Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 13, 1906.
paternal grandfather was in the early days

1 v

Square

from last week.]

TROY.

He promises
in Brooks last week.
that the Sprout Hill road shall have the accommodation of the R. F. I). route in the
near future.

was

|
j

PAIN IN BACK AND LIMBS

his home
Eveleth, who died
Vort, (k-t. -M i, was born in New
min 7, IS-."*, the soi: ot Verkins
N
ster and oneol nine
Jabez, who Jives in
d, and a si>ier, Mrs. Lydia* Wharlf
>i V.,i'ii;ouih, ai'o the only survivors of the
fai'.o
The deceased was a ship joiner at
and when George and Isaac
Van:
Du it no shipbuilders, came to Frankfort,
now W:nterport, in IMP, Mr. Eveleth came
with them. They did quite a large busiMr. Eveleth was their ship joiner.
ness v
Lat-■ in- was a prominent hou>e carpenter
■,

p!i

ii,-k

:n

y

■■■
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paralyzed.

“As 1 said before, 1 had been suffering
about five years and seemed t.> be able to
get no relief from my doctors, when a friend
here in Portland told me how Dr. Williams’
Pink Pills had cured him of neuralgia in
the face, even after the pain had drawn it
1 decided to try the pills and
to one side.
began to see some improvement soon after
This encouraged me to keep
them.'
using
I have never
on until 1 was entirely cured.
had a return of the rheumatism or of the

paralysis.

PALER.MO CENTER.

S. M Handy of Somerville, Mass., is in
the place for a few days on business—C.
A. Phillips recently bought a yiew Kemp
manure

spreader—Miss Lydia Phillips,

who is attending M-hool in Watervilie, was
at home over Sunday.Mrs. Wendell
Turner, who has been visiting relatives in
Pittstou and Whitefield, returned home
Satuiday_Miss Sadie Moody is visiting
iier sister, Mrs. Lottie Turner—Warren
Pullen and family of Yarmouth are at
their cottage here for a few weeks....Mrs.
W esley Turner is visiting her son, Watson
Turner of Jefferson.

Lord v\: Kveieth,
bought the Dean
An«lre\v> w! uf, known as Central wharf,
made extensive repairs, arid at one time
At
were buyers fo: the U. s. Government.
one tune lie was landlord of the CommerAt the outbreak
cial House, W interpot t.
of the Civil war he dropped his tools and
was elected 2d iieut. of <'o. D, 26th Maine.
SOUTH LIBERTY.
After li
return he, with Isaac Dunham, as
Mrs. Harry Butler of Union visited her
Dunham A: Kveieth, built several vessels,
lie married .January 1, 1850, Eliza Smith sister, Mrs. F. \V. Cunningham, last week.
Allen of New Gloucester, who survive
_Mr. and Mrs. Prescott were called to
him.
Two .sons were born to them who Lynn, Mass., last Wednesday by the serious
lied young. He leaves a daughter, Miss illness of their son Bex. The young man
Loui.Ce, who lias been a constant attendant had recently secured a line position in the
on both,
parents, Mrs. Kveieth being in electrical works at Lynn and was at once
The funeral was held from stricken down with typhoid fever. His
p< <»! hea th.
H -e Wednesday atternoon under the
th
many friends here wish him a speedy redii:: «»f W arren Post, G. .\. K
of which
covery— October *J4th Bert K. Cunninghe was ;t member.
ham of Washington, ami Miss Leonie
J1 owes of Liberty were united in marriage
RISING SUN GRANGE FAIR.
by W K. Overlook at Razorville. The many
friends unite in wishing the couple much
.a: fair and dance of Rising Sun
!
happiness....Harry Lenlest is building a
lien house and will raise hens more
(ii.Km x, came Oct. I7th, afternoon large
extensively_Miss Lena Cunningham of
Jt
been
on
had
d
ai
-vei.mg.
postponed
Providence, K. I., formerly of this place, is
ai o -i! i "! >toiiuy woilher, and >utticient
visiting relatives here— Mrs. Harvey Cunof Howard, it. 1., is visiting
ningham
not i-e wa- not givoi
Man.\ of the farmers friends and relatives
about her old home
W 'ei g«»ged i>i gathering apples
L
here.
__.i g potatoes and w.-ie unable to |
ai d
1IBKKTY
v<
»;* 'i
y pi>:t\ ein!»ro:«leied worsted (
Mrs. Stella l’arkhurst, w ho has been passb\ the >*ei
f the Grunge was
1
a week with Mrs. J. W. Cli ugh, left for
\V IS. Elliott! ing
.i in the afternoon.
her home in Unity Friday.Mrs. Isaac
w.
ti:i we mail.
A pi :nt quilt, also :
Reynold.-* left Monday for an extended vi>it
t
Mr. E. A. 8heen
with relatives in Hallowed and Augusta.
*a pi! o\v, presented
h.
i- et:\
While in llallowell she will be the guest of
!
I-, (-race
ii*.
t*
11. Mmtii, her si>ter, Mrs. John Leighton.Walter
who have been spend*
A*
t... Ce
be Forgot,” Cargill and family,
ing two weeks at his old home here, rew..
fly, guessing the number of turned to their home in Lynn, Saturday
>ealed in a bottle.! Mr. ami Mrs. H. M. Bean, Mr. and Mrs.
p*-.
R
>
i> the happy owner of Glover, all of Camden, spent a few days in
M
town last week and were registered at the
.h
Am**
tlie articles exhibited | Sanford house—Mrs. Hattie
Clough, who
r.
w ,;>
i.r y
ilt
died “The Rolling Stone.” ; has been spending a week in North Vassalreturned
to her
has
boro
with
friends,
Thi> i i:
was said to have been entirely
home.Mr. and Mrs. William Moody of
made
Rio. ( hester Kenney, but the
Augusta were in town last week for a few
Grange brothers ami Sisters think that days calling on old friends—Mrs. L. P.
Si'ter Grace A. knows something about it.*
Berry has gone to Providence, R. I., w here
she will pass some time visiting friends.
A prePy embroidered worsted quilt was
shown by Mrs. K. II. McGray, nice braided
NOKTH PALERMO.
mats by Miss Carrie Marden, drawn ang
Thomas A. Rowe of New ton, one of the
yarn mats by Miss Gertrude Whitcomb, a
principal builders of the VV. & Q railroad, is
silk doss worked* sofa pillow, and other
visiting his brother, Rufus Rowe, at the old
articles by Mrs. Grace C. Smith.
(We homestead_Miss Julia Marden of Somercould not read what our correspondent had ville, Mass., accompanied by her friend,
written.
Ed.) Other exhibits were: Po- Miss Grace Cushing of Cambridge, drove
tatoes by W. IE Sheehan and C. A. Kenney; three horses out here from Gardiner Thursday, and Friday drove to her grandfather’s,
pumpkins large and pumpkins small, J. 11, P. \Y. Ayer of Freedom. She will return
McGray; purple grapes, J. H. McGray; next week, leaving the horses at Wm. Osbeets and turnips, I). F. Walker; apples by good’s for the winter... E. 0. Chadwick
X. H., Oct. 25th, for a two
W. IE >heehan; cucumbers, picked Oct. went to Conway,
weeks’ visit with his sister, Mrs. Eastman.
P* h fresh and green, measuring 10 inches
_Mrs. \Y. A. Nelson and Mrs. Horatio
A very large and Nelson attended the Pomona Grange at
by Edward Hearn.
China, Oct. 23d.Miss Grace Black
tlm:ty plant of cultivated mustard, six South
visited her friend Miss Cassie Bradstreet
feet in height, was shown by Mr. 11 earn.
Saturday and Sunday—Nearly all the
Thi.' Eiir was nut largely attended and the schools in tow n closed last week_R. E.
exliib;:.' weie few in number, but on the lialcom, a first-class painter, has painted
five schoolliouses in tow n the past season.
v.; <
tie Giai ge is well satislied, especial_All are sorry to learn that Fred Norton
ly the M.-leis, for by their work they had was seriously injured by a fall from a scaffold
one day last week while assisting a
tie* .-nm of
or more to
into
the
put
neighbor who was threshing. Dr. Delany, ]
Grange treasury.
the attending physician, thinks he will recover in time_Mrs. Georgie Spencer of]
Lynn, Mass., is visiting her uncle, Alonzo]
Merrifield_E. C. Rowe and George Soule
passed Sunday with their families.... Mrs.
Eliza Nelson is with her son, Frank Nelson.
_John Nelson, who has been very sick
with measles in Bethel, is expected home
this week_Harry Chadwick returned to
The Store of R. H. Moody is the Home of I his work in Augusta, Monday morning.
Frank E. Webster of Damariscotta Mills
Uric-0 in Belfast.
passed Sunday at E. 0. Chadwick’s.
The Rheumatic person is skeptical regarding
the Haiii
of almost any remedy advertised as a
BKOOKS,
cure for Rheumathm and one can scarcely blame
bun for Leiutr so. All the plasters and liniments
Mrs. A. li. Stantial of Belfast spent last
combined never actually cured a case of Rheu1 hey may relieve it in one quarter, but
matism
Sunday with friends in Brooks, which was
it is sure to break out somewhere else. The only
She attended
her home for many years.
true way to cure Rheumatism, is to drive it from
the system, for as long as the Uric and Rheu- services at the Union Church and met
matic Acid remains in the blood, one is never enmany of her old acquaintances—James B.
tirely free from the trouDle. This is where the McTaggart and wife have returned from a
value of Uric-0 as a permanent cure for Rheumatism comes in. It seeks out tile ’Bheumatic visit to Oakland, where they visited their
poison in the blood, muscles and kidneys, renders son Gordon and family.Rev. J. VV.
it inert and harmless and drives it out of the sys- Vaughan's daughters drove here from Beltem. That is why Unc-0 is such an admirable fast Sunday and he returned with them
and effective cure for Rheumatism.
after the evening service—Special meetThe chief reason that Uric-O is sucli a wondering of Happy Valley Chapter, O. of E. S.,
ful cure for Rheumatism is, that it is designed
Friday evening for drill in the work—The
and prepared to cure Rheumatism and Rheuma
blacksmith shop is closed, the first
alcohol
Irving
tism only. It does not contain any
or
other so called tonics to make one “feel good”for time for years. It has always been a busy
the time being, but it is composed of antidotes place_T. I. Huxford vacated his store
for the rheumatic acid poison in the system. That last
Saturday evening and J. W. Hobbs
is the seciet of its wonderful success. Rheumatook possession. Mr. Huxford has been in
tism simply cannot exist in a person’s system if
the same store for fifteen years and both he
Uric-O is used.
Uric-0 is sold by R. H. Moody, “The home of and bis son Alfred, who has been brought
Uric-O” in Belfast, at 75c. and 91.00 the bottle, up in the business, were generally liked by
but if you still feel skeptical about its efficacy you their patrons.
Mr. Huxford is well to do
can test it free of charge by cutting out this adand will retire from business, for a time at
vertisement and sending same together with your
least_Pigs have been very scarce in this
name and address to the Smith Drug Co.. SyraM. $1. Leonard rethis season.
cuse, N. Y., and they will send you a sample bot- vicinity
tle free. To persons who write and say they have cently sent a dozen to Massachusetts getting
never used Uric-O, want to test* it thoroughly,
$18 for the lot. Irving Gibbs has some
and will agree to take it systematically accord- beauties from which we recently selected
ing to directions, they frequently send a regular “two for five”....T. I. Huxford chloroform78c. a bottle free.
ed a cat recently which he knows was 20
1

IN MEMORIAM.

Whereas, it has pleased the Supreme

Kuler of the universe to remove from our
midst our late brother, James H. Dodge,
and
Whereas, it is but just that a fitting recognition of his many virtues should be had;
therefore, be it
Resolved, by Golden Cross Xo. 11, Rathbone Sisters, on the registry of the Grand
Temple of Maine of Rathbone Sisters, that
while we bow with humble submission to
the will of the Most High, we do not the
less mourn for our brother who has been
taken from us.
Resolved, that in me ueatn oi James 11.
Dodge, this Temple laments the loss of a
brother w ho was ever ready to proffer the
hand of aid and the voice of sympathy to
the needy and distressed of the fraternity;
an active member of this Temple, whose
utmost endeavors were exerted for its wellfare and prosper ity a friend and companion
who was dear to'us all; a brother, whose
upright and noble life was a standard of
emulation to his brothers and sisters of this

fraternity.

Resolved, tiiat the heartfelt sympathy of
this Temple be extended to bis family in
their affliction.
Resolved, that these resolutions be spread
upon the records of the Temple and a copy
thereof be transmitted to tile family of our
deceased brother and to The Republican
Journal for publication.
Asgei.ia \V. Gordon',
May \\ mitnf.y,
Emma E. Estes,
Committee on Resolutions.
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The Views from Ferndale.
A well-written and very readable story of
Thomas E. .shea, the well-known actor, in
the last Sunday issue of that paper by the
Boston American’s clever writer, Eleanor
Ames, has the following comment on his
summer cottage:
“Ferndale, his summer
home, is a great comfortable house right on
From Ferndale’s dining
Penobscot bay.
room windows you can see Mount Desert
and Bar Harbor, an uninterrupted view of
fifty miles.” Either the writer had unusual
powers of vision on the occasion of her visit
to Ferndale, or else her geography is at
fault.
Unfortunately from the spot she
mentioned it is quite impossible to see Bar
naroor,ami

even were me

gazer

guieu

wau

powers, he would need to be
presented with an X-ray apparatus to see
the hills of Mount Desert through Blue Hill
mountain, which intervenes. Another visit
of Miss Ames to Ferndale might set one or
two points in her geography clearer.—Bar
Harbor Cor. Daily News.
This critic wants to brace up. The hills
of Mount Desert are visible from the North
Shore, Northport, as well as from many

extraordinary

places in this city.
Dr.

Sargent’s

New Game.

Dr. D. A. Sargent, the Maine man who
has long been at the head of Harvard’s
gymnasium work and who is one of the
world’s recognized authorities on physical
culture, has invented a new game which lie
hopes will be a substitute for football. It
is now being quietly tried at Harvard and
great things are promised for it. It is played on a square field with goals on each of
the four sides. There are 12 players on a
team and each team defends the goals on
the opposite sides. Players are not allowed
to run more than five yards with the ball
and the game is mainly one of long passes
and kicks. The rules prevent all roughness
and do not allow any of the concentrated attack that marks football, basketball and
hockey. The game lias not been nanmd
yet and of course tile football enthusiasts
assert that it will not survive long enough
to need any name.—Kennebec Journal.
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Veterinary Specifics cure diseases
of Horses, Cattle, Sheep, Dogs, Hogs and
Poultry by acting directly on the sick pabts
without loss of time.

B.

BJSPRAIlN'fi, Lameness. Injuries.

cures

S Rheumatism.

THROAT.
J Distemper.

C, CJKORE
cubes

Quinsy, Epizootic,

Jlhuss | WORMS, Bota. Grc
Colds, Influent, Inflamed
cures i Lungs, Pleuro-Pneumonia.
E. E. * COUGHS.

COLIC, Bellyache. Wind-Blown,
{Diarrhea, Dysentery.

F. F.?
cubes

G. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
H-H 1

KID\EV A BLADDER DISORDERS.

CURES).

I. 1. >SKIN DISEASES. Mange.
cubes > Ulcers, Grease, Farcy.

Eruptions.

J. K.} BAD CONDITION, Staring Coat,
j Indigestion, Stomach Staggers.
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®

H
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H
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Bh

60c. each; Stable Case,
Specifics, Book, &c., $7
At druggists, or sent prepaid on receipt of price.
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
Streets, New Vork.

XT BOOK MAILED FREE.
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Cooking

bake

to
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perfection

1

1

Economize tuel.

9

Over 3600 Glen wood ranges
Angeles, Calf., and vicinity. :>i
complete satisfaction all oyer

have just received
inspection.

We

B

a

1

t,

new

and invite

H

and bed wetting.
A few doses or Dr. True's Elixir will expel the worms if there are any*: if not it acts
as a gentle laxative tonic, clearing the stomach and bowels of all waste matter, leading
these organs sweet and clean—it increases the appetite, cansing pure life-giving blood to
flow through the body, thus invigorating the whole system with nigged, robust health*
If taken regularly Jt will prevent coup'» odds fevers and worms.
Sold by druggists, 86c, 60c, $1.00. Write for booklet, Children and Their DiteatuJ0
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Mitchell &

H

Trusse|

Stoves, Ranges,
Kitchen

Furnishing, [1(

PLUMBING

A

SPFQALr

The steam shovel ami the crew who operit moved to Mack’s Point Sunday,
where they have six weeks’ work to do in
grading for the new wharf and the new fertilizer storehouse.
ate

The following schooners are at the Cape
pier loading: Mattie G. Alles of Portland,
loading potatoes; Arthur C. Wade, New
York, loading lumber for New York, and
Damietta, from Portland, loading lumber

Gives rest to the stomach. For indigestion, dyspepsia, sour stomach,
tired stomach, weak stomach, windy stomach, puffed stomach, nervous
stomach and catarrh of the stomach. A prompt relief.

for New York.

have two milk routes in the vilincrease in II. II.
Ilawes’ business on Cape .Jellison comto
the
him
give up
village round.
pelled
One is conducted by Leroy Nickerson and
the other by Fred Fames.
We

now

lage, since the great

Four schooner discharged loads of bricks
Cape Jellison last week. These and the
of cement which are
numerous cargoes
constantly arriving are for the new mill
which the Great Northern Paper Co. is
erecting in the vicinity of Millinocjiet.

HeaL

at

Willard Berry is moving his household
furnishings to the hotel and exppcts new
furniture in a few days, hoping to be in
readiness for entertaining the public, early
The good wishes of the comnext week.
munity go with him in this new undertaking.
Mrs. Lucy Staples, widow of the late
Capt. Willard Staples of Cape Jellison, w ho

gain in the
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PEA COAL, which
it lasts, for.
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$5.50 pet
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future.

When Yen Waul r
CAS RANGE

LAWN FENCES

the heat is neeessa

SETTEES,&£.

VASES,

The steamer Mohawk from New York is

Both
loading potatoes at the new pier.
steamships belong to the Eastern Maine

Transportation

The supply of fuel i
feet control at all tne

CEMETERY AND

Monday morning the steamer Dover arrived from New York bringing a load of
machinery and will take a cargo of potatoes
back to the same city from Cape Jellison.

feet control.
a

in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, I
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and the South,
‘‘Strout's List No. 17" describes hundreds in
p
Q 1
•
•
ror oalc
detail; one to 1,000 acres, S6oo to Sao,ooo ; many
farm
have stock, toois and crops included, it is the most complete book ot real
instructions to reach property.
bargains ever issued, with cuts of buildings and traveling
Send to-day for free copy to nearest office
l_;_

lt/l

S1VANVILLE CENTER.

One of Joshua Littlefield’s horses is quite
sick_Mr. and Mrs. Parker Page of Portland are visiting his sister, Mrs. Charles
Marr_Mrs. Webb is still on the gain
Freda Knowlton is at work for Mrs. Horatio
Marr_E. A. Roberson, Eph Littlefield,
Albert Moody and Alonzo Damn, all of this
town, have each got a deer.... Mrs. Beal remains about the same....Laura Curtis is
much better_The family who have been
living on the Archalus Twombly farm
have moved back to Massachusetts—Ed.
Jordan, just over the line in Monroe, has
got a deer_Richard Roberts was in Frankfort Saturday and Sunday.
—

Dairy and rood commission’s import.
The Minnesota Dairy and r ood Commission’s analysis shows that Kennedy’s Laxative Honey and Tar and Bee’s Laxative
Honey and Tar contained opiates and
croton oil. Opiates are poisons and croton
oil is a violent poisonous purgative. Refuse to accept any but Foley’s Honey and
Tar in a yellow package. Foley’s Honey
and Tar contains no opiates or dangerous
drugs and is the best cough and cold cure.
R. H. Moody.

Parkhurst boy,
“what makes the days so much shorter now
Said
than they were in the summer?”
papa, “well, now, I hearn but 1 furgit
wurther its the durned Dimmer-crats or
the Standard lie Compary.”—Maine Woods.
little

_■

and incidentally
range all set ii|

Jr arms

E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY, “Largest in the World,”
150 Nassau Street, New York.
335 Water Street, Augusta, Maine

W. I.= DOUGLAS
,

Princess Anne, Maryland

88 Broad Street, Boston

(fc‘3.00 Shoes
*3.50
BEST IN THE WORLD

W.LDougias $4 Giit Edge line,
cannotbeequalledatanypiics j

■

poor and slatelv
business supplynn

3f\t\f\
jUUU IVlOney-maKing

•

Telephone Number

|

LIVE
Beef 1
ST >0
Tomato
Bojjllon
Hot.
French i
L Chicken j
Farmers and dealers
tors' profit by send ins;
mission. Will start a 1
Belfast every Monday
stock at all stations on lie
of live stock leave Burn

To Shoe Opafers:
W. I.. Douglas’ Jobbing House is f lie most
complete in this country
Send for Catalog

Malted Milk and other de-

Monday noon. Tattle
Tuberculosis by the 1
home with little trouble
for information.

■

bur
licious Cold Weather drinks F. L. LIBBY,
Burnham
1

Telephone,

served with

a

crisp

saltine

at
ALL PKICES.

SHOES FOE

Men’s Shoes, $8 :o SI .SO.
to$1.25. Wom-r.’t
Misses’& Chili.' VTry W. I,. Ooihcas ’.
Children’s shoos;
••

they

eve!

Bovs’ Shoes. $3
•,:*# *'o *1.00.
Mow*’* •«“«
:n:d wear
!:
likes.

fj-fg-

.-

my large
If I could take V
s".«.,and show
factories at Dm;.
shoes
v
you how careful, V. ,L. Oouglas
are made, yeti v/.v lu tivn understand
better,
fit
why they hold their shape,
wear longer, and are of greater value
than any other make.
Wherever you live, you can obtain W. L.
Douglas shoe;*. Hi? name and price is stomped
on t.’.j bottom, n hicli protects you against high
■

prices and interior srtTake no substlt
Ask your deaicr i or W. L. Douglas shoes
fate.
and insist upon having them.
Fact Color Eyelets used; they will not wear brassy.
Write for Illustrated Catalog ol Fall Styles.
W. L. DOUGLAS, Brockton, Mass*

CATARRH

Warranted first cl.n
Comfortu

at our Key

tliem.

Poor’s Drug Store.
Patent Medicines and

Fancy Articles

....OF....

ISAAC S. STAPLFS.

HAMLIN

Insurance
STOCKTON SPRINGS. MA

Writes all

Forms

i

with the lM**t
at the standard

1

Elf’s Cream Balm

.-♦factor!

SURETY BONDS for Cashir

the diseased membrane.
It cures catarrh and drives
sway a cold in the hea^

and Trustees.
Telephone Connection.

quickly.
Cream Balm is placea into the nostrils, spreads
the membrane and is absorbed. Relief is im-

L'ver

follows. It is not drying—does
not produce sneezing. Large Size, 50 cents at Druggists or by mail; Trial Size, 10 cents by mail.
ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.
a cure

JUST RECEIVED

POSTALS.
Photographs

“COTTAGE LOTS
Any size from a few humi'
All have shore fronts. Any"
Fine vie"
also have a large list of eit>
all sizes and prices. Send for
Saturday Cove.

Real Estate A*

3all for Townsend’s

Direct

CARRLV

^=('all

cleanses, soothes and heals

mediate and

New Custoii W
Stylish,

ABARREL

Nasal
In all its stages there
should be cleanliness.

5c. and 10c. a

The Short Days.
a

a

j-t

Our people regretted greatly that Key. G.
H. Howes of Marblehead, Mass., was unable to be present with us last Sunday. We
hope he may be sufficiently recovered to be
here next Sunday for a forenoon service, or
possibly some other candidate may be secured if he cannot then reach us. Until we
secure a settled pastor Rev. A. A. Smith,
who has ministered to our spiritual needs
He
so long and well, will supply for us.
gave a wonderfully line sermon Sunday
the
“Eternal
the
theme
afternoon,
being
Goodness.”
Don’t forget the date of the first entertainment in the Current Events Club’s
course,
Saturday evening, X'ov. 10th,
“Shungopavi” the educated, wonder-working Indian, and his troupe of musical people! Don’t forget, also, the price of the
course tickets, SI.00 for four entertainments or 50 cents for children under 12
The tickets are for sale by all
years.
members of the club.
Single admission
tickets, 35 cents. Don’t fail to see this wonderful trickster and his celebrated musical
artists.
Come one, come all and help to
make this effort on the part of the Current
Events Club to place a first class course of
entertainments in our midst within a reasonable price a success.

Cook:

with

adapted t
be constantly man
fussing about deli

Bridge Street, Belfast, Maine,

Dr. and Mrs. George A. Stevens expect to
leave this week for a short visit in Florida,
where the doctor owns an orange grove.
He goes especially to look after the house
and to inspect tile place generally, which is
situated about 100 miles up the St. John
river from Jacksonville. They will be. accompanied by Miss Ada Atchison of Houlton, who has been with them several weeks.
The extremely beautiful and wonderfully
mild weather in October gave no premonition of the genuine snow storm which
would close tne month. After “spitting” a
little Tuesday it settled into a big storm
Wednesday, continuing with more or less
severity for three days. It caught many
people napping and was a very unusual
storm for the first of the season, coming before any severe frost had been felt. Saturday was a beautiful day, as were Sunday
and Monday.

pleasure

heat best

Co.

Announcements were received Saturday
from Miss Hazel Houghton of her preparations for taking classes or pupils in designing and water colors at the residence of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. (4. M. Houghton, on
School street.
Miss Houghton will, no
doubt, be found a proficient teacher. She
is a recent graduate of Pratt Institute,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

“Papa,” said

ity

AGENTS FOR THE

Mr. Klverton Murray, son of Mr. Louis
F. Murray,has been persistently hunting for
big game for some days and Monday morning he started out about 4 o’clock with the
result of bringing down a due large buck,
about 8 o'clock.
Naturally Mr. Murray
feels quite pleased.

Coast

Pea Coal!
We have

Emerald Black Granite

Mr. Benjamin Grant, one of our oldest
citizens, was stricken with paralysis last
Saturday night. His entire left side was
affected, but at this writing he is considerably improved and is able to move thp
iiujjc
near
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Monumental Work

has been in feeble health for many years,
passed away the first of last week and the
held Wednesday
funeral set vices were
afternoon, Rev. A. A. Smith of Belfast

iia.uu.

Digest* What You Pat
Makes the Breath Sweet
j^9 9 ffogQ>

Prepared at the Laboratory of B.C.DeWitt
6 Co., Chicago, U.8.A.

TO LE

cubes

Ten

Makes

B

As a reliable family tonic, in all complaints of the stomach, liver or
bowels, especially constipation, Dr. True’s Elixir stands without an equal; it
is a pure vegetable coni pound with a wonderfully successful record since 1851.
Adults as well as children are troubled with worms* The symptoms
are : Indigestion, with a variable appetite ; foul
tongue, offensive breath,
hard and full hellv, with occasional gripings and pains about the naval;
eyes heavy and dull, itching of the nose, short, dry cough grinding of the
teeth, starting during sleep'; slow fever, and often in children,convulsions

or

Range
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frier,
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at

The Young

day with Miks Clara Mudgett,Sylvan street.
Mr. II. L. Hopkins went to Bar Harbor,
Oct. 31st on a business trip,returning Thursday.
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon, with Mrs. A. A.

Beaton.
Pretty Sure to Mean Rheumatism. .Take
The Current Events Club met on WednesUr.William's’ Pink Pills at the First Sympday afternoon, with Miss Leora Partridge,
tom. The Remedy that Permantly Cured
Church
street.
this Michigan Man and Ills Wife.
Mrs. Maria F. Blanchard returned early
Do not neglect the first warning symptoms
last week from Bucksport, where she spent
of rheumatism.
a few days with her sister, Mrs. Herbert
Dr. Williams’ Piuk Pills have cured many
Mixer.
cases of this disease in advanced stages,
but much time can besavediand unnecessary
The store of S. A. Rendell & Co. is closed
the
treatavoided
Deginning
by
suffering
to the public while an account of stock is
ment as soon as the first pain iu the joints,
taken, we hear, preparatory to sellbeing
notice
the first twinges in the muscles, give
ing put.
of the approach of the trouble.
Mr. Frank Little, a well known citizen of
Sch. W. D. Mangan, from Boston has disPortland,Ionia,Co., Mich., was cured of a se- charged a cargo of tar at the Cape Jellison
vere case of rheumatism by Dr. Williams’
for Millinocket and gone to Bangor to
Pink Pills. In speaking about it recently,
oad lumber.
he said: “In my work I was obliged to be
out in all kinds of weather and many times
Owing to the severe storm of last ThursI would come home wet through aud com- day Miss Flora Gardner did not leave for
deal
and
a
worried
I
great
Boston, en route for Foxboro, Mass., until
pletely exhausted.
I think this, along with my constant expos- Monday of this week.
ure to tire cold aud damp, hastened my sickSch. Elsie A. Bayles, from Bangor is at
ness.
My body was run down and in no
a
of cement
condition to withstand disease and about Cape Jellison,discharging cargo
and
sch. Mentor, hailing from Stockton
live years ago I began to feel rheumatic
a load of bricks from Orland.
Springs,
back.
and
across
Aly
my
pains in my arms
arms and legs grew numb and the rheumaMr. Stephen Cash of Castine, who is emtism seemed to settle in every joint so that I ployed by F. II. Cousins in his painting
were
arms
while
could hardly move,
my
business, spent Sunday at home, returning
useless at times. I was unable to sleep or Monday morning. He found the cold snowrest well and my heart pained me so terristorm reached there as well as here.
bly l could nanny siana n. »iy sromuen
Mrs. Margaret Marshall, who has been at
became sour and bloated after eating and
this grew so bad that I had inflammation of j her old home the Ilezekiah llerriman place
the stomach. I was extremely nervous and I at the mill, for several weeks, returned to
could not bear the least noise or excite- I her home in Brooklyn, X. Y'., the latter part
One whole side of my body became of the week.
ment.

—

...

Mrs. G. M. Houghton was in Bangor for
a day or two, the middle of last week.

Is

The schools in West Troy, Troy Center,
“My wife was also troubled in about the
She had rheumatism
same way that I was.
Beech Ridge, Barker and Webster district,
in the joints and stiffness and numbness in
closed last week. Those at Rogers Corner tile neck. The pills completely cured her
and Bagley llill will close this week. and she has never had another attack of the
Mrs. Delia Cook has been visiting friends in rheumatism.”
The Ladies’ Aid
l.slesboro the past week
Dr. .Williams’ Pi: k Pills actually make
Society met last week with Mrs. M. T. rich, new blood and have cured such disDodge, and the Helping Hand Society with eases as rheumatism, nervous and general
Mrs. Maddocks... .Mi s. Hannah Woods is debility, indigestion, nervous headaches,
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Walter Knight. neuralgia and even partial paralysis and loMr Harry Rowe, the teacher of the comotor ataxia.
High School, has occupied the Troy pulpit
These pills are for sale by all druggists
very acceptably the past two Sundays, the or will be sent, postpaid, on receipt of price,
pastor being on a vacation. Mr. Rowe is 50 cents per box, six boxes for $2.50, by the
also conducting an interesting Bible class. Dr. Williams Medicine Company, Schenectady, X. V._

\i
tani. s. K< rbe>, a native of Waldo
Mrs. Sanborn made a
ii asti'r.
of friends during the few years
a
iv ! :. Los Angeles, and will be greatu
ly a >M-<, and loii- remembered by those
w t,
k .e-w her iii tins life.

STOCKTO^SPRINGS.
C. A. Townsend of Belfast, was in town
Monday on business.
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diamonds.

hRAZilian

...mleuce of The

monroe.
The annual meeting of the Waldo &
was held
Penobscot Agricultural Society
.in theTown Hall Oct. 3lst aud officers were
elected tor the ensuing 5efr winterTO^t
president, C. M. Conant of Winterport,
vice president, M. B. Goodricho -"Newcmrg,

Journal.]
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Dear Sirs:—
Otistield, Me., July 28,1905.
About six weeks ago I was feeling very
much worn out, (am in mv 8 }d year) and
felt that I must do something for myself if
I kept around.
1 was extremely tired,
and much of the time so dizzy that 1 could
not walk straight across the door.
1 finally procured a bottle of the True “L. F.”
Bitters and began taking them as prescribed.
1 very soon found they .vere helping me,
and now after takir.. = 0; 1 b -ttleatr. reeling w ell as could be ev, ected 'or one of my
age. Yours truly, Mrs. M. T. Sylvester.

cure old or young who
be suffering with in.iijierion in any form, biliousness, consult! n, humors and catarrh, 35c.
Col rtd P stal Cards. r*0 subjects.
Write us. H H. Hay s Sons, Selling
Agents Portland, Me.

The True “L. F." v\!

m.iv

the channels
dividing the islands by which the immense
breadth of the Amazon is
broken, are themselves like ample
rivers and are locally named as such.
For days and days you steam slowly
along between flat and mostly marshy

Lawrence.

Some

of

banks, generally alligator-infested and
always backed by a dense wall of
verdure ariame with gorgeous flowers.
Most Amazonian travelers complain of
the monotony of the long voyage, but
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it lias never become so to us.
there nothing to look at but the
splendid pairns it would be enough to

quartz, aud always keep us
ted more tor each tiny compact
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THE OLD ROSS HOUSE.

1 am 83 Years Old
”
AND “L. F
MEDICINE

anything

them in

to

CONNER.

located in the

are

nes

seldom

the thicket that you

can

into it more than a few
feet, but the variety of plant life is
overwhelmingly great. However much
the early Friars may have fibbed about
the 'beasts and reptiles and female
warriors of these regions of romance,
they have never exaggerated concerning the magnificence of the forests—
simply because it is beyond the power
of mortal pen or tongue to do them
see

Fannie B. Ward.

justice.

MAKING REAL LACE IN AMERICA.
An article on lace making in the The
New Idea Woman’s Magazine for November contains reference to the starting of the
lace industry in this country by lour boston girls. “1 hese young women,” it appears,
“had a great longing to make the handsome
laces known to Europe. 1 hey secured Mrs.
Florence Weber, who had studied the art of
Italian lace-making from an Italian in this
country and from the schools of Italy. They
became so interested in this work that they
wete not satisfied to make the Italian lace
alone, but were soon studying the iaces native to the different European countries.
It was not long before they interested Mr.
Cary, a boston philanthropist, in their
hoik ana ne

organize'!

mein

iniu a

co-upei-

part of tlie Handicraft Salesroom.
They are guaranteed a fixed salary,
and whenever their profits fall short their
benefactor makes good the loss. They have
a bright, airy room to work in, and they
have no overseer, for they are put on their
honor. The shop is controlled by a Board
of Directors; their only other supervisor is
their teacher, who comes to instruct them
three times a week. The ambition of these
young women is to make lace no less lovely
than tlie Alencon of France and the Brussels of Belgium. Their other aim is to make
their enterprise self-supporting. They have
not accomplished this up to tlie present, as
it is no easy task to convince buyers of lace
that these cultivated women can make laces
such as are made by the European peasantry, and Italians, who have been trained in
tills handicraft from mother to daughter
through tlie centuries, in spite of this these
girls are gaining a large patronage, and
they expect to havetheir work running on a
paying basis. They not only make the finest
Italian, French, and English laces, but also
repair and clean them with great skill.
They make their own designs, and usually
while one is busy making Alencon, a second is working at Brussels, a third is makin Guipure, and the fourth Point d'Angleative society,

a

terre.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
Tlie following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the weekending Nov. 5, 1006:
J. B. Allen, trustee, et als, Warwick, to
Albert Peirce, Frankfort; land in Frankfort.
Stockton
Howard L. Bennett, et al,
Springs, to Christice Bennett, do.; laud and
buildings in Stockton Springs.
Howard L. Bennett, et al, Stockton
Springs, to Lela A. Crocker, do.; land and
buildings in Stockton Springs.
Walter J. Creamer, Stockton Springs, to
George W. Partridge, Searsport, land in
Stockton Springs.
Charles I. Crocker, Stockton Springs, to
Howard L. Bennett, do.; land in Stockton,
were

Springs.
Lucy E. Payson, Belfast, to Belfast Loan
& Building Association, do.; laud and
buildings in, Belfast.
Everard Russ, Portland, to John F. Zebley, Boston, Mass.; land in StoektonSprings,
E. Verill, Winterport; land in .Searsport.
Rose llrown Snow, Brookline, Mass., to
George W. Partridge, Searsport; land and
buildings in Stockton Springs.
.John Work, Auburn, to Nellie Woodside,
Portland; land in lslesboro.
F. K. Daggett, Stockton Springs, to Fred
F. Perkins; land in Stockton Springs.
.lames F. Grindle, lslesboro, to Edith M.
Tehan, do.; land in lslesboro.
William 11. Mitchell, Unity, to Charles W.
Mitchell, do.; land in Unity.
William W. flakes, Skowhegan, to Frank
It. Wiggin, Belfast; land and buildings in
Bel fast.
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in every way. The young ladies
disguised as ghosts in the opening march
ailorded much amusement, and the Witch
of Eudor crouched in a small tent at one
side of the hall attracted much attention—
Communion was observed at the Congregational church Sunday_The ordination of
George Eugene Mann was held at the Congregational church Tuesday evening, Oct.
30th, at 7.30 p. m. Following is the order of
service: organ voluntary; reading of the
minutes of the council; anthem, choir; invocation; reading of Scriptures; sermon,
Rev. P. F. Marston; music, choir; ordaining prayer, Rev. Wm. G. Mann ; Right Hand
of Fellowship, Rev. T. 11. Derrick; Charge
to Pastor, Rev. T. P. Williams; hymn ; prayer ; benediction, pastor; organ postlude.

Tearing Down the Rodick House.

The work of tearing down the Rodick
House at Bar Harbor is progressing, and
the contractor expects to complete the work
This hotel contains 553
by Christmas.
rooms besides the corridors and music
The corridors are 250 feet long. Not
room.
a rotten piece of wood has been found and
the lumber is sold as fast as it can be delivered at about twice what it cost when
the hotel was built.
Spruce floor boards
sell for $20 a thousand, hemlock from $S to CENTER MONTV1LI.K.
$17 according to quality. Spruce lumber ; Six deer have been shot in this vicinity
brings $18 and hemlock $10 to $17. Laths since
open time. Charles E. Howard got a
bring 20 cents a bunch. Clapboards bring
50 cents a bunch for the best and 37J for the large buck Nov. 1st that weighed 226 pounds.
Doors and casings complete, On the same day E. E. Tasker, George
next grade.
sell for $1.50 and $1.75 according to size. Davis and Ray Carter each got one. Nov.
windows,
complete with weights, 3rd Samuel Mai den of Knox shot one near
Four-light
and casings, sell for $2. Bricks sell for $3 Ledge pond, and some Liberty parties got
per 1000 uncleaned, $5cleaned. The plaster one near' Henj. Boynton's.Mrs. Vida M.
is taken away for filling and many farmers Clement has gone to Bel.ast for a while—
buy it for their hens. It sells for 25 cents Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Fowler of Unity and
per yard.
Captain and Mrs. C. F. Carver of Camden
were at C. E. Howard’s through the storm
Dancing Proves Fatal.
last week.Mrs. W. J. Bean is betterMany men and women catch colds at Mrs. Eliza G. Waterhouse is expected home
dances’which terminate in pneumonia and from her Rhode Island trip Nov. 3thconsumption. After exposure, if Foley’s John Fuller and wife of Liberty visited at
Honey and Tar is taken it will break up a D. W. Tasker’s last Thursday .....Charles
cold and no serious results need be feared. Thompson of Maple Dale F'arm went to
Refuse any but the genuine iu a yellow Knox last Saturday and bought two pigs.
_J. \\. We itworth went gunning last
package. R. 11. Moody.
in about ten minutes—We bad a severe
storm last Wednesday and Thursday.
Our K. F. I). mail carrier had a hard trip
those two days. Some roads were so drifted he had to cross the fields. He was so
cold and blinded by the storm that he had
to drive into barns several times to sort the
mail and had to get some one to assist him.
Sleighs were out Friday-George L. Fldmuuds and his hound got a fox last Satur-

Sears the

To Protect Gray

day.
Miss Clara McKinney has returned from
ajvisit in Rockland....Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
Dickey of North Haven are visiting at Mellieruiee Miller has
successful term of school in
the Miller District—Fred Miller and Tyler
Brown are among the lucky ones. Each
Miss
got a large deer the past week
Shirley Brown is at home from Camden
Your correspondent has received a letter
from Miss Georgia V. Miller, formerly of
this town, who left here in August for a
position as teacher in Ban Benito county,
California. Miss Miller is one of our most
popular teachers, a graduate of the class of
11*06 of the E. M. N. S., and has taught many
She reports
successful schools in town.
that wages for teachers are much higher
than here and that California has the finest
school system she has ever seen. She had
just returned from a teachers’ convention
in Hollister, Cal., and had an enjoyable time,
as any amount of time and money were
spent to make the occasion both interesting
and profitable to the teachers, and much
courtesy and attentions were extended her.
She has become quite enthusiastic over
horseback riding and also quite an expert
in shooting rabbit and quail, which are very
plentiful in that vicinity. About six miles
distant are the New Idria quicksilver
mines, the largest and most noted mines of
We think Miss
the kind in the world.
Miller is much attached to California, but
her
so
that
so
much
not
stay w ill be
hope
permanent. Her friends here wish her
success and prosperity.
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PULLMAN SERVICE.

DEPARTURES!:
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a. in., Stockton o.foa.ra.
for and arriving at North Bangor 7.21 a. in-. Bangor (via B. Ry. & E. Co.) 7.05 a. in., So. Lagrange
8.08 a. in.. Dover ai d Foxcroft9.13 a. in.. Greenville 10.50 a. in., Kineo l.oo n. iu.. Milo 8.43 a in.,
Millinocket 10.12 a. m.. Ashland 1.45 p.m.. Fort
Kent 3.40 p, in., Houlton 12 30 p. in.. Fort Fairfield
2.43 p. in., Presque Isle 2.22 p. ni., Caribou 2.50 p.m.
Leave—Searsport 1.35 p. m.. Stockton l 45 p.
m. for and arriving at No. Bangor at 3.1.8 p. in.,
Bangor (via B. Ry. & Electric Co.) 3.40 p. in.. SoLagrange 3.40 p. in.. Milo 4.11 p. m.. Millinocket
5.30 p. in., Houlton 7.40 p. 111.. Fort Fairfield 9.40
p. m., Presque Isle 9.22 p. ni., Caribou 9.50 p. in.
i.kave—Searsport 3.25 p. ni.. Stockton ?.' p m.
for and arriving at No. Bangor 4.50 p. in.. Bangor
(via B. Ry. & h. Co,) 5.20 p. ill., So. Lagrange 5.25
p. in., Milo 6.05 p. ni.. Dover 0.25 p. in.. Greenville
7.55 p. 111.
ARRIVALS:

~*n

-

Goal

Goal.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL

!

i

Arrive—Stockton 10.15 a. m., Searsport 10.25 a.
Leaving Milo 7.30 a. in.. Greenville 5.35 a tu.,
Dover & Foxcroit 7.05 a m.. So. I.agiangr s.l5a.
111., Bangor (via B. Ry. & E. Co.) 8.00 a in.. No.
Bangor 8.55 a. m.
15 p.
Arrive—Stockton 3.09 p. in., Sears} ort
111. Leaving Caribou 7.00 a. in.. Pie>qut- Isle 7.27
in.,
а. 111., Fort bail-field 7.o5a. in.. Houlton 9 0‘
Ashland 7.55 a. 111., Millinocket 11.15 a. ie. Milo
via
12.35 p. in So. Lagrange 1.05 p. ni.. P.
B. Ry. & E. Co.) 12.50 p."m.. No. Bang.-r 1 40 p. m.
Arrive—Stockton 8.25 p. in.. Searsp«u*. 35 p.
111 Leaving Caribou 11.45 a. in.. Ptcsque I>i- 12.15
2.0»» p.m..
p. 111.. Fort Fairfield 11.45 a. in.. Houlton
Fort Kent 10.55 a. 111.. Ashland 12.55 p. in Mdhin.. Greenvi'if 3 45
nocket 4.25 p 111.. Milo 5.45
1 1 grange
p. in.. I)ov: r & Foxcroft 5.15 p in So.
б. 25 p. 111., Bangor (via B. Ry. & E. Co.) *.05 p.
111.. No. Bangor 7.07 p. in.
C C. BROWN.
W. M. BROWN.
Oen‘11’ass’r Agent
Gen’l Superintendent.
in.

11 QUALITY III! PREPARED 11
We are now prepared to receive orders for Anthracite Coal,
and have for sale the SCRANTON, WILKESBARRE and LATTIMER LEHIGH

COALS,

following prices

at the

for the Scranton

and Wilkesbarie:

$7.50

er

I

'ton Delivered in Barrels and Put In.

$7.00 Per Ton at the Wharf.
Lehigh Coal 25 Cents Per Ton Higher.
prices
days from

From these
ten

prices are
previous to

These

we allow 25

cents per ton discount if paid within

date of delivery.

|

1

I

WINTER

REDUCED

Belfast to

•

RATES,

Boston, $2.25.

for orders received previous to Oct. 1st ard delivery
right to advance prices

November 1st, reserving the
after Oct. 1st without notice.

We hope to be favored with your order, which shall have our best attention in the preparation and delivery.
We also have the

Maryland Companies Georges

Creek Cumberland Coal

for blacksmith use.

THE SWiLV & SIBLEY COMPANY.

ItETIKMNG

HUTCHINS BROS.,

Monumental Workers
—

IN—

CP/ N IT E and MARBLE

From Boston Mondays, Tuesday?. Tl: :i>«iays
and Fridays at r. p m.
T«;
?. " ed
t nun Kocklaud. via Canal*
11 a in
liesday s. Friday•? and Saturday at a»•«■■
"in(Ui
via
Hampdri:
From Bangor,
signa
terport, Buekspoit and Searsport Monday -. Wed
m.
a.
ll
and
at
Saturdays
nesdavs. Thursdays
All cargo, except dve stock, via the ?: amer-.
of this company, is insured against tire and marine risk.
FKE1) W. POTE, Agent. Belfast. Main*'.
A. H. HANSCOM. G. P. & T. A.. iV-tOP.

WE
WANT
YOUR

SUBSCRIPTION

FRONT STREET.

large stock of FIXISHEB MABBEjE and GBAXITE,
including the CHAMPION BLACK and EMEU ALE) BLACK
GBANITE. All orders filled promptly and good work guaranteed.
Please call before placing your orders and see specimens.
AVe carry

a

f- S. HUTCHINS.

A. E. HUTCHINS.

We
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.
want you to take advantage of < < eom
lunation with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN'S
MAGAZINE. We have already announced
that we offer the two together foi $2.10.
Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at this
To

THE

ollice.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB CO.,
Belfast. Maine.

COLLI NS & CO.,

-^Insurance Agents^several of the Leading Insurance
If you want
the Llnited States.
in
Companies
that will absolutely insure you against
a

the loss of your
fore

property by fire, consult with

placing your

us

be-

risk.

Under the Stockton

COLLINS & CO.,1

Hotel,

MAINE.

FRED ATWOOD, w,mawe“rt' Insurance and Rt«l Estate.
REPRESENTING OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Hre, Life, Accident, Plate Olass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
and inspection.
Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors. Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Keai estate bought and sold.

insurance

Neuralgia

At all Dealers *
Price 25c 50o 6 *1.00

con d-hand
goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture

8e

J

a

LEAF LARD

If you
anything to

specialty.

have

sell drop me a
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMB8.M
lyr6 Corner Cross and Federal 8ts„ Belfast.

aimn Polite, smart and active
MV AM I R II house to house canvassers
WW fill I Ip If P Very liberal terms. Apply
or the Portland Flavoring Co., 206 Commecial 8t.,
tfld
Pottland.Me,
hh..

■■■ m

t
r.-——1

Sheriff’s

Sale

STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO S. S.
Hr (.FAST, Mainf October'•-*■*. I'.KUi.
Taken this twenty-fourth •lay of n.
.1
\. D.
execution
dated Oetnbei
D. r.mc*, on
lOOt;, issued on a judgment n ndemi \<\ !; sulor
the
(.'oi:i.t\
or Waldo,
(ourt
.tudieial
preme
at the term thereof begun a >d lu-ld «>n the third
111lit*
Tuesday of September A 1>. b.xu;, to w::
in
twenty-eighth day of September A I\
1 ivor of S A. Keudell of Sto-kt-m Sprint.-. " :i!il«»
('ountv. Maine, against ( baries A. se;»\ry of
Searsport. " aldo < ountv. Maine, for tItii t\-three
dollars and twenty-one cents debt m carnage,
ami fourteen dollars fifty-three errm •••■>,s of
suit and will be sold at public auction a* the
WalSheritFs Office in Belfast, in said Count\
do. to the highest bidder, on the first o.a\ oi Detl
forecemb(*r. A. D. UKRi, at eleven o'clock
noon, the following described real estate and all
said
the right, title, and interest which t!
Charles A. Seavey, defendant, has in and to the
same or had on the twelfth day of December, A.
I). 1905, at one o'clock ami ten minutes in tlx*
afternoon, the time when the same was attached
on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
One undivided fifth part of a certain lot oi parcel of land with the buildings thereon, situated at
Black's Corner, so-called, hi the town of Searsport, County of Waldo. State of Maine, at the
junction of the road leading from Black’s (’• rner,
so called, in said Searsport to Monroe with the
road leading from Belfast to Frankfort, which
land is known as the fftnn and homestead »>f the
late Eben W. Seavey, deceased, bounded as follows, to wit; easterly by said road leading from
Black’s Corner to Monroe; northerly by land
owned or occupied by A. Stinson and J. Stone;
westerly by the waters of Swan Lake, and southerly by the said road leading from Belfast to
Frankfort, and by land of Matthews and ha pin.
AMOS F. CAB LEI ON. slid iff.
••

STOCKTON SPRINGS,

Rheumatism and

%

Steamers leave Belfast for Boston via t anulen
and Boekland, Monday? "Ydne-day-. T! a-days
1
and Saturdays at a p. hi.
For Searsport, Bucks} ort. W'nterp*': Hampden on signal) and Bangor Ttie-nay? V.Ydm-sm..
upon
days. Fridays and Saturdays at 7.4.'
*j
arrival of steamer from Boston.

~

Moody.

For Cough,Cold,Croup, j
Sore Throat,Stiff Neck /

I Address Dr. Earl 5. Sloan

v
14

Leave—Searsport 5 50

a

Cured of Bright’s Disease.
F.obert 0. Burke, Elnora, X. Y.,
writes: “Before I started to use Foley’s
Kidney Cure I had to get up from twelve to
twenty times a night, and 1 was all bloated
was so imup with dropsy and my eyesight
paired I could scarcely seeone of my family
across the room. I had given up hope of
living, when a friend recommended Foley’s
Kidney Cure. One 50 cent bottle worked
wonders and before 1 lmd taken the third
hi ttle the dropsy had gone, as well as all
other symptons of Bright’s disease.” B. II.

Slo&KS ;i
Liivimeivt

“Sloan's Book on Horses
Cattle. Hogs 6 Poultry

3 55
2 00

Parlor car on train leaving No. Maine .Jet..at
2.53 p. m. and leaving Caribou at 7.00 a. in., and
arriving at No. Maine Jet. at 1.55.

THE CENTAUR COMPANY, TT MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK CiTY.

REPRESENT
policy

Sent* Free

Effect

In Use For Over 30 Years.

Mr.

Every mason in the quarry, every builder
on the shore,
Every woodman in the forest, every boatman at the oar,
Hewing wood and drawing water, splitting
stones and clearing sod,
All the dusty ranks of labor in the regiment of God,
March together toward His temple, do the
task His hands prepare;
Honest toil is holy service, faithful work is
praise and prayer.
—Unknown.

i

12 56

9 52

Limited tickets for Boston ar^ now sold at
55.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to ail points West and North
west, via all mutes. f--r sale l»v Liwis Sanbobk,
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and Gent rai Manager,
F. E. Boothby. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.

—
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I Waldo. to 50 til 45
City Point. HO 00 til 55
12 05
Belfast, arrive
10 05
tFlag station.
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Remembering.
immune, every person
that
Foley’s Kidney Cure
should remember
will cure any case of kidney or bladder
trouble that is not beyond the reach of
medicine. R H. Moody.
one

9nO
8 45

19 57
Benton.
17 21
Clinton. t7 30 -10 06
Burnham, depart. 8 50 1" 20
Unity. 9 08 10 45
11 1 C
Thorndike. 9 17
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7 00
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The Kind You Have Always Bought

viiCDiekey's.Miss

just closed

This Is Worth

no

4 00
4 05

CENTER USCOLXVILLE.

Augusta, Me., Oct. 2C. To prevent the
extermination of gray squirrels in the woods
of Maine a measure will be presented at
the session of the Legislature of Maine the
coming winter, eliminating them from the
list of game animals. Every fall large numbers of gray squirrels are made the target
of sportsmen, and to prevent what is regarded as wholesale slaughter, friends of
the little animals will endeavor to have
action taken by the Legislature.
This will be good news to the many
friends of the squirrel, but in this city they
are already protected by' public sentiment.

\s

lED.
jw.D.

I-

snow

M asset, Me., Oct. 27, 1006. The remains
of Boy Moore, son of llnnry7 and Alice
Moore, were brought from Boston Oct. 25th
and interred in Mt, Hope Cemetery. Mr.
Moore while visiting relatives and was
looking for employment was taken with
cerebro spinal meningitis and lived but
three days. He was a blight, smart young
man of 10 years and will be greatly missed.
Scarlet fever is quite prevalent at the
head of the harborand a number of families
The school house in district
are shut in.
No. 2 has been fumigated and every precaution taken by the ioeai board of health
to stamp out the disease.
The train boat Xorombega makes her
last trip here Sunday, Oct, 28th.
Mr. I’ed Sargent is selling out bis livery
business at the late Win. Newman homestead and it is said he intends moving to
Colorado.
Steamer Penobscot has been running here
in the place of the Monhegan, but onlycalls here on her down trips.

12 46
680
7 20

Waterville.
7 15
Bangor. 7 15

1

MT. DESERT CORRESPONDENCE.

6 16

6 00
** 15
9 05

Portland.-.10 35

Michigan_Mr.

success

3 35

Boston I E D.
Boston.
| w. D.

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTORIA

4 45

M

TO BELFAST.

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

GENUINE

PM

300
13 t 5
13 16
3 27
‘3 39
3 46
i- 52
4 16
6(1
6 11
5 56

Portland....12 15
Boston
Boston,

What is CASTORIA

were not

George Worth is moving into Miss Perley’s
house, and Mrs. Stephenson and Miss I\ ebb
are niuving*into'J. B. Wiggin’s.The
Academy students observed Hallowe’en by
a ghost party at the grange hall, which was

a

A

P yi

130
tl 35
tl 45
1 57
*2 09
2 15
2 23
2 45

Waterville. 9 08

PM

*KEEDOM.

stable with accommodations for a hundred
horses.” In a further quest for information
the writer came to one who said, “No, the
‘Beehive’ was not built by Jonathan Russ.
He bought it from Zachariah Butterfield,
who came here from Gosstown, N. H. 1
don’t think that Zachariah Butterfield had
enough money to build it himself, but I’ve
heard my grandmother say that be was set
up in business by Jeremiah Stiuchfield,
who had married his sister, Desire Butterfield.”

Collier's.

“'‘apes and sizes, which
of a
portion of the St.

u

✓f»fsonal

and Mrs. A. S.
Higgins passed Saturday evening with Mr.
and Mrs. S. C. Files.... Mrs Fred Patterson accompanied by Mrs. Bi.n Hogan and
daughter Velma attended the Hallowe’en social at Brooks Tuesday evening, Oct. 30th.
....Miss Martha Small went to Castine
Monday to resume her studies at the formal School....Mr. and Mrs. R. Clay Higgins passed Sunday witli Mr. and Mrs.
Bliu Hogan.

eight-hors_e

Manufacturers of Pink Pills Will Preliminary Skirmish in l.iliel Action Against

OASTORIA.
a The Kind You Haw Always BouM
Bun th*

uian

and has been made und,er his per*
supervision since its infancy.
fori
S-CoCCAZ/tZ
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and “ Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.
—

been secured.

home in

Waldo. .^7 30
Brooks. 7 42
Knox .1754
Thorndike. 8 00
Unity. 8 08
Burnham, arrive. 8 30
Clinton.
8 62
Benton. 9 02
11 15
Bangor.

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of

Farmers in this vicinity were hardly prepared for the heavy snow fall of last week,
some having cattle and sheep away in pastures. Quite a lot of apples and potatoes
were hauled to market Friday and Saturday
on runners_Miss Ilattie Gilliatt has gone
*o Salem, Mass., w here she intends to pass
the winter Miss Hazel Andrews is the guest
of her sister, Mrs.Fred L. Higgius, for two
weeks, after which she will return to her

Those were prosperous days lor Farmington Falls, with great six and
teams hauling loads to Hallowell I Extending out where the church is now was a

FAVOR THE PLAINTIFF.

Justice
Schenectady, X. V., Nov.
Van Kirk, of the Supreme Court of the
State of New York, has handed down two
decisions on preliminary motions in the
action for ®100,00o damages for malicious
libel, brought by the manufacturers of Dr.
Collier’s
Williams’ Pink Pills against
Weekly. P.oth decisions are in favor of
The court holds
the medicine compauy.
with the plaintiff that certain portions of
the answer of the defendant are irrelevant
and redundant and grants a motion to
strike them out. A motion by the attorneys
for Collier’s requiring the medicine company to furnish the defendants with the
formula of its medical preparation is
denied.
In the opinion handed down,
Justice Van Kirk says, “the ingredients
that make up this compound are not at issue in the ease. There is no part of the
answer pleading that the compound sold by
the plaintiff was not valuable as a medicine
nor that its ingredients have been changed
since the day it was first put out for sale.”

not

BELFAST.
AM

or
injured by earthquake E.
tire....Sunday, Nov. 4th, Rev. George
church
the
Baptist
who
has served
Tufts,
since Nov., 1895, a period of eleven years,
has closed his pastorate. A successor has

business

was found that there were four large rooms
and several small ones on the ground floor
and that all the large rooms originally had
fireplaces; two very large ones with brick
The loner rooms had ail
ovens attached.
been papered with modern wall paper, but
under this paper was more or less elaborate
frescoing. That the house was built by one
Jonathan Russ seemed to be the general impression among the older people ot the village, and several could remember when his
sou, "Major”John Russ, kept a tavern there.
“Why, my aunt said that when she was
young she worked in the tavern as a table
girl, and one day when the men were off
haying there were so many customers that

So

profoundly interested.

is

Isabel Sewall has written for the Farmington Chronicle an interesting article on
the old Russ house, an historic old tavern
in Farmington Falls, one of the oldest
houses in the town, now deserted and going
to decay.
On a recent visit to the house it

follows:

Belfast, depart
7 15
City Point.t7 20

ISLESRORO.
Capt. H. A. Dodge, Ambrose F. Hatch, AP. Gilkey, A. A. Pendleton and Rawson
Warren recentlj' made business trips to
Boston....The four masted sch. Pendleton
Sisters, Capt. Walter Small, sailed from
Hewes Point, lumber laden, at noon, Saturday, Nov. 3d, for New York....Mr. aud
Mrs. Charles Ayers and two daughters of
San Francisco are visiting at Capt. Dorenzo
Pendleton's. Mr. Ayers' house and place of

United States, and
„Uble that the shrewd
t.e

that

run as

FROM

Secretary, F. H. Bowden of
7ourgTreasurer, E. C. Newcomb
Trustees, \V. B. Twombiy, ‘'lourf’5“
West, Frankfort; A. R. Fletcher, Jackson
C. W. Page, Hampden ; Josiah C olson. ProsE. White,
pect ; T. I. Huxford, Brooks;
H.
Hixmont; W. H. Murphy, Swanville,
E. Haley, Winterport.

,r

me
.i

Boston, will

■

how and
..iy little about
You
are obtained.
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On and alter Oct. 8,1906, trains connecting
at Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

HOME TRIED, AT THE

CENTRAL MARKET
a*»~

Belfast, October 18,

1906.—2m42

FOR SALE
Second hand hack, top surry, open surry,
open buggies and harnesses for sale at a
bargain by the
BELFAST LIVERY COMfAfnY

■

s

The

changes of ownership and management.

Republican Journal.

the
ublislied Every Thursday Mailing by

Republican Journal Publishing Co.
..

CHARLES A P1LSBI

R

I

one

page in New

1906.
BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 8,
t

COULD HOT REST

time it had the ablest editorial
York, if not in the counthe
try, and when David G. Croly was
much
it
devoted
space
editA
managing
to spiritualism. “The World, the flesh
At

HICHTJRDAT

and the devil.”

Editor and
Business Manager

With Irritating Skin Humor—Whole
Body Affected—Scalp Itched All
the Time and Hair Began to Fall
Out—Wonderful Result From

Most people believe mat iv*ui»as «<*«
! first settled in 1854. That prehistoric
the state
a
man existed in what is now
SrBSCMVTioK Terms: In advance,#S4» year;
« qo for six months; 50 cents lor three months,
of Kansas, more than 20,000 years ago,
one inch
\i>\ s KTtsiNO Terms: For one square,
is the theory advanced by the paleonweek and
of
length in column, 50 cents for one
tology department of the University
cents for each subsequent insertion.
Kansas and which it is. now, after years
to prove by evidence.—
The Boston Budget announces the of work', ready
Globe.
Wave Florenee Atchison
Miss
of
engagement
it
That Kansas was settled—perhaps
Fleeter to Mr. Joseph Sampson Wamore correct to say in course
be
would
This would propeliy come
terman.
of settlement—in May, 1858, the writer
under the head of marine news.
can testify from personal observation,
time
reand
from
heard
having crossed the S ate at that
been
Peary has
2nd
the
with
Leavenworth
the
Fort
of
from
ports getting within 203 miles
The first
North Foie, which heats the record. Of division of the Utah army.
“The few days the wagons stalled frequently,
his Maine-built craft he says:
much hard work
Roosevelt is a magnificent ice-fightei and double teams and
to make even four or
were
deaths
no
necessary
were
There
and ea boat.”
five miles a day. This was written of_
nor illness in the expedition.
the country at that time: “The country
Aside from the defeat of Hearst in is like a cultivated field covered with
New York and Moran in Massachusetts beautiful green grass, the road winding
the November elections were not of through it like a purple ribbon. I do
renot see that the people along the road
special interest. The Republicans
or have any
tain control of the National House, the
>,

j

have

States went Republican
and the Democratic States, Democratic,
with no landslides anywhere.

APPLICATION OF
CUTICURA REMEDIES
“I am never without Cuticura Soap
and Cuticura Ointment since I tried
them last summer. About the latter
part of July my whole body began to
itch. I did not take much notice of it
at first, but it began to get worse all tha
time, and then I began to get uneasy
and tried all kinds of baths and other
remedies that were recommended for
akin humors; but I became worse all
the time. My hair began to fall out and
my scalp itcned all the time. Especially at night, just as soon as I would
get in bed and get warm, my whole body
would begin to itch and my finger nails
would keep it irritated, and it was not
long before I could not rest night or day.
A friend asked me to try the Cuticura
Remedies, and I did, and the first application helped me wonderfully. For
about four weeks I would take a hot
bath every night and then apply the
Cuticura Ointment to my whole body;
and I kept getting better, and bv the
time I used four boxes of Cuticura I was
entirely cured, and my hair stopped
falling out, but I continue to use the
Cuticura on my scalp. It keeps all dandruff out and scalp is always clean. I
always use Cuticura Ointment on my
face after shaving, and have found
nothing to equal it. I will never be
without it.” D.E. Blankenship,
319 N. Del. St.,
Oct. 27, 1905.
Indiamapolis, Ind.

planted anything,

cattle. A great many little huts are
stuck up, merely to hold the land, and
nothing more is done.” These were the
shanties ot the squatters who figure so
largely in the early history of Kansas,
and who were then suffering with chills
and fever. Whole families lined up be-

Republican

The new $30,000 schoolhouse at Stor,.
and alington was dedicated recently,
most the entire population was in at
tendance. The new building is a handand will
gnu,,, eight room structure
fore their cabins
accommodate 400 pupils of the various ;

as we passed, yellow
visage, gaunt and hollow-eyed, the
much- j pictures of misery. But what a change
5

grades.

will Belfast have the
!
needed -very much needed—new schoolWhen

house';'

j

_

of

lieu the same route was traversed on
returning in the fall. The country was
v,

! filled with corn.

to
aum
I l,e defeat oi 11 tarsi in
an(i Moran in Massachusetts is not a
victory, but is cause for re

Heaps

of

yellow

ears

laid in the fields: some was not yet
harvested. It was the beginning of the
partisan
I crops which have made Kansas the banjoking on the part of every good citi ner corn State.
it stands for good government
7hu.
for ia v and order, for right and justice
With tli steadily advancing price or
;Ieatst in particular is the most danger i lumber and the high cost of skilled labor
the
u,a-, who lias ever thieatenecl
it has been a great problem as to what
stability ai d the integrity of ourcher- should be the buildiug material of the
With unlimited
stitutious.ed
future. That problem is now believed
money and a chain of yellow journals 1
and the answer is

!

REGOiENDEO
JO ALL MOTHERS
used Cuticura Ointment for

|

“I have

of infants, and as they grew
older all skin diseases were given treatment with that and the Cuticura Soap.
I never found it necessary to call a doctor, as these Remedies arc a sure cure,
if used as directed. I am glad to recommend them to all mothers.” Sincerely
Mrs. F. A. Kennard,
yours,
St. Paul Park, Minn.
June 21, 1905.

chafing

j
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he has

attempted

to have been
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1

I into which

room.

the soft cement is

poured.

An exchange says: “Almost everyannouncement that a new South- ]
with cement, and
magazine to be called Uncle | thing can be done
and cheapswiftness
incredible
with
edited
to
be
and
by
Remus' Magazine,
j
the
.joe: Chandler Harris ("I ncle Remus”) ness of price. The new process,
and gravel
will be published in Atlanta, Georgia, mixing of cement, sand
flooded
the first number to appearabout March ! with cinders or broken stone,
It will with water from a hose, is being used
15, li" ,7, will interest many.
not be the first experience of Mr. Har- to buiid houses, raise giant hotels, build
About forty the piers and bridges for railroads, erect
ris with a magazine.
was
the
lie
secretary I barns, lay sidewalks, fix a girder or
private
years ago
1
of the editor of The Crescent Monthly, fashion a chimney cap. Almost anyThe
thing is possible to the new material.
Orleans.
in
New
magapublished
zine though short lived deserved a bet- Fortunately the supply is virtually unter i.ite. Mr. Harris, not then “Uncle limited. The Lehigh Valley region in
Remus." was one of the contributors, Pennsylvania alone can turn out 20,and the writer of this paragraph also 000,000 barrels a year indefinitely.”
! The use of cement in the construcappeared in its pages.
tion of the Northern Maine Seaport
A determined move lias been made
has been an instructive object
Railway
tore
investigation at Shiloh, and the
lesson to many of our people. Bridges,
of
Androscoggin
county
attorney
culverts, foundations for the coal pockcounty has gone there to investigate
ets and stations, have been built of this
and will report later. Governor Cobh
For cellar walls it would
! material.
has l.i authority to take any action,
seem to be unequalled. It is impervious
and said in a recent interview:
I to moisture, insect and vermin proof,
"In my opinion there are three ways 1
and should stand the frost much better
1(
in which to proceed against Shiloh.
than a stone wall. The cost ought not
a nuisance exists there so as to endanger the public health, the State hoard to be much if any greater than that of a
of health can act. If children are beproperly constructed stone wall, where
ing ill-treated there is a statute which
f'

ern

j

will cover the case.
If there is in- the rock has to be hauled any distance,
sanity tiie law provides the way to pro- and if the first cost is greater the ceceed. No one has a right to interfere j ment wall must be the cheapest in the
with the people on account of theii
I
religious beliefs or because they have : end.
■
certain religious
ceremonies which
others do not practice.”

|

Clarence 15. Burleigh, editor of the
Kennebec Journal, is the last Maine
newspaper man to make a success as
‘‘The Camp on Letter K,”
an author.
is tiie title of the hook, the scene being
Aroostook
laid in
county. It is a boys'
book and some smuggling adds to its
We say it is a hoys’ hook,
interest.
and yet the writer of this found it in
teresting just as his boy did. Lothrop
Lee A Miepard Company publish it.—

a

Piscataquis Observer.

Bro. Evans—saj
Don’t say “last”
latest. Holman Day, still claimed as
“one of us,” is

literary
otiiers.

good for many

mors

successes; and there may b(
You may write a book yel

yourself, and Bro. Howard Owei
compelled to give the publii

should be

his reminiscences.
The writer has
abundant material, but lacks tiie tinn
and energy to put it in shape.

I
1

journalism has received an
other set back. The New York Work l
Yellow

Thus cried the hair. And a
kind neighbor came to the rescue with a bottle of Ayer’s
Hair Vigor. The hair was
saved! This was because
Ayer’s Hair Vigor is a regular
hair medicine. Falling hair is
caused by a germ, and this

The best kind

“Sold for

of

over

testimonial

a

sixty

that

_
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1

Baltimore, Nov. 5.

Arrived, sch. Melrose,

Stuningtou.
_,
Brunswick, Ga., Oct. 31. Ar, schs. Edward 11. Cole, Searsport via Newport News;
Theoline, Boston; 2, cld, sell. Bradford C.
French, Stockton Springs.
Ar, sell. Mary A.
Savannah, Oct. 31.
Jose
Hall, New York ; Nov- 2, arrived, sch.
Olaverri, New York; 5, sld, sch. S. G. Haskell, Boston.
.,
Feruandina, Nov. 1. Ar, sell. Adelaide
Barbour, New York.
Jacksonville, Fla., Nov. 1. Cleared, sch.
Thelma, Washington, 1). C.; 2, ar, sell.
Robert H. McCurdy, Baltimore.
Newport News, Nov. 1. Ar, sch. Charles
t.
Davenport, Bangor; 2, arrived, sch. Cora
Cressey, Searsport; 3, ar, sch. Briua P. Pendleton, New lurk.
Washington, D. C„ Nov. 1. Cld, sch. William Bisbee, New York via Little Ohoptank.

Ar, schs. Miles M. MerNew
ry, Philadelphia; M. V. B. Chase,
York; sld, sch. Dacotah, Boston; Nov. 2,
sailed, schs. Pendleton Satisfaction, New
sch.
York; American Team, do, 3, sailed,
Puritan, Boston; 4, ar, sch. Lizzie D. Small,
P.
S.
sch.
Blackburn,
Bucksport; 5, arrived,
Newport News; A. F. Kindberg, Stockton;
Lydia M. Webster, do; 6, ar, schs. Alice E.
Clark, Philadelphia; W. D. Mangan, Stockton ; R. L. Tay, Bucksport.
Stockton, Oct. 31. Ar, sch. W. D. Maugan, Boston; sld, sch. Stony Brook; 5, ar,
steamers Dover, Boston; Mohawk, Lubec
for Boston; sailed, schs. Annie Lord, New
York; W. D. Mangan, Bangor. R. L.
Tay,
Bucksport, Oct. 31. Ar, sch.
St. George, S. I.; Charleston, Searsport,
to
Boston,
Pickering,
with coal; William
haul up.
11.
Samuel
Ar, schs.
.Stuningtou, Oct. 29.
Hubbard, South Amboy; Fiheman, do;
Mabel E. Goss, Boston; Allen Greene,
Lynn ; Waldron Hollies, Portland
Searsport, Me., Nov. 1. Ar, sch. Helen
W\ Martin, Newport News.
Clark’s Island, Me., Nov. 5. Sailed, sell.
Herbert May, Norfolk, Va.
Cove, Me., Nov. 5. Ar, sch. Francis
Bangor, Oct. 31.

Charleston, S. C., Nov. 5. Ar, sch. I lumarock, Philadelphia.
Port Reading, Nov. 5. Cld, sch. Mary L.
Crosby, Bangor.
Portland, Nov. fi. Cld, bark Auburndale,
Rock port, Me., to load part cargo for Dem-

FORRlfiN

years.
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BLANKETS.
j

Better Buy Your Blankets Now and Save Money

♦
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UNDERWEAR
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HOSIERY

j

VALUES AND PRICES SPEAK LOUDER THAN WORDS.
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P. li., Oct. 29.

Ar, sch. Edith
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Odd Fellows’ Block,

MONTVIIXE.
1
C. E. Gilman of Somerville, Mass., came
If other
last
mother
Friday
his
of
the
with
body
the
at
held
Saturday
and the funeral was
9 Corsets are
church. Mrs. G. had been stopping on the
Unsatisfactory
home place for the summer anil left here |
the last of October, accompanied by Miss
She died suddenly a few
Erva Conner.
from
days after she arrived in Somerville home
the
Mr. Gilman returned
meningitis.
and
and
Foster
daughter,
Colleges.
..Mrs.
Schools
Mary
Monday..
Mrs. Dickey of Portland, were called here
col- last Friday to attend the funeral of her
The games of Saturday with Maine
who died sudAt Waterville, sister, Miss Anna Woodman,
services
leges resulted as follows:
denly of heart failure. Funeral afternoon
Lewisat
0;
were held at the house Sunday
University of Maine 8, Colby
Mrs.
at
Dinslow....
A.
Rev.
E.
State
0;
conducted by
ton, Bates 11, New Hampshire
E. A. Dinslow has gone to Camden to visit
Ann
Mrs.
Medtord, Tufts 12, Bowdoin 5.
her sister, Mrs. 0. P. Fuller
THEY
for November Ayer of Montville is keeping house for 1 b.
Maine Night is scheduled
Maine-Bowdoin Bartlett.
16th this year, preceding the
of alumni have signified
game. A number
and an unThem
their intention of being present,
evening is looked for.
to be
mining in the wreck, estimated
Mr. Bird tor

SOUTH

R

1000 tons was sold to
wreck as it
<12500 The chief value of the
which are still
iow lies is in the four masts,
a steam
Handing, the other spars, and and other
The sails, rigging
windlass.
material had previously been stripped by
Boston wreckers who tried two weeks ao0
;o float the schooner.
.bout

Belfast's Fastest Growing Millinery Store.

iREMEMBBR^
OUR low prices on

SyM

millinery

CORSET

TRnnusGSS |WUC
JKc

TO ORDER

—

wJseii

so Scores of Belfast Citithe banners of the
zens Say.
lege colors and with
was done
various fraternities. Everything
of the colto make the returning graduates
To cure an aching back,
for the occasion
lege feel at home. Music
band and also I The pains of rheumatism.
fur nished by the college
were the
The tired-out feelings.
hv the Glee Club. The following
cause.
Leshe C.
You must reach the spot—get at the
speakers: The llon. G t/raw
principal
William
Fnrnish '75. of Augusta;
In most cases ’tis the kidneys.
FmrestGoodford ’82*. of Boston; the Hon. Rev. \\ llliana
Doan's Kidney Pills are for the kidneys.
,:T.
>07 0f skowhegan ; the
Maine,
\V. J. Heal of 61 Miller street, Belfast,
Holman
Maj.
Monson.
of
tesS
well known says: "This is the first time I liave publicly
Maine's
Auburn,
of
F. Day
Many of tified to tile merits of Doan’s Kidney Pills, but l
an origmal poem.
delivered
poet,
over to the foot Dan have known of the value of this remedy for
the “grads” remained
in BelMaine and Colby.
twelve or fourteen years. I was living
game Saturday between
to use them and
mont. Me., when 1 first began
Institutes.
trouble with my
Farmers’
was then having considerable
There was a severe aching in
Nov. 2nd at the back and kidneys.
made
was
Announcement
was difficult for me
ot Agriculture of the small of my back and It
0fgce ot the Commissioner
nas hard to regain an erect
fanners
and
just
to
stoop
following
dates of the
K-x and lVaido position after stooping. Doan’s Kidney Pills rein
sthutes to be held
when I felt anlieved me of these troubles, and
coming on some years later 1 knew
attack
other
in
hall
I got a supply of Doan’s
Wessaweskeag Grange
just what was needed.
.U T
Store and this remThoinaston, luesaaj,
i\aii
Kidney Pills at the City Drug
and corrected the
edy banished the backache
had done in the first
other difficulties just as it
Pills are the best kidinstance. Doan’s Kidney
fKp Pxneriment station connectand I have recommended
ney remedy I know of,
them to others many times.”

wfs

Knowlton^

the0

SgfwiTlbUeraddres?e°dVbfp?of:CI^Smitji

cents.

Black River, Ja., Sept. 28. Sid, sch. Star
of the Sea, north of Hatteras.
MARINE MISCELLANY.
methods.
Baltimore, Nov. 5. Sch. Holliswood, from
Fernandina for Philadelphia, was anchored
off Currituck on Sunday with sails gone.
VinalRookland, Nov. 6. The steamerschooner
baven yesterday reported the
Rock
on
Shag
ashore
Susan N. Pickering
schooner was loadnear Crotch Island. The
from
Stonington
ed with granite and bound
ashore Saturday
to New York. She went
she would
noon and it was at first supposed
c
11 be necessary
w
It
float on the next tide.
before she can be
to lighter the schooner
floated, but it is not thought she is seriously
Pickering is 336
damaged. The Susan N.tons.
Length 135
gross tons and 319 net
10.8 feet. She
feet, breadth 32 feet, depth
the home
and
Belfast
in
was built in 1882
and
is comport is Deer Isle. The schooner
Deer
of
Isle, and
manded by Capt. Haskell
carries a crew of six men.
Rockland, Me.. Nov. 5. The four-masted
which was
Bath schooner lielen B. Crosby,
about three
wrecked on Inner bay ledges
to A.
weeks ago. was sold at auction today
rej. Bird of this city for $1000. The coal

Fos-

Price 50
For salt by all dealers.
sole agents for
ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.,
the United States.
take no
Remember the name—Doan’s—and

other.
_

Waldo County Turkeys
H x C K. E N S

,

*

I

The Fashion

?Rr

usually successful
Nov. 2nd w ith
Colby day was celebrated
in the gymnasium.
exercises
appropriate
with the col- It Can be Done,
The building was decorated

*****++****•***”'
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a

iMakesof

_

S

Belfast, Haiti

=

-
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G. Folwell, Philadelphia.
Havana, Oct. 25. Ar, sch. Henry Crosby,

—

th e cells of the respiratory organs, killing al
New York World, now second only t 9 catarrhal germs and soothing) any irritatioi
there may be in the mucous membrane.
the Hearst paper in yellowness, wa 8
A complete Hyomei outfit costs but 81
extra bottles, if needed, 50 cent, and R. H
t
nc
a
but
did
originally religious daily,
Moody gives his personal guarantee witl
prove a financial success in that lln e every package that money will be refundec
and subsequently underwent variov 8 unless the treatment cures.

in this connection to state

a.

Guayanitla,

M***.
tiy J. u. Aver Co., LcnTell,
published a sensational article concern
Also m*nu£*cturera or
ing the health of Mrs. Eddy, the hea(
41
SARSAPARILLA.
of the Christian Science Church, assert
CHERRY PECTORAL.
4
was
ing that she
personated in dail;
drives by another woman and was hei
self a physical and mental wreck. Thi l
HATE YOU CATARRH ?
led to Mrs. Eddy granting an interview
Breathe Hyomei and Get Belief and Cure.
to a representative of the Associate! [
Sold Under Guarantee,
Press, and in reply to questions sh
If yon have catarrh with its many unsaid she was in perfect health and ha> 1
pleasant symptoms, you should begin to us(
no other physician than God.
At th 3 the healing Hyomei at once.
Hyomei is made from nature’s soothmf
close of the interview Mrs. Eddy entei
oils and balsams, and contains the germ
ed her carriage for the usual daily driv B killing properties of the pine forests. Iti
in with the air you
about the city. It may be of interes t medication is taken
breathe, so that it reaches the most rerooti

IJ&TS

KBoston^lNov.

1. Cld, sch. Robert McFarland, Stockton and Havana; sailed, schs.
Young Brothers, New York ; Fillmore, Bangor; Ella Clifton, do; Mary Louisa, do;
Robert Pettis, do; Mary Farrow, do; Annie
P. Chase, Bangor for New York; Lillian,
Calais; cld, sch. Frank Barnet, Brunswick.
Philadelphia, Nov. 2. Cld, tug Gettysburg, towing barges Tamarend tor Randolph and Indian Ridge and Eagle lull for
Bangor; 4, ar, sells. Harold B. Cousens,
st John, N. B.; Alnieda Willey, do; Annie
Mr,

Providence, R. I., Nov. 6.
& Guy, Stockton.

medicine completely destroys
these germs. Then the healthy
gives rich, healthy hair.

scalp

|

I

4, ar, schs. Annie F'. Conlou, Stockton ;
Celia F., do; Georgia Gilkey, do; Brigadier,
Stonington, Me., via New London; loung
Brothers, Boston; Ella May, Bock port, Ale.;
5, ar, schs. Miranda, Bangor; Gen. Adelbert
J. HanAmes, Stockton; <>, ar, schs. John
son, Stockton; Pendleton Sisters, Bangor;
William Jones, do; sailed, sch. Alice Lord,
gm ;

Long

I

»

H.

*

j

1*0 RTS.

New York, Oet. 31. Ar, schs. Adelia T.
Carleton, Spruce Head ; Sadie \\ ilcutt, BanT. Doiiuel,
gor; Edward Stewart, do; Wm.
Black
do.; Myronus, do.; Catawamkeag,
RichII.
D.
Rivers,
Island; Helena, do;
mond, Maine; Ella F. Crowell, Stockton
l’ochasset,
do;
springs; Mollie Rhodes, do;
Margaret, do; Maud Seward, Stonington;
AnIra 15. Ellems, do; E. Areularius, do;
nie 15. Mitchell, Sullivan; Merrill C. Hart,
Thoinastou; Luther T. Garretsou, Hillsboro, N. 15., for Newburg; Alnieda Willey,
SI. John, N. 15., for Philadelphia; Harold
15. Cousens, Jo for do; cld, sch. Edward 11.
Blake. Crandall, Fla.; Nov. 1, sailed, sens.
Annie C. Mitchell, Philadelphia; Alnieda
Willey, do; Gladys, Fernandina; Edward
Smith, Virginia; Brina P. Pendleton, NewB. llernck,
port News; ar, sch. William
Stonington; 2, cleared, sch. Ella M. Willey,
BauDemerara; sld, sch. Susie P. Oliver,

j
|

dining

-f*JAMES

:
NEW.V_ X

\

Belfast

[

Cuticura Soap, Ointment, and Pills are sold throughout
the world. Potter Drug* Chem. Corp.,Sole Props.,Boston,
|ja“LLuifcd tee, llow to Care for the Skin."

solved,

command
!
cement.
Buildings constructed of this
and bulldose his way into the
!
material can be put up expeditiously
been
have
to
Vhi' -i House. He ought
| and cheaply, are fire proof and practiunder an avalanche of votes,
our a
cally indestructible. With a slate or
recorded
number
against
hut the lesser
metal roof repairs would be reduced to
him will suiiice.
1 a minimum and the building does not
Douglas Volk, the New York artist, j have to be painted as does a wooden
who has a summer home and studio in house. A cement house does away with
Hovel!, has just finished aline oil paint! all need of plaster and lathing. Paper
ing representing "The Second Regi- ^
on
can be put right over the walls, or if
the
Assault
in
ment of Minnesota
Mission Ridge.” It is designed for the i preferred they can be painted or otliergovernor’s room in the new State Capi- wise decorated. Building such a house
tol building of Minnesota.
does not require much expert labor.
Volk began bis artistic career in BalThe army of metal workers, bricklaytimore as a painter of still life. One of
reers, carpenters and other artisans
bis paintings, "Half a Dozen Cherryin wood or steel construction, is
quired
the
stones a favorite oyster, shown on
I almost completely done a way with on a
half shell, with the accessories) seen in
cement building. All that is needed is
bis Baltimore studio, laid a large sale
an expert to superintend the mixing of
|
when reproduced in chromo, and one
the cement, and a carpenter and staff
i
hangs, or did hang some years ago, in a I to construct the moulds or frame work
1

at

[mail

I

'

orders promptly filled

I

FRAMES, 35c
1

LORDS

high
STREET

belfast

(Formerly Moody & Co.)

Riliawar Mi

MAINE

J

Lamson & I

-IN—

Belfast

Opera House.
SKATING

ROLLER

TUESDAY, THURSDAY,
and SATURDAY EVENINGS

MUSIC BY THE HURDY GURDY.
ADMISSION 10c.

Fall

ROLLER SKATES 15c

Special Arrangements
for private parties.

made

l'robate Court held at Beirast.wlthin and for
County of Waldo, on the 9th day of October, A. D. 1906.
ELLA QUEST and Minnie A. Bullard

At a

the

CARO
having presented
and Frank G.
that

a petition
representing
Carr, Emma Marla Lem
they
ley, Fred Carr, E. Bird Bullard and Robert E.
Bullard are the heirs living in different States, of
John Carr, late of Searsport, in said countv ol
Waldo, deceased, praying that Minnie A. Bullard,
administratrix of the estate of said deceased, or
to
some other suitable person, may be authorized
sell at public auction or private sale certain real
estate belonging to the estate of said deceased
described in said petition, and distribute the
proceeds among said heirs according to their
respective rights therein.
notice
Ordered, That the said petitioners give of
this
a
to all persons interested by causing copy
in
order to be published three weeks successively
a
published
newspaper
Journal,
the Republican
at
least
at Belfast, the first publication being
that they
30 days prior to December 11, 1906,
to be held at

appear at a Probate Court,
on the 11th
Belfast, within and for said county,
ten of the clock
dav of December, A. D. 1906, at
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
should not be
why the prayer of said petitioners

St>

The Lamson \
lias all the good tpia 1
in hats. Yon can find
line of Hosiery, Glov
wear, and a great vai1

Wright & Dits<
and everything you ■
winter wear. The best
city for boys at #t .00

New Neckwear ali
You can find these thin-'

Dwight P.

15

Masonic Tkmpi.k,

__

mav

Gr

& !*<

*

DUCK.S,
MEATS OF ALL KINDS.

EVERYTHIN® NEEDED FOR THE

THANKSGIVING DINNER.

FOGG & BROWN.

granted.
A true copy.
...

A

W&N I

ftEO, E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltihe, Register.
Men

or

women, local

my- representatives'for

N. Y.
lngton Hjuare, New York,

DRESS
WANTT
Wanted,

a

first-class dress

M
lw45«

11

nw
»

"

.,,1

H'*1'

52 High

%

1

BELFAST.

yfjpsFwS OF

mjowisw soil*

,f the G. A. R. will hold their
l'uesday, Xov. 13th. A full

Impoverished soil,

requested.

p"

inborn of Boston at the
h tonight will aft'ord the
.nullity of knowing what a
,i. do with a pipe organ.

products.
If your blood is impoverished
your doctor will tell you what

will meet with Mrs. S. B.
;o Hay View street, Friday
nth. All members are re-

\

you need to fertilize it and give
it the rich, red corpuscles that

their needles and thimbles,

id

League will meet with Mrs.

n

.i;

on

,-rnoon

Congress

at 2.30 o’clock.

Crafts.

.....

street

Quotations

are

this,
Subfrom

another season
“on the spot.”

we

hope

need

a

tonic, but

a

lated

.uuuul dividend the first Monmh[- next and it is expected it

Z

no

easily

so

White & Colored
f 11
4
9

as

bcott s bmulsion

of 3i per ceut per annum.
all money in the bank

to

Dress & Goods 2

is

ivernor.

,1*11

his

season,

arson

having only

where the

two

Jt has blossomed
but the fruit failed to

!

remaining in the Helthe week ending Nov.
Mrs. Valeria Maddocks,

Be

Vi'A

ibtLjffjL
/Jr

iit, Supt.

sample free.

sure

UNSURPASSED?IN FIT.

9

RUBBER LINED

$12.50

9

H8WYorl^ Z
a

All 1 ImggisW.

uiuguair,

Bradley Farm,

|

with games and dancing.
The
cake were served.
ere untiring in their efforts
upper class and were very
-very particular. The officers
ng
I

■

organizations are; ’07,
William Vaughan;
secretary
Miss Louise Heal;’09, presiEllis; vice-president, Mark 1
-tary and treasurer, Ralph
ass

Mrs. Clements of Water•i-Pii
visiting her sister, Mrs,
Mrs. Grace Wood enternevolent Club last Friday afevening. Not as many were
owing to the bad traveling'
-vmg tlie courage to start had a
time....Mrs. 0. A. Wade
aiiil by boat last Tuesday tc
ml who was then on his way
with his barge to load with
wmecticut.Mrs. Richard
friends visiting her fron:
uni Rockland_Freeman W
Winchester, Mass., who has
business, called on some of his
Ethel Wilson finished hei
s.

—

■

Morrill last Friday—
spent Saturday and Sunday
Mrs. Freeman Wentworth.
m

Messrs. R. F. Duntnn
and George E. Johnson re
iup.sday p. m., Oct. 31st, from a
to northern Maine.
Judge
'hot three partridges and brought
leer.. .Irving Hills of Northporl
year-old buck weighing 150 lbs.,
! iip ridge, near Pitcher’s Pond
lay .H. E. McDonald, whe
1
a
bunting trip with two Bostor
lined N'ov. 3d. The party got n(
i hey were at a
camp 12 miles above
ln Iron
Works with 18 other hunters
*’hom had got a deer....The deei
in Waldo county are doing beltei
1
wlio have gone far away fron
luest of big game.
Our Centei
correspondent reports six shot it
oiy up to Monday last and ooi
* enter
correspondent reports five
wlln have sot a deer each....The
kiss.

up

>

Pe t

i

Mu’

continue to come in. Stockton re
"c deer
shot; Lincolnville reports
1 1

'vteaud

9
9
1

•

Staine’s Imported Eng=
lish Inlaid Linoleum

2

2

CELEBRATED NEW YORK

J

They

beautiful goods.

come

J

<M mmm

———————————I

ft

Blacks and Colors.

ft

Goods.

The Most Prominent Business Location inBelfast.
MAY MANTON FALL AND WINTER CATALOGUES BY MAIL.

greatest and most comprehensive line of lings in Belfast to
select from and at prices within
the reach of all.

ATTENTION.
r®=MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE OUR IMMEDIATE

unsurpassed.
at 60c.

Straw Matting

Chase’s Corner.

A. D. CHASE & SON,

w

Z

The

12c.

MAY MANTON PATTERNS ALL 10c. EACH, BY MAIL,

from

14c.

g

W
w

•

Samples.

Z

2c. and <Sc. each.

—————8

I —t—fM—ft

PITCHER’S

Justin Gray are credit
Belmont

having shot a deer each in

appreciation

institution and
work it is doing.

of

PIANOS
good values foi
money

your
time.

clouds and the wind measurably subsided
after blowing a gale for fully forty-eight
The Portland Evening Express
hours.
says: “The storm arrived just about the
average time for the first snow, which is
given by the weather bureau as Nov. 1st.
Last year the first snow appeared Nov. 6th,

every

TRY US.
CASH

!

or

EASY

PAYMENTS

TO OUR DEPOSITORS AND CUSTOHERS

*****
♦

A

good

ing and

line of teach-

The

popular music.
*****

_

all day Thursday and Thursday night,
when we had the first snow slides of the
season; and they were heavy enough to jar
buildings. It snowed practically all day
Friday, and did not clear until about 8 p.
m., when the moon struggled through the

“Undertaking

|
!

-AND-

beautiful day.

Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There Is only one
constituway to cure deafness, and that is by
tional remedies. Dealuess is caused by an inof
the Eumucous
of
the
lining
condition
flamed
stachian Tube. When this tube is Inflamed you
have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is the result,

and uuless the inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to its normal condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever; nine cases out
oi ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing
but an inflamed condition ot the mucous surHundred Dollars for any case
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be
Cure. Send for circulars
catarrh
Hall’s
cured by
F. J. CIIEKE4' & CO Toledo, O.
free.
Bold by Druggists, 75e.
Take Hall’s Family Fill* for constipation.
We will

give On.e

satisfactory
and fair to increase the rate ot interest paid

past

two years have been so

to

its

-4tLICENSED EMBALMING*®_—-

.*►

^Check

R. H. COOMBS 4 SON.

Department.

*

:

Caskets, Robes and Burial Goods
answered promptly either day
Telephone at house ami office.
Ambulance for moving the sick.

Calls

or

cent per annum,
j^-We

also carry

a

deposits subject to check at the rate of 2 per
daily balances averaging $300.00 and upwards.

Interest allowed

night.

on

on

FULL LINK of

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES

-n

|

EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, Augusta, Me.
BYRON BOYD, Augusta, Me.
FIELDS S. PENDLETON, New York, N. Y.
OSCAR J. FARWELL, Thorndike, Me.

j

CHARLES H. HOOPER, Castine. Me.
ROBERT P. CHASE,] Belfast. Me
ARTHUR I. BROWN, Belfast, Me.

SQUARE.

3w43

Wanted

To buy old rags, at 1 cent a pound, old rubbers
and overshoes at 5 cents. Highest prices paid
for all kinds of old metals. Call or address the
juuk shop corner of Front and Main street, next
to the Creamery.

_lvv*

Ascum—Is your boss going to give you
the raise you asked for? Clark—Well—erI’m afraid to say. 1 told him 1 thought my
the
pay should be commensurate with
amount of work I do, and he promptly
Press.
agreed with me.—Philadelphia

—

IPCOTOPC-

R. J. ELLINGWOOD,
POST OFFICE

F F I C E R S

X

CHARLES E. KNOWLTON, President.
CLARENCE O. POOR, Vice President.
FRANK R. WIGGIN, Treasurer.

BOOTS, SHOES and HARNBSSES

was a

Bank for the

computed twice a vear, on the first days of May and November.
fg-Deposits of any amount from $1.00 up are solicited.

j

REPAIRING
REPAIRING

Saturday

earnings of this

to demanagement, that it is deemed only just
positors in proportion to its increase in earnings.
Therefore, the WALDO TRUST COMPANY, on and after November I, 1906,
will pay 4 % per annum on all time deposits in its Savings Department, which will be

|

(Belfast, Me.

75 Main St.,

and the year before on Sept. 29th, which is and do developing, printing, etc., at lowestaprices.
aars
size or make of cameras,
Films for
the earliest on the records of the local room free any
to all.
snow
latest
recorded
The
bureau.
weather
72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
here was in 1891, when the first iluity didn’t
The
trees
were
show up until Nov. 26th.”
mainly bare of foliage, but the leaves still
remained on the apple trees, and they retained a certain degree of greenness after
the storm. A lilac tree in the writer’s garden, still in summer dress, was not affected
in the least and its leaves are as green as in
spring. The temperature was not very low
at any time during the storm and had the
ground been frozen there would have been
nicely repaired while you wait.
sleighing, for more than a foot of snow fell.
The storm was general throughout this section.

BELFAST, MAINE,

MASONIC TEMPLE,

that will tit any pocket
book, and will give

the good

The Stobm. The Journal recorded last
week the first snow storm of the season or
Tuesday, Oct. 27th. The next day it began
snowing again in good earnest, the snow
melting as it fell save on walks and lawns,
which soon assumed a wintry aspect. It
was snowing when The Journal went to
press in the afternoon, to the accompaniment of a fierce northeast gale and snowed

’ANY

WALDO TE ST C

—WE HAVE—

vou

•

-2

CHASES CORNER

——^

CHASE’S CORNER

are

$1.50 goods

2

0
ft Heatherbloom and Mercerized •

yards

and small entries

•

J

I New Line Petticoats

in a piece, and for
use before the kitchen stove, sink
1-2 to 3 3-4

•

^GARMENTS^

MR. R. P. CHASE can recommend to the trade the use of these

Z

|

STYLISH UP-TO-DATE

Remnants.

Z

■

,.

descriptions.

Priscilia Undermuslins.

|

lei

OF

W

j

ii

2

and

W

j

"

t^"John Bonwit's

Chautauqua

held
with Mrs. George | Waldo County Hospital, there were only
Salmond street, Monday about thirty-five visitors, and notices were
x mber 12th.
The lesson will ! lead in all the churches Sunday morning
-lit of the “English Goveru- that the hospital would be open to visitors
:he Magazine, “Pioneers of that afternoon. A large number of people
! ( live. From Shakespeare’s ! took advantage of the opportunity and
tor's Tale," act. 1, scene 11. ! were shown over the institution by the
:
(ations from The “Winter’s courteous white-capped nurses, who cheerfully answered the numerous questions and
gave interestiug bits of information. The
ed last week the teachers of
private rooms were one of the interesting
ad of the annual supper to
features, and friends of tho hospital will be
■or
supplying needy school glad to know that Mr. Win. R. Marshall of
■thing, will canvass the city Sioux Falls, South Dakota, is to furnish the
used for that purpose. It is large, double room next the John (J. Brooks
-e
who have contributed room in memory of his father, the late Hon.
will respond to this call as William C. Marshall.
There were three
liberally. Collections will patients in the hospital Sunday, one in the
ting people of the High Brooks' room, one in the men’s ward and a
little girl in the women's ward up stairs.
The diet kitchen, with its array of pretty
of the Orpheus Musical
i glass and china and its dainty trays, was
riteresting program at the
very attractive, and even the operating
teacher, Miss Amy E. Stodroom, with its cases of shining instruments,
was
A
afternoon.
study
lay
Miss Hall, the head of the
( looked inviting.
of the “October Musician,”
was in the reception hall,
staff,
hospital
nd music was furnished by :j
where she had a pleasant word for the visMarjorie Shaw and Marian itors. Those who were not familiar with
■Bowing officers were elected
the arrangements at the hospital before the
year: President, Sadie Presrepairs were made were no more surprised
SecHazel
McTaggart;
ident,
and pleased than those who were, for many
Healey.
radical changes and improvements have
been made. The visitors ail expressed their
res of the B. H. S. gave the
ption in Memorial Hall last heartiest appreciation of the courtesies
shown them, as well as admiration for the
ng. The Seniors report a de-

■

2

i

a^?Wards.

Royal Worcester Corsets

J

ml

Plaid Shirt Waists.

LADIES’ AND MISSES

Coats

Umbrellas 75c.

^

;
Stockton Springs news on the second
your readers and
! page.
that
ends in Waldo county
I
Mr. Colby A ilackliffe was in Skowhegan
n we picked from ten trees
last Saturday to close negotiations for a
lidwiu apples, and this did
combined farm and timber lot of four hundropped off previous tour
ilred acres which was lately purchased by
lime.”
j
his father. This farm is located in l’iseatai.mal Bank of Belfast has
quis County and is of superior soil, and the
of interest paid on savings
j buildings command broad views of the lakes
per cent, compounded setni- i and surrounding country. Competent judges
1st
and
Nov.
-retoforeon May
estimate the timber lot to contain over
PI y to all savings accounts one million feet of old growth pine, fir and
of deposit outstanding from
spruce, besides over five thousand cords of
bank presents a statement hard wood.
■i on November 1st, and a
On
The Waldo County Hospital.
: the securities held.
account of the storm last Friday afternoon,
the time appointed for open house at the
of Seaside

-ting
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DRESS SKIRTS

$18.50.

to

• Domestics

.-ay to

■■

Z

CHEMISTS

\

Beautiful Assortment of

Blankets 65c up.

• Automobile

tliat this pic-

409 PsailSt.,

|
mini

in children

SCOTT i BOWNE

two

lournai

a

$2.00 per pair

5 Domestic Wrappers

turn in the form of u
label is cm the wrapper
of every bottle of Emul6^uU vou ^uv.

jjSSjTyCjSl

ley.
the water front Sunday,
vessels in port—twoThe railroad yard was
ie outward bound car tilled
the boiler of the steamer
was broken up here this

same; always
always beneficial
body is wasting from

We will send you

ugton, Mr. Forbes, Mr. C.
I’, Lane, Frank \V. Meads,
-; aal

the

either

BOUND WITH SILK,

• Cotton

and

any cause,
or adults.

t-ers

a.

always

palatable

quince.
*.r-

•
•

It will nourish and strengthen
the body when milk and cream
fail to do it. Scott’s Emulsion

bearing a porKandolph llearst, and the
of Hughes and Bruce, Kelt es respectively for Goverone

of Citypoint has a
years old which bore for

NOT FAIL TO CALL Z
HERE FOR PLAIN AND 2
PLAID
•

2

of Cod Liver Oil

ted to Louis Harris for New
buttons,

■

X
Z

lacking

fat food that is
digested and assimi-

There is

to

TPHE establishment of A. D. CHASE & SON. through the k:nd permission of Mr. CHARLES A. TOWNSEND, are enabled to give The Journal
1
readers the first illustration ever given of the great Cape Jellison piers. This picture was taken from the roof of the mammoth potato storehouse
and to enable the reader to form some conception of the magnitude of this work, we make this statement. A person walking on the outside edges f
these piers from one end to the other would cover the distance of over one and one-half miles. The inside, or shore pier, is known as No. 1. The
middle, or long pier, as No 2. The outside pier as No. $. Photographs well mounted are on sale at this store for 25c. each. Postals 5c. Wholesale
prices to dealers on application. The merchandise and prices offered at this store must attract close buyers.

£

X
X

more

and fat is the element
in your system.

Savings Hank will declare

ate

It may be you
likely you
concentrated fat food,

lacking in it.

need

than never” may be said of
the Lincoluville town fair in
This has long been an ani

impov-

a

fertilizer.

.:.

:

like

needs

proper
A chemist by analyzing the soil can tell you wlmt
fertilizer to use for different

has paintr; paint & Paper Co
tvet signs to go to Stockton
View Ave” and “Manches-

!

blood,

erished

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Augusta, Me.
ALBERT PIERCE, Frankfort,

|

Me.

GEO. E. MACOMBER, Augusta,

Me.

JAMES C. DURHAM, Belfast, Me.

j

WILLIAM A. MASON, Belfast, Me.
TILESTON WADLIN, Belfast, Me.
CLARENCE O.

POOR, Belfast, Me.

CHARLES E. KNOWLTON, Belfast, Me.

jS

j

j
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THE BIG POTATO WAREHOUSE.

Dyspepsia

How 600 Feet Long and 125 Feet Wide.
Will be Extended 300 Feet Next Year.

of Women

Caused by Female Disorders and Cured by
I
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
While The Journal has kept up from
week to week with the improvements at the
a
A great many women suffer with
terminal of the Northern Maine Seaport form of indigestion or dyspepsia which
of
warehouse
treatrailway, ami the big potato
does not seem to yield to ordinary
Carter & Corky, potato dealers, whose ment. While the symptoms seem to be
had
similar to those of ordinary indigesheadquarters are in l’resque Isle, has
the tion, yet the medicines universally prefrequent mention, the following from
read by scribed do not seem to restore the paBangor News will no doubt be
tient's normal condition.
with interest:
many

The building is at present GOO feet long
and 125 feet wide. Next year it will be extended 300 feet at the same width, which
will make it the largest potato storage plant
in the world.
The interior is divided into 200 frost-proof
compartments or bins, each holding 1,200
barrels, making the total capacity 240,000
barrels.
It is situated at the shore end of the main
pier with facilities for receiving direct from
the oars and loading from the house into

outside of the building is covered with
three-ply asbestos 011 tile walls, and foil 1
work
ply on the roof. Ail the construction
is tight, close and heavy.
i»i
miun
Inside air spaces, nair iiisuiauun
and tlie latest up-to-date methods have been
used to insure sufficient warmth. Six ventilators in the roof six feet square, insure

“His
appears at her best in an essay,
Header’s Friend;” and there is a breezy
J. H. Collins on “The Ameriarticle

...

by

Can

Mrs. M.

minimum.
The cars aie on the west side ot tne
false
house, and when ready to uuload a
bottom is placed in thecar between the doors
which
carries
is
a
belt,
underneath which
’lie potatoes as they are shovelled onto it
through the false bottom, to a large box
holding a ton, which is placed in tlie aisles
on the west side of the house. There are four
electric hoists running on eye beams overhead. which take this box after being tilled,
raise it to any desired height, take it to
it to any aisle,
any desired height, take
and stop at any bin desired. By an inthe potatoes in
of
method
tripping
genious
this box fall into a hopper, which by a systhe
potatoes, carries
tem of belts raises
them oil to another belt which leads into
the bins and deposits them without bruising. This last belt can be set at any angle,
which accomodates itself, as the bins aie
tilled, to any desired height.
The bins are braced with heavy iron rods
It is estimated that 20
i.i prevent, bulging.
cars can be unloaded and deposited in the
bins in ten hours.
Tlie potatoes are taken from the huts by
of the
a novel method through tlie bottom
b\
bin, where they fall on to a belt driven
electric power,' which extends about six feet
ail
is
The assorting or racking
in tiie aisle.
done on this belt, which can be mil at any
When the potatoes reach
desired.
speed
j
the end of this belt they fall into the bags
that works automaticalscale
which are on a
ly stopping the flow when the desired weight
is reached. The bags are then sewed and
laKeil lO me

cliinery

into

SLUlttgc

'-’J

iuum,

piles, where they

are

***“

ready for

the steamers.
The arrangement for transferring from
the storage room to the boat, is a platform
carrier, built even with the door of the
house, about three feet wide and 000 feet
long, which is run by electric power, and
extends on to a wharf 80 feet wide and 1,100
feet long, which is as tine a specimen of
wharf building as can be found along the
Atlantic coast. At the end of this carrier is
the
a short carrier, running at right angles,
latter extending into the side port of the
into
the
potatoes
boat, and which deposits
th*» bold, without handling, at the rate of
from 11 to 15 bags per minute, thereby avoiding the bruising, incident to transfer.
Carter «fc Corey have made this building a
public warehouse where storage for all
kinds of merchandise as well as potatoes
will be furnished. Warehouse receipts will
be issued, upon which those who store potatoes can borrow money from their banks.
Transportation is already assured. One
of the Maine Coast Transportation Co’s.
steamers is at the dock at time of writing.
Tlie Eastern S. >, Co. in connection with
the Ch ie Line is expected on the route in a
few day*. .Schooners are always to be had,
and the new auxiliary schooner Northland,
built by the Great Northern Paper Co., is expected i" make her first trip here the first
part of November
Too much praise cannot be given to Pres.
Cram of the !». A A. Ik Ik, for the splendid
facilitiesafforded Northern Aroostook tanners by the Seaport Road to Cape Jellison.
Almost equals in importance to the farmers of the northern part of the state is the
building of this mammoth potato house,
which is bound to hr* a great success.
The importance of the movement of potatoes before the frost is much to desired, and
with this house as a storage depot, Northern
Aroostook should progress by leaps and
bounds. What would that fertile section of
the country be without the B. & A.

snr C&s#f£5&u
THE B.

& A. & N. M.

S. R. K.

Ail Increase of 70 Per Cent in Traffic As»11 red Within One Year.

President Franklin W. Cram of the Banhis annuagor A Aroostook Railroad in
report read ul the meeting of the com“The
October
in
16tli,
says:
Bangor,
pany
Northern Maine Seaport Railroad and
this
Combeen
Terminal have
operated by
pany much November 4, 1905, although
phases of construction were continued
Through the winter, and final ballastto a close
ing and ditching not brought
until well into the summer, it was found
of
of
because
business,
promise
necessary,
to enlarge upon the Cape Jellison dock and
yard facilities as provided in 1905, and construction at that part of the terminal for
present traffic needs is only now being
brought to a close. The property has been
provided upon belief that, as heretofore,
the industrial expansion of Northern Maine
will be limited only to the transportation
facilities furnished; that there need be no
diminution in the increase in volume of
carload and trainload distribution of the
produce and manufactures ex all-rail,
which increase has been steady since, in
1672, all-rail interchange of traffic was first
put into effect, but that, with convenient
and economical access to world markets, a
large, new business will be developed from
which not only will the increased prosperity of the .State be encouraged, and
much that has been waste be reclaimed,
but from which also each transportation
line and each community in the State
adapting themselves to the new conditions,
demay, from the greater Northern Maine,
rive benefits. The immediate response of
Northern Maine, which it is the mission of
the Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Co., primalily, to develop, is gratifying in the exThe crops of 1906 promise to be far
treme.
in excess of any heretofore known, and this
and the augmentation of manufacturing
plants promise to furnish, within one year,
a traffic fully 70 per cent, in excess of that
enjoyed before the Seaport outlet was assured.”

Searsport is

Sanitary.

It is doubtful if there is a more healthy
town in the State than Searsport, Waldo
county. It is said there never has beeu a
case of typhoid fever in the town, except it
has been brought there from some other
place. The condition of affairs is attributed
by a local physician to the absence of wells
in the town. There is hardly a dozen of
that source of water supply in the town.
Practically all the drinking water used, up
to the installation of the new water system,
has been cistern water. This, the physician says, is particularly free from germs,
as it is pure rain water stored in well
cleansed reservoirs.—Kennebec Journal.
A GOOD RECORD.

Out of all the external remedies on the
market we doubt if there is one that has
the record of that world-renowned porous
in use
plaster—Allcock’s. It has now beeu
for sixty years, and still continues to be as
of
work
its
in
ever
great
doing
popular as
relieving our pains and aches. It, is the
from
remedy we all need when suffering
takany form of ache or pain resulting from
ing cold or over-strain.
Allcock’s Plasters are sold by Druggists
in every part of the civilized world.

PVnght

\

Mrs. Pinkham claims that there is a
kind of dyspepsia that is caused by a
derangement of the female organism,
and which, while it causes a disturbance similar to ordinary indigestion,
cannot be relieved without a medicine
which not only acts as a stomach tonic,
tonic effect ou the febut has a

uiuu

untt’i')

***
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the freelance in New York, so fascmating in its variety and contrasts, is described by one who knows it in every
aspect. Tbe poets in this notable issue
are

Henry

van

Dyke and Mabel Earle,

story-writers, Elsie Singmaster, Harry James Smith, and Ilildegard
and tbe

^Best

matched pair of steers, 2-yearild, Maynard Heal, 1st.
Best matched pair of steers, 1-yeardd, A. \V. Knight, 1st.
Best 3 cows, C. D. Cross, 1st; A. H.
diller, 2d.
Best 1-year-old heifer, Melvin Dickey,
st.

Best heifer calf, Harold Hardy, 1st.
Best Jersey bull, R. W. Hardy, 1st.
Best Durham bull, M. H. Cilley, 1st.
Best bull calf, R. J. Lermond, 1st.
HOUSES.

carriage horse, L. F. Rankin,
W. Hardy, 2d.
matched pair, A. A. Hall, 1st.
2-year-old, Homer Smith, 1st.
1-year-old, F. N. Patten, 1st.
brood mare and foal, Ernest

Best
st; R.
Best
Best
Best
Best

Voting,

1st.

Best stallion, S. M. Young, 1st.
POULTRY.

Rhode Island reds, Harry Thurlough,
1st; Chas. Marriner, 2d; Collier Hills,
Srd.
White Leghorns, R. J. Lermond, 1st.
White P. R., Chas. H.- Leach, 1st; L.
D. Wade, 2nd.
Barred P. R., Mrs. 0. A. Ilarkness,
1st; R. J. Lermond, 2nd.
White Wyandottes, R. J. Lermond,
1st; Ed. Goodwin, 2nd.
Light Brahmas, E. L. Hills, 1st.
Ducks, Mrs. E. L. Hills, 1st.
Geese, Ernest Young, 1st; Mrs. E. L.
Hills, 2nd.
Turkeys, Ernest Young, 1st.

SUPREME
Jl'DlCUj
Evelyn Ames exai...

INTHE

vs.

BWith

This
Oil
Heater

n

heat

stove

no

ISLIUJCU

T

earthquake

lauuotu,

UU1

piiliVipni

Pacific ocean port, earlier in the year,
I Atlantic seaports have had much to
congratulate themselves about recently,
while not lacking in sympathy for those
unfortunate sections of the country.
Nature in the beginning was more than
usually considerate in its distribution
of all the requirements of the seafarer
on the Atlantic coast, from its climate
to its many naturally protected harbors,
and its prominent river systems, the
If
natural highways of commerce.
there was ever a people blessed with all
tiie elements to carry on extensive
commerce, interstate and toreign, it is
those who are located north of Ilatteras on the Atlantic seacoast to the eastern boundary of Maine.
MYSTERY OF THE
a

Aiarmeneau,

which de-

SEA.

While steam and electricity have to
great extent annihilated space on the

increasing number of ships
highways of commerce,
greater knowledge of the ocean only
serves to emphasize its vastness, and

sea, and an
crowd the

this age of commercialism cannot
rob it entirely of its mystery and romance.
What tale, for instance, of
ancient pirates can outclass that of the
disappearance recently of a defaulting
agent of a big shipping house, who
sailed away from a Cuban port, with
his family and a fortune in treasure on
board, and whose whereabouts the sea
Manuel
so
That
guards
safely?
Siiveira’s flight was well planned is
evidenced by the fact that when lie gets
ready to land, as long as he keeps away
from the shores of the United States,
even

the New England Homestead's final report of the apple crop of the
United States, published in its issue Nov.
3d, the total is 36,120,000 barrels against 24,000,600 barrels in 1005, and rather more than
40,000,000 barrels in each of the three preceding years. The figures were arrived at
from the crystalizatiou of returns from correspondents in every apple producing section east of the Rocky Mountains.

According

“Medicine won’t help you any,” the
“What you
doctor told his patient.
need is a complete change of living.
Get away to some quiet country place
for a month. Go to bed early, eat more
roast beef, drink plenty of good, rich
milk, and smoke just one cigar a day.”
A month later the patient walked into the doctor’s ottice. lie looked like a
new man, and the doctor told him so.
“Yes, doctor, your advice certainly
did the business. I went to bed early
and did all the other things yor told me.
But, say, doctor, that one cigar a day
almost killed me at first. It’s no joke
starting in to smoke at my time of life.”

—Everybody’s Magazine.

less, and sublime.—Marine
New York.

Journal,

The Kind You Have
Bears the

Signature of

Always Bought

S-rf' S/fj+JT
tcHz/uAd

What’s the secret of happy, vigorous
health?
Simply keeping the bowels, the
stomach, the liver and kidneys strong and
active. Burdock Blood Bitters does it.

ist.

Best collection, A. W. Knight, 1st; E.
r.

Churchill, 2nd.
Kings, E. T. Churchill, 1st.
Arctic, A. II. Miller, 1st.
Strawberry, Stephen Young, 1st.
Xorthern Spy, M. F. Dickey, 1st.
Fletcher Sweet, M. F. Dickey, 1st.
Wolfrivers, C. X. McKinney, 1st.
Uoxbury russet, Ed. Goodwin, 1st.
Dudley’s Winter, A. W. Knight, 1st.
Baldwins, Herbert Hardy, 1st.
Bellflower, A II. Miller, 1st.
Fameuse, Clara McKinney, 1st.
Banana russet, A. II. Miller. 1st.
McIntosh Bed, 1). O. Mahoney, 1st.
Tolmau Sweet, Herbert Hardy, 1st.
Xodhead, J. H. Young, 1st.
Porters, ,1. II. Young, 1st.
Sweet russet, A. II. Miller, 1st.
Austin Marriner,
Cathead; W. A. Dickey, 1st.

Wealthy,

1st.

Golden russet, Austin Marriner, 1st.
Ben Davis, A. II. Miller, 1st.
Gravenstein, Oliver Knight, 1st.
Greening, J. II. Young, 1st.
Stark, A. W. Knight, 1st.
Twenty Ounce, J. II. Young, 1st.
Union russet, A. II. Miller, 1st.
Crabapples, Frank llackliffe, 1st.
Pears, Mrs. Josephine Phinney, 1st.
Grapes, Jackson Mathews, 1st.
Plums, W. P. McCobb, 1st.
Tomatoes, W. A. Dickey, 1st.
Cranberries, Harry Mathews, 1st.
FANCY ARTICLES.

Sofa pillow, embroidered, Carrie Hall,
1st; Mrs. E. T. Churchill, 2nd.
Fancy pillow, Daisy Marriner, 1st;
\ddie Lassell, 2nd.
Crazywork, Beyiice Miller, 1st.
A
Embroidered doilies, Mrs. C.
iloody, 1st; Daisy Marriner, 2nd.
T.
E.
Churchill,
Stand cover, Mrs.
I ct

Necktie case, Lena McKinny, 1st.
Pillowslips, JIrs. Clias. Stevens, 1st.
Drawn work, Lucy Fernald, 1st; Mrs.
D. L. Cross, 2nd.
Corset cover
yoke, Mrs. Charles
Stevens, 1st.
Laundry bag, Mrs. S. J. Moody, 1st.
Handkerchief case, Mrs. D. L. Cross,
1st; Mrs. Chas. Stevens, 2nd.
Crocheted jacket, Mrs. H. L. True,
1st.

Knit shawl, Daisy Marriner, 1st;
Effie Goodwin, 2nd.
Hand made trimming, Mrs. A. H.

Mills,

IA
CASTOR
For Infants and Children.

i.

FRUIT.

Belgium, Mexico, England, and Spain,

he will be comparatively safe, as these
are the only countries that Cuba has
extradition treaties with.
The attempt to smuggle Chinese into
this country on the yacht Frolic, which
came to light last week, is another tale
of daring that lias all the flavor of
hardihood in it typical of days gone by,
and goes to prove that the sea still harbors and is the means of creating as
fearless followers as it did in other
ages. These unusual acts only go to
prove the uuconquerableness of old
ocean’s sp;:ce, no matter how thickly
strewn is its bed with telegraph cables,
or
how quickly flashes of wireless
telegraphy convey some of the events
that happen on its broad expanse, or
how swiftly ocean greyhounds cover its
vast spaces. The sea will ever be a
place to hold mystery—boundless, end-

n

pumpkins, Clnis. Stevens, 1st.
Largest pumpkin, Xat Young, 1st.
Cabbage, \V. B. McCobb, 1st.
Citron, Martha Cilley, 1st.
Musk mellon, George Dickey, 1st.
Best ;I

to

things

less, reserving one toi
yard is, with right of way
Excepting that portion ot
is described in a (feed from
water to Cora A. Paine, date,
recorded in Waldo Registry oi
Page 90, as follows:
certain tract or parcel of
boro ( Acre Island) and bom
ginning at a birch tree, them-,
more or

Device)

1st.

Slumber robe, Mrs. A. H. Miller, 1st;
Hattie Fernald, 2nd.
Silk quilts, Phebe Wade, 1st; Mrs. A.
H. Miller, 2nd.
Calico quilts, Mrs. Chas. Stevens, 1st;
Josephine Phinney, 2nd.
Worsted quilt, Emma A. Miller, 1st.
Bag carpet, Mrs. B. C. Wade, 1st.
Braided rugs, Emma A. Miller, 1st;
Mrs. B.C. Wade, 2nd.
Hooked rug, Mary Cross, 1st.
Bu4rnt work, Daisy Marriner, 1st.
Oi painting, Arne E. Knight, 1st.
Fancy doll, Elizabeth Fernald, 1st.

Pneumonia Follows a Col«l
use of Foley’s Honey
but never follows tlie
and
It stops the cough, heals
and Tar.
and prevents pneustrengthens tlie lungs
monia. It- II. Moody.
said the
“Wealth has its disadvantages,”
“Yes,” answered the man
be
must
It
with sporting inclinations.
for a man to be able to
very monotonous
dollars on a horse
bet live or ten thousand
whether he loses it or.
race without caring
Star.
not.”—Washington
is used for
Good for everything a salve
for piles That
and especially recommended
Hazel
Mitch
DeWitts
of
is what we say
lor years and a
Salve. On the market
Get
families.
standby in thousands of
DeWitt’s. Sold by K. 11. Moody.
have mas“1 am told, professor, that you
tered nearly all of tlie modern languages.
she talks
when
wife’s
\11 but two—my
and tlie railroad brakeman s.
the

nhiloslfplier.

to
baby,
—Milwaukee Sentinel.

Famous Strike Breakers.
in the
The most famous strike breakers M ben
I ills.
land are Dr. King s New Life
liver and bowels go on strike they quickly
work
settle the trouble and the purifying
Best cure for constipation,
goes right on.
H.
K.
at
2oc.
headache and dizziness.

Moody’s, druggist.

on bis
“Did the old man settle anything
when they
daughter and lier husband
settled
he
married ?” “Yes, indeed, he did;

himself.”—Baltimore American.
is best.
Need a good cathartic? A pill
Little Daily
So, a pill like DeMittt’s

on the
Risers. About tlie most reliable
market. Sold by B. 11. Moody.
“Now, that I have lost all my money,',
said the young man with a large, opentoo.
faced sigh. “I suppose I 11 lose you,
answered the beautiful girl, >ou
“Yes
as
will. You know 1 always sail I'd Jbe
News.
true as gold to you.”—Chicago Daily
and
Tlie best treatment for indigestion
rest the
troubles of tlie stomach is to
oi
starvation
rested
be
by
stomach. It can
which will
by tlie use of a good digestant
work
tlie
digest tlie food eaten, thus taking
off the stomach. At the proper temperalure,

a

single

ira.’r1"""'

v:

It
digest" 3,000 grams ol food. the
relieves the present annoyance, puts
stotuacli in shape to satisfactorily perforin
Good for iniligeston, sour
its functions.

wholly

the heart
stomach, flatulence, palpitation of
Kodol is made in strict
and dyspepsia.
hood
luie
National
conformity with the
and Drug Law. Sold by E. H. Moody.
Some people sit and watch the ebb
That follows up the flow,
And threatens doom to Bryan’s boom
And say: “I told you so.”
—Chicago News.
Williams’ Kidney Pills.
Have you neglected your kidneys ? Have
and
you overworked your nervous system
caused trouble with your kidneys and bladback,
in
side,
loins,
der? Have you pains
a flabby
groins and bladder? Have you under
the
appearance of the face, especially
urine ?
to
a
desire
pass
eves ? Too frequent
If so, Williams’ Kidney Pills will cure you.
Sample free. By mail, 50c.
Williams’ Mfg. Co., Props., Cleveland, O.
“What a wonderful vocabulary the new
minister has,” said Mrs. Oldcastle. “Yes,”
replied her hostess. “It’s almost as big as
Josiah’s Uncle William’s was, only his
turned into a goitre, at last.”—Chicago

Becord-Herald.
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grave

feet to a stake and stones,
eighty foet to a stake and *t.
east eighty feet, to a stake
feet to bourn
southeast
containing six thousand an.i

t smote
of b:ass
a t small
t;t\t and
e turned
til parts
y heater
mcy for

“t

r

-.

matter

9N

me to have some
you Should ask
now 1 foranything, an’ I bin here so long Press.
what it was.”-Philadelphia
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eighty

feet

Also excepting that pint
which is described in a deed
Drinkwater, said Lucy a. (
A Howard to said Fvelyu c
Cleveland dated Sent. in. i•said Registry in Kook 201,
Beginning on the eastern
and ;ti the eastern end and
lot; lienee N. 30 degrees u
post; thence s. 17 d< grees V.
cedar post; thence S. 50 d* g:<
to bank of the shoie at 11 • pi
containing five acres and 04
Second: That they claim
in the whole of said real estae
Third: That they or til.
claim have been in uninterr
said property for ten years
ing the date of this petition,
titioners have been in poss.
said premises from and me. u,
to and including the date of th
petitioner velyn Ames tm:
Colson ot Rockland in the
1 ouise A. Howard of Jack*
of Duval and State of Florida
son and Louise A. Howard I
der whom said petitioner, w i >

claims) were in he interrupt* *i
from and including October •• :
1900; and said Lucy a, Co|>
Howard and one .James J. 1 >:
Rockland ysaid Drinkwater
der whom the said petitioner i
were in uninterrupted posse*
August 26, 1895, to and iim u*l
Fourth. That the source .c
as follows, to w
Tlie source of the title of
,1. Drinkv
from
.fames
a deed
October 19, 1905. and recordof Deeds m Book 280. Bag
Hiram R. Farrow <-f Belium
Waldo, dated December 11.

petitioners is

said deeds nm to said Fvelyn
The source of Hie title or
Mans is a deed from said I."
said Lucy A. Colson jointly p
deed hears no date but wn>
delivered on August 21*, la •.
said Registry in Book 284. PagFitth: That an apprehcn
and all of the follow mg lM
claim some title or interest in
in before described advei

petitioners, namely:

■
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Spongers nave any trouoie esiauusnhis identity when lie was abroad?"
Noneat all. lie began borrowing money
the first thing. They soon got to know
him.”—Detroit Free Press.
“Dill

ing

1

We have secured the agency for Orino
Laxative Fruit Syrup, the new laxative
that makes the liver lively, purifies the
breath, cures headache and regulates the
digestive organs. Cures chronic constipation. Ask us about it. K. H. Moody.

1

STATE
Kennebec*

Life ain't no dream, my honey,
But this is understood ;
You can’t buy Love w ith money.
—Atlanta Constitution.

GUARANTEED CURE FOR RILES.
Itching, Wind, Weeding, Protruding
Piles. Druggists are authorized to refund
cure
money if PAZO OINTMENT fails to
tf
in (i to II days. 50c.

To Cure

BENEDI
1

In
ss.

Evelyn Ames et ah
vs.

Nell—Jack is so considerate. When he
gives me a present he always leaves the
price mark on it. Helle—How do you figure
that that is considerate? Nell—Oh, it saves
me a trip down town.—Philadelphia Record.
For Over

“Yes, I'd know Cleveland if you put

me

up j^u»

In every clime its colors are unfurled
Its fame lias spread from sea to sea;
He not surprised if in the other world,
You hear of Ilocky Mountain Tea.
R. II. Moody.

Alice Pain

The petitioners respect'
since the tiling of said petit,
tlie name amt residence
leged in the sixth paragrat
he unknown, to wit. Mi>■
ville, in said county of N'
hey therefote respectfu!
the pendency ot said p»*ti»
said Mrs. Orrcn Ames n
court may direct.
Kvfi.yn
w
1). K

Take LAXATIVE RHOMO Quinine Tablets. Druggists refund money if it fails to
E. W. (IROVE’S signature is on each
cure.
box. 25c.

down here blindfolded."
“How?”
••\>uy, you are .uwajs leaun^
streets.”—Cleveland Plain Dealer.

Srmkmi

mi

SeptemhWaldo

Day

Sixty Years.
An Old and Well-Tbied Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures
wind colic, and is^tlie best remedy for DiarIs pleasant to the taste. Sold by
rhoea.
druggists in every part of the world.
Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable.

A

.la-Williamson & Britu
Attorneys for tin- plan

Mrs. O’Flaniiigan (to husband, who has
had india-rubber heels to his boots)—“Now,
you sound just like a policeman walking,
for, bedad, 1 can’t hear you at all, at all 1’
—Punch.
Cold in One

M

uF

ss.

Personally appeared .1"'
ney for the witiiin named
oath that the names and
sons described in the si.\i!:
I it ion are unknown either
their attorney,and that tin
in the foregoing petition at
Before me.

Hut—money’s mighty good!

a

Alice Paine of Allston in t.,
and Commonwealth t M
Rose B. L’ms and Sarah M»rr
in the coun,ty of Ramsey and
r
Kmnia Leonora Dennin,
Knnna Leonora Denine. o: >
of Hillsboro and State or >.'• v.
Leonora .1. Knowles of -ctM
Danne L Nichols of Deti
Somerset and si ite < f Man.
Georgiana Pliilbrook of > 1
ty of Waldo, and Constanza
land.
Sixth: That an apprelier
other persons claiming, 1 ?y. u
Pliilbrook, late of said Se\
Island, deceasetl, being Tinand the same .Job Pliilbrook
twelfth day of October. 184’
assigns, or in some otla-r v.
right, title or interest in i:
■!
above described adverse
titionei s and that the nan
said supposed claimants :n
your petitioners or their at1
1 lint the afSevi*lit 11:
stated in paragraphs tilth
t if ion. and each of them, entitle «d said petitioners t-> sac
rcciate the marker value cThey therefore respect fo
lowing persons be each am
show cause why they sliouci
>n
to try their title to the
istou in
Alice Paine <>t
sex and Commonwealth ot v
Rose B. Kims am! Sara! v
Paul m the county ot Kamv
nesota.
Kmnia Leonora Dennin,
Kmnia Leonova Denine. of >
of Ilillsboro and State of N
Leonora .1 Knowles of >a
Damie K. Nichols of !>♦•<
Somerset and State of Maim
Georgiana Pliilbrook of N*
ty of Waldo, and Constanza (
land.
Any oilier persons ciam
interest under said .Job P>
heirs, devises, assigns or in
names are to your petition'
Dated at Belfast thi> twe :
A. 1). 1906.
KVEI.VN AN'
W. I). KIN>
sox

—

of the

"(fit

1

First: That they are jointly mu
certain lot or parcel of land
thereon situate upon Seven fluiMii
in Islesboro in said county, bom
ed as follows, to wit:
Beginning at the shore at tb*
hound of Martin V Warren’s lan<i
38 degrees west by said Warm
two rods to a stake and stone*
degrees west thirty-two rod*
stone, thence north 41 degree*
rods to stake and stone at tin M,|:
northerly one rod to stake aim
north thirty-five degrees west m,.
to land of James J. Pbilbrook.
degrees west by said J. J. lMuii.
stake and stones at tlie shore, k
the shore runs to land of Cooksoi,
45 degrees east by said Cook*.,!;
rods to stake and stones, thence
degrees east fifty-three rod* to
thence northerly as the shoi.first mentioned, containing om

warm a

do many

,

ink kt an

aver

cold

a

ortable,

Alice Pa

To the Supreme Judicial Court
The undersigned, Evelyn Anus
the County of Suffolk and
,|t,
Massachusetts, and \V. i>. k
Wayland in the County of Mi.;,",
momvealth aforesaid, respecting

_

Ortll

Main?

WALDO SS.

Brooks.
ny room
.11-round
The National Magazine for Noveme. Gives
ber lias a distinctly harvest festival
ight. Is
peculiar
you can
Thanksgiving spirit. Its editor, Joe
ed with
male organism.
Mitchell Chappie, has taken a trip back
factory.
As proof of this theory we call athis old home in North Dakota, riding
to
.cannot
tention to the case of Mrs. Maggie
the great wheat fields and rich
through
was
who
Wright, Brooklyn, N. Y.,
country of that remarkable State, and
completely cured by Lydia E. Pink- he draws a vivid picture of the wealth
after
everyham's Vegetable Compound
and grandeur which be found (most of
thing else had failed. She writes :
the time looking from the windows of
11
with
dyspepsia
For two years I suffered
A Year of liloori.
a Pullman) and this be compares with
A fine display of battenburg, Mexiwhich so degenerated the entire system that I
tl.e conditions more than twenty years
The year li>u3 will long be remembered in
duties. 1
can and drawn work was made by Mrs.
was unable to attend to my daily
the home of F. N. Tacket of Alliance, Ky.,
when he went with his father's
felt weak and nervous, and nothing that J. ate j ago
J. E. Rhodes of Rockland, Mrs. \Y. F. as a
SIIKEP.
year of blood; which flowed so copihousehold goods, and farm machinery
tasted good and it caused a disturbance in my
Ilills of Xorthport and Mrs. Timothy
from Mr. Taeket's lungs that death
ously
1st.
and stock into the great wheat State.
C.
L.
Wade,
stomach. I tried different dyspepsia cures,
the
exas
but
Shropshire,
He writes: “Severe
Knight of Searsmont,
seemed very near.
Senator Ilansbrough and Mr. W. R.
but nothing seemed to help me. I was adOxford Down, Leigli Richards, 1st; hibitors were not town residents no bleeding from the lungs and a frightful
vised to give Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
are also contributors to the Herbert Hardy, 2nd.
Kellogg
death’s door, when
meat
had
awarded
were
cough
brought
premiums
Compound a trial, and was happily surpriseda
North Dakota articles, which forp a
i began taking Dr. King’s New Discovery
South Down, E. I.. Hills, 1st.
to find that it acted like a fine tome, and in
PLANTS AND OUT FLOWERS.
l’OTTED
These
this
number.
of
the
1st.
for Consumption with
astonishing regreat feature
Angora goats, E. L. Hills,
few da vs I began to enjoy and properly digest
Best display of potted plants, Mrs. C. sult that after taking four bottles 1 was
articles are splendidly illustrated, and
was rapid, and in
hares, Lee Miller. 1st.
Belgian
my food. My recovery
A. Moody, 1st.
completely restored as time has proven pergive one a remarkably clear idea of the
five weeks I was a well woman. I have recPRESERVES, PICKLES AND JELLIES.
Guaranteed for Soie
Best display of cut flowers, Mrs. manently cured.”
ommended it to many suffering women.”
development that lias taken place in
Mrs.
E.
T.
Best
collection
Lungs, Coughs and Cold at li. II. Moody’s
preserves,
1st.
Sam’s
of
Uncle
of
the
richest
has
Coleman,
this—one
world
the
in
Mary
No other medicine
drug store. I’rice iiOc. and $1.00. Trial
Churchill, 1st; Olive Knight, 2nd.
Best lloral design, Shirley Brown, 1st. bottle
great States.
free.
received such widespread and unqualiPickles, Olive Knight, 1st; Mrs. Geo.
a record
snow.
such
has
liAIiY
or
fied endorsement
“Have
The Best Christmas Present tor a Little Brown, 2nd.
you made arrangements to prethan
of cures of female troubles, as has Lydia
1-year vent fraud
Handsomest child less
“No!”
election?”
in
the
jellies, unve lYingui., isi.
Money.
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.
Blanche Young, 1st; Mrs. Mae Heal, answered Senator Sorghum; “I couldn’t
Charles
Ernest
1st;
Young,
Honey,
..,u. >.-,
n nen youi a miniums f
2nd.
2nd.
quite manage that. Hut I’ve done the next
subscription to the youth’s companion Stevens,
tnau
defeat
the
best thing to
opposition’s
-7^110,
nancisoinesi umiu
as would
ill
reading
much
PRODUCTS.
as
DAIRY
good
MARINE MISCELLANY.
you give
1 ve made arrangements that ii
Mrs. Myra Young, 1st; Anuie Lemond, iniquity.
lill twenty 400-page novels or books of hismake their fraud so insignificant by comPrinted butter, Mrs. A. H. Miller, 2nd.
costtory or travel or biography ordinarily
Mrs. E. T. Churchill, 2nd? C. I).
parison that it won’t be noticed.”—Wash3
ANOTHER LONG TOWING JOB.
than
1st;
less
do
child
Nor
years,
Handsomest
volume.
you
give
quana
50
ing SI
ington Star.
Mrs. Albert 'Wentworth, 1st; Mary
The Standard Oil steamer Maverick tity at the cost of quality. For more than Cross, 3rd.
Yc.’r stomach churns and digests the
exhibit
Best
cream, Lineolflville
half a century the wisest, most renowned,
left New York this week for San
McCabe, 2nd.
food you eat and if foul, or torpid, or out of
of writers have been con- creamery.
Francisco towing a barge both vessels most entertaining
order, your whole system suffers from
tributors to the Companion. You need
Here is our condensed opinion of the blood
CORN, ISEANS AND GRAIN.
carrying oil in bulk. It is expected never fear that the companion will be inpoison. Hollister's Kocky Mountain
“Nearly
Syrup:
Laxative
Cough
Original
Tea keeps you well. 55 cents, Tea or Tabthat the Maverick will consume her enboy, the
Field corn, H. L. Cross, 1st; 1. B. all
are constipating,
appropriate or unwelcome.of The
other
cough
syrups
K.
II. Moody.
as
she
lets.
the
the family,—
tire cargo during
passage,
Kii l,—every other member
Young, 2nd.
especially those containing opiates. Ken15oth vessels will re- will insist upon a share in it. There is no
uses oil for fuel.
I. B. Young, 1st; J. II. nedy's Laxative (containing) Honey and
did you have a good time at the
Sweet
corn,
“Bobby,
main permanently on the Pacific coast. other present costing so little that goes so Young, 2nd.
“Yes, mother.” “Why didn't
Tar moves the bowels. Contains no opiates, picnic?”
and
Food
Pure
National
until
it was over?” “What was
the
This 14,000-mile tow is no experiment, far.
to
you stay
Pop corn, Herbert Hardy, 1st; C. A. Conforms Sold
On receipt of §1.75, the yearly subscription
H.
We were through ealK.
mother?
Moody.
the
use,
Law.
by
as the Standard Oil Company has had
Drug
to the new sub- Moody, 2nd.
send
the
publishers
i u g. ”—A1 i 1 w a u k e e S e u t i n e 1.
other barges towed to San Francisco price, The
Beans, I. B. Young, 1st; Austin MarCompanion's Four-Leaf Hang“Ah!” sighed the rich old widower, "I
scriber
Made Happy for Life.
successfully, largely due to the equip- ing Calender for 1907, lithographed in riner, 2nd.
would willingly die for you. “How soon',
ment of its vessels with Shaw A Spiegle twelve colors and gold, and subscription
Great happiness came into the home of S.
I. B. Young, 1st; Austin Mar- queried the pretty bat practical maid.—
Barley,
C. Blair, school superintendent, at St. Alcertificate for the fifty-two issues of tlie liner, 2nd.
towing machines.
Chicago Daily News.
bans, W. Va., w hen his little daughter was
year’s volume.
Oats, 1. B. Young, 1st; 11. J. LerSHIP COMPARISON.
Kidney and bladder Pills act on restored from the dreadful complaint he
Full illustrated Announcement of The
DeWitt’s
2nd.
result af- names. He
The sight of the six-masted schooner Companion idr i!i07 will be sent with sam- mond,
both kidneys and liver, and as a
says: “My little daughter had
those troubles St. Vitus’
U heat, Ernest Young, 1st.
Dance, w hich yielded to no treatford tile quickest relief from
Eleanor A. Percy leaving this harbor ple copies Of the paper to any address free.
Such ment but
an excess of uric acid.
who get new subscribtions
from
Subscribers
VEGETABLES.
with
resulting
about
sunset
grew steadily worse until as a last
last Friday evening
backache, sciatica, resort we tried Electric Bitters; and I rewill receive $16,290.00 in cash and manyall her sails set, followed by a two-masF'ed troubles as rheumatism,
of
Green
doses
Mountain,
few
a
Potatoes,
information.
Send
for
relieved
by
awards.
other special
to say three bottles effected a complete
etc., are quickly
Sold joice
ter, was a unique one, making a marine
Leadbetter, 1st.
The Youth's Companion,
cure.” Quick, sure cure for nervous comthis modern remedy for the kidneys.
often
have
does
not
which
one
IV.
Mass.
picture
Boston,
144 Berkeley Street,
Early Hose, Horace Miller, 1st;
plaints, general debility, female weakby K. II. Moody.
opportunity to behold. V six-masted
A. Packard, 2nd.
nesses, impoverished blood and malaria.
is the goal of your ambition, Guaranteed
“What
schooner under full sail is an object
1st.
Indian Summer.
Fred
by K. 11. Moody’s drug store.
Leadbetter,
“Gold Coin,"
I m named
Harry9” “1 ain't got no goal.
lesson in the changes that have taken
Lifter, Herbert Mclviuney, after Ilia’s bachelor brother, who is a mil- Price 50c.
Mortgage
place in the type of sailing vessels in November comes like dame distressed,
1st.
You may shake into tatters
lionaire, and ain’t going to leave anything
the past half century, since the “wind
Record-Herald.
With pale brow ail afrown,
Your coat, if you will;
Turnips, \V. P. McCobb, 1st.
to charity.”—Chicago
to
and
close
to
thin
Her lips drawn
compressed,
give way
But tiie scent of the moth-balls
jammer” began rapidly
Carrots, 1. B. Young, 1st; Herbert
for the inand
ones
little
Her long hair tumbling down ;
the
steamers. The comparison of a twoWill cling to it still.
To protect
Hardy, 2nd.
mothers the
—Columbus Dispatch.
masted with a six-masted schooner is on And now she's listless, calm and still,
formation and satisfaction of
1st.
Horace
Miller,
“table,”
Beets,
wonderful
of
that
tier
And forces back
tears,
contents of each bottle
a par with the big liners that cross the
llad a Close Call.
“stock,” S. Phinney, 1st.
< ascasweet, have been
Beets,
And now she moans and raves until
children’s remedy,
Atlantic today to those which carried
is a
“A dangerous surgical operation, involvThe conquering winter nears—
Parsnips, 1. B. Young, 1st.
idaced on every label. C ascasweet
the commerce across that ocean a dec- ’Tis then she
extracts ing the tiie removal of a malignant ulcer as
Onions. W. P. McCobb, 1st.
yields with tender grace,
harmless compound of vegetable
ettects on large as my hand from my daughter’s hip,
ade or two ago.
beneficial
its
in
Bewitches autumn days.
wonderful
Best 3 squash, Gerald Coggins, 1st.
that is
and cl 1he i. was prevented by the application of BuckAnd glides away with sunny face
the stomachs of babies
ATLANTIC SEACOAST BLESSINGS.
Largest squash, A. P. Allen, 1st.
leu's Arnica Salve,” says A. C. Stickel of
Soft veiled ill purple haze.
and sold by L. H- Moody.
Recommended
1st.
F.
J.
Wiley,
Hubbard,
With tornadoes and hurricanes deFrancesca Di Maria
I’almer, in the
Miletus, W. Va. “Persistent use of the
1st.
F.
J.
Wiley,
Summer,
vasting our southern ports, and an un- November Everybody’s.
“Tommy,” saiil the hostess, you appear Salve completely cured it.” Cures Cuts,
1st.
Clias.
Boston
Stevens,
replied
Marrow,
“Yesni,
Burns and Injuries. 25c. at R. 11. Moody’s,
to be in deep thought.”
seasonably early blizzard harassing the
somethin to say if druggist.
Turban, Charles Stevens, 1st.
Tommy, “ma told me
shipping on the Great Lakes, to say
Bigger Apple Crop Than in 1905.
cake or

nothing

OASTCfrm'SCjSt..
AKind You Have Always Bouji;!
Bears the

please boys,

raphy, electricity, mechanics, amateur
journalism, and other boy hobbies.
For articles of a literary character,
the November Atlantic keeps up to its
own standard,—and what more need be
said? This month it prints the first installment of “Some Unpublished Correspondence of David Garrick,”—and a
most witty, frank-spoken and kindhearted fellow this prince of actors
Agnes llepplier
seems to have been.

Although Cape Jellison is not the warmplace iu the country in the winter, the
builders have planned to make the building
The
frost-proof without artificial heat.

a

to

serious minded will find some things to
keep them busy in the more than fifty
items devoted to school, travel, biog-

est

State of

Lincolnville Town Fair.

The seventh annual cattle show and
Judge Sliute, Edward Stratemeyer,
Everett T. Tomlinson, and Horatio Al- j air of Lincolnville was held Oct. 2nd
in
ger, Jr.,.occupy prominent positions
nd was a most decided success. The
the NoVember American Boy with
< ay was perfect, the attendance large
secondtheir stirring serials. Scarcely
whose j ,nd the exhibits of stock, poultry, fruit
ary to these are short stories
very titles should stir up the interest s ,nd vegetables, in addition to the fine
of the boys: “A Visit from the Chey- (
lisplay of fancy and miscellaneous
eunes”; “The Lard Eaters”; “The So- <
.rticles, made it a show well worth
With
“A
F.
the
F.
of
Fight
F.”;
ciety
“An Historic Walking , eeing. Following are the awards:
a Panther”;
NEAT STOCK.
Match”; “Tim’s Pig”; “For the Glory
of St. Mary’s,” a fine football tale.
matched pair of oxen Charles
Best
huThere is enough of adventure and
A. W. Knight, 2nd; S. Phiuand those who are Smith, 1st;
mor

vessels.

good circulation.
A special feature of the ouildiug is the
handling
system of electric conveyors for
the potatoes, reducing the time and labor to

Literary News and Notes.

Bv Williamson & Bi i:t t
The it av
Waldo ss.
Personally appeared .1
nev for the within nano
I).- Kingswill Mari s and m.gations herein contained ao
Before me,
<

|

•JOHN

.hi-

ST A l K
Sri
Wai

IX'

or

M

•'

i;i.Mi a
s* pn nib.

>**

rpxn tli»* foregoing p«-n:

sei'Met*

of the

residing

out

same he ma.i'

"i the stab-

said petition ami of this
attested hy the Clerk o!
Court for the eountj ot

<

"

threo weeks suceessi\el>
Journal a next 'paper pi n
county of w aldo, the hi'i
least tnirtv days before Hi
be held within and for saw
the first Tuesday of Janu
serving them with an atb
tition with this order then
fore the next term «»f this
aforesaid. And that the
within the State be sentpetition with this order tin
clerk of courts for said tin
days at least before the m-x
to be liolden at Belfast ni si
Tuesday of January A.l>s:W
then and there appear in
thereto if they see fit.
The service upon the pm-"
made by any officer autlm;b
when
processes in the State
be found residing.
when
The officers return
the State of Maine to be v»-i
<
Commissioner, Clerk of a
<

“Society

womeu

should

marry

news-

paper men.”

“Why?”

“Then their husbands wouldn t ever
know that they were seldom at home.”
—Cleveland Leader.
Taken as directed, it becomes the greatcurative agent for the relief of suffering
humanity ever devised. Such is Hollister s
35 cents. Tea or
Rocky Mountain Tea.
Tablets. R. II. Moody.
“I suppose,” said Citiman, “you find the
ride home to Swampliurst every day pretty
long and lonesome, don’t you ?”
“Well,” replied Subbubs, “of course its
Lou
long, but 1 can’t say it’s lonesome. with
see, I usually have a new servant girl
me.”—Philadelphia Press.
est

“Little Colds” neglected—thousands of
Dr. W ood s
lives sacrificed every year.
Norway Pine Syrup cures little colds—
the
to
down
very verge
cures big colds, too,
of consumption.

A true copy of

°Attest:

Kodol

petition ami""

TII.KSTONWM

Dyspepsia

Digests what yau

03

-1

^Tcatalina
^respondent

The two record
Col. Morepounds; Mrs.
| Dickinson of New York, 216 pounds.
This fishing is at once sensational and
It is not reasonable to assume that any chronic mal- ; exciting, as it is no slight task to land
ady—even though attended | one of these tigers of the deep. Tljey
by no dangerous symptoms | have been known to tow a boat with
—can be cured at once. And
two men in it for over twelve hours,

island. PATIENCE and

:

HOPE.

makes a trii

THIS FAMOUS RESORT.
|
end a week of recreation
1Mta Catalina Island, the
...vug and popular resort
coast? September has

this exciting sport.

catches are as follows:
I house of Fassadena, 230

Diphtheria relieved in twenty minutes.
Almost miraculous. Dr. Thomas Eclectric
Oil. At any drug store.
He’s making money from disease,
And yet he’s not a quack.
It’s just his owu disease, i >r ne s
A kleptoinauiac.
n
Press
—Philadelphia

Years of suffering relieved in a night.
Itching piles yield at once to the curative
properties of D can's Ointment. Never fails.

I often bounding into the air ten or fif.
any preparation
this may well be distrusted.
teen feet, then making a rush that At any
drug store, 50 cents.
But it is the experience of I takes five or six hundred feet of line
“Now, 1 am ready, liow do I look, dear?”
intelligent people all over i before the brake stops it, and when
lou remind me of a Sioux in his war
the laud for over 30 years,
finally brought alongside and gaffed paint.” “Oh, you nasty thing, you
HOPE
that a persevering use of
the c'onquerer is nearly as much ex- “Don’t cry, darling; I only meant you were
dressed to kill.”—Baltimore American.
hausted as the victim.
Friends from Phoenix, Arizona, sumMany requests from Catarrh. sufferers
mering here with their private yacht, who use atomizers have resulted in Liquid
give us many excursions about the is- Cream Balm, a new and convenient form of
according to directions, will soon relieve and land, and a school of tuna chasing the Ely’s Cream Balm, the only remedy for
Catarrh
ean always be depended on.
ultimately cure cases of Fever and Ague, flying fish is one feature witnessed by In powerwhich
to allay inflammation, to cleanse
Biliousness, Rheumatism, Debility of the us.They rise in the air like silver arrows, the
•i-p-sea carrying trade, it
clogged
air-passages, to promote free,
Bladder, and turning gracefully and catching their natural
-.hipping center, a port oi Stomach, Bowels, Kidneys and
breathing, the two forms of Cream
an impure state
from
disorders
all
on
the
Beside
the
whose
of
arising
Halm
are alike. Liquid Cream Halm is sold
wing.
sport
gateprey
ves, through
when no other medicine or
fishing, wild goat hunting is also popu- by all druggists for 75 cents, including
illy passing a great and of the Blood,
benetreatment has been of any permanent
Mailed by Ely Bros., 56
lar in the mountains of the island, spraying tube.
merce.
W arren Street, New York.
fit. Sufferers may properly bo reminded
neither of which sports particularly apon the steamer Cabrillo,
Favorite
The present situation claims
Remedy peals to your correspondent, we much
daily trips to Catalina, and that Dr. David Kennedy's
Attention most expert,
is no speculative preparation, placed upon
v out of the harbor toward
preferring the simple life and less strenWith everybody calling names
a proprietor
of
fill
the
to
market
the
pockets
uous pleasures of Avalon.
V. nty-eight miles distant.
And no one getting hurt.
who is ignorant of the first principles of
to its utmost ca... loaded
—Washington Star.
Saturday night is a gala night here.
medicine, but a prescription used with uni- All
tourists, and everyone
the hotels, stores and houses are
“That
man insists on trying to be bigger
before
urn success by Dr. Kennedy long
f.
and confident of a most
lighted with gay Chinese lanterns; red than his party.” “Well,” answered Senator
he ever dreamed of making it public.
over.
Our little steamer
blue and green lights show upon near- Sorghum, “if he keeps on tr>ing he will
Write to Dr. David Kennedy's Sons, Kondout, X
we
ouras
booklet.
probably succeed in at least being bigger
get
uieraoiy
T for a free sample bottle and medical
by cliffs: the bay is a blaze of lantern- than
what is left of it.”—Washington Star.
the long, strong, even
Large bottles 11.00, at all druggists
decorated launches, and elaborate fireTrue Heart Disease is a Kare Thing.
,ca tic,and liear the screams
works shoot from Sugar Loaf.
The cause of your palpitation is, probably,
,ls of snowy-white seaAs we turn our back on this unique
:
tlie bracing, salty air. Ion. A few plain-clothes men mingle little island in the Pacific and steam pressure arising from gas in the stomach
that
is, gastric indigestion. A few doses of
to exclaim over the with the population, and have author- toward home, I ask
u
you is not the week Dr. David
Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy will
derful dying fish, which ity to rnake^arrests, but their otlice is a spent at Santa Catalina one long to be cleanse
away the foul accumulations and
most of ns. They begin 1 sinecure> The tents are open day and remembered, and a white stone shining the heart will run
quietly and keep good
beneath the bows of the night, yet never does one hear of a out in our path of life?
time.
Write Dr. David Kennedy’s Sons,
a
of
value
much
the
as
Rondout, X. Y., for free sample bottle,
Vesta Davis Higgins.
oy twos and by dozens, thief taking so
t Large bottles
of counting, and skim clothespin. The jail is there as a men:.
$1.00, all druggists.
-ike so many swallows, ace and its door, too. is always open.
and color they may The dignilied justice of the peace is
or two rows of braid on skirt, front
pared to mackerel. The merely an ornament. The people are
and sleeves.
Embroidery in Persian
,scalar fins whose spines absolutely free and vice is unknown to
co'ors appears on any fur jacket of
ny a light but strong a degree that would perplex Xew York
Waists, Braiding, Furs, Box Coats, medium length, accompanied by handI are four in number. ami her 8,940 policemen, Dr. Park- Jumper
Fitted Coats, Etons, Trimmings, Neck some metal buttons. Sleeves are long,
The crowd of 80,are quite small butter- burst, and tiie rest.
three quarter and elbow.
out fibre; the foremost 000 in Avalon literally handles itself.
Pieces, Mult's, the High Girdle, Fichus.
SHAPES IX FUR COATS.
eiigtli of seven or eight
Every evening the Catalina Marine
of The Journal.l
[Correspondence
xtendedare more than Band gives concerts lasting two hours,
and half-tight coats of
of
beautiful
sunshine
Tight-fitting
In
the
bright
leadth. Breaking from seats provided for 1.500 persons, after
October days the leading thorough- broadtail have their admirers in perigh rate of speed, but at which it adjourns to the pavilion where
fares present a gay appearance, crowd- sons with shapely figures, and these
are rendered
dying fish extends these a ball is given free to inhabitants.
with well dressed people in their
striking by cloth or velI,.i holds them rigid, like There are reading rooms, libraries and ed
vet vests, embroidered in gold or Pernew Fall suits, much interested how\Vith an interesting exhibit at the glass
l a soaring hawk.
sian
lest some
colorings, but the Eton iin all
window displays,
ever in
ce of its deeply forked
aquarium, a display in glass tanks of novelty
fashionable furs) will doubtless be the
them.
Constant
escape
:.rst drags lightly, it all the living plants and animals of
variety is coming up in waists, called most in demand, because so jaunty and
uvulsive wriggle of the Avalon waters.
“the jumper waists,” which are really so attractively manufactured. These
the
wireis
it gives it the appearOn a high jutting point
fronts
cut round, in scallops, also show fancy vests, the
A minature in- guimpe waists,
v winging its way.
The less telegraph station.
thrown open or closed at option. Braid
or in any fancy way around the neck,
■uts thus acquired lifts clined railway takes us up the side of a
which is outlined by colored velvet, and buttons also add their attractions,
the water, over whose nearby mountain and down the other,
in and for evening an Eton of white
libbon or bands
scales without further to a moonstone beach, where some of passementerie,
raised embroidery, with elaborate yoke caracul is trimmed with military gold
the most valuable beach stones are
g distance, until losing
The “suspender and crimson braid and jeweled buttons;
or
waist beneath.
and in the sustaining gathered. A short distance beyond this
effects” are outlie increase, and hand- such a coat is, however, an exception.
i-neath its outstretched is Sea I.ion Kookery. where hundreds
Large revers are still shown, but the
some passementerie with or without
aches the water, either of glossy specimens lie on the rocks and
are employed on w bite lace.
majority of coats are collarless, to adpendants,
oy renewed sculling to watch our boat as we pass close enough
mit of a contrasting neck piece. The
BRAIDlN'n.
to
two
nines
i.t! Often they remain to almost tout'll mem.
shawl collar and the turn-down collar
little
on
in
another
!
on
no
of
suits,
me right
is until the eye can
Avalon,
Braiding is used
velvets are both Seen on handsome coats.
.ii their course in the cove, is “Descanso,” tlie palatial home for trimming, jackets and eloaks for
MINK.
needle
skiliful
and grounds of the Hannings, the owners day or evening.
Any
neck
For
as well as coats this
told
this
island
We
are
an
can
make
the
deck
pieces
of
the
woman
garment
elegant
walking
isjand.
about was bought by them twenty-live years at home by having good materials and beautiful fur is in especial prominence,
the tish
for
nf an hour, for some ago for $100,000, and that" they were pattern. No special tit is required ex- and the former variously trimmed with
peculiar feeling begins I lately offered and refused $00,000,000.
cept around the shoulders, in the heads and tails come at all prices. Ermine and chinchilla can never lose their
it is but twenty-eight miles long and fashionable, long cloak for evening,
noticeable in the lower 1
We wearily from two to nine miles wide, contain- and braiding in self color, with a gilt charm, and shoulder capes with long
1 stomachs.
and note how one by one ing about 55,000 acres of mountain braid on the inner side, is very stylish. ends or cravats of either fur are a covetn
mj passengers become ranges, deep canyons, and level stretch- White broadcloth, braided in white ed possession. Muffs are large and the
; niies very quietly but es of meadows, where the dairy herds silk or trimmed with fancy white silk newest are of “hanging skins," that is
Fourteen miles from braid and a few pendants of passe to say, fur tabs, finished alike on both
e cabins, and the men
are pastured.
front
and sides, which is an especial “fad" this
on
.1 vain effort
to appear Avalon is the Isthmus, another settle- menterie)
sleeves,
season. Of course there is a substantial
not look pale. Suddenly ment, but much smaller, and a few shoulders, delies criticism.
instigate the whereabouts miles from this are quarries where a
.ndies, and diving inside fine green serpentine stone is got out
mi; sight.
Palefaces and and manufactured into many useful
retched out everywhere, and ornamental articles, from mantels
couches and all available to the most delicate vases and cups.
With a ghastly smile I The ancient tribes of Indians used this
r room for one more, for stone for household vessels and implenine for unseemly mirth,
ments for hundreds of years, specimens
ng a “hurry up” call, so being occasionally dug up. Iu a canyon
intently into tire bottom just back'of Avalon are the finest golf
Pacific coast, immense
some minutes I am per- links on tlie
to take a cushion and grounds laid out like a park, and here
neighborly with the other the Catalina golf club entertains visitmils on the door, under ors at its well equipped club house and
adjoining tennis courts. The waters
anywhere.
hour the steamer draws : of the bay are as bine as a MediterraIn
1 the island, the rolling is
nean sky and astonishingly clear.
ini we cheer up, straighten one of tlie many glass bottomed boats
and get outside, gazing I we are rowed out around sugar loaf, a
a' admiration at the few
huge cone-shaped rock at one point of
.lies
who have ealmnly the crescent bay to the “submarine gar■■•■k through this last try- dens,” and here for an hour we are
hugely enjoyed the fascinated by one of tlie most wonderWe have visit•it of us Santa Catalina ! fill sights of a lifetime.
apri, from the sea, a ed conservatories and admired the
> lUiitainows
island, with 1 beautiful plants and dowers growing in
■king from this distance such profusion, but attractive as it all
dieular to the waters is, the submarine life here seen is vastly
nearer we eagerly scan
more interesting.
Through these glassperfectly formed crescent bottomed boats it is possible to look
•ted with small crafts of through tlie clear water to tlie depth
eiYt.Y
ami observe tiie life {IS
uic
imiiutuuv
11 win
ii,
the excursion steamers plainly as we look about us on land,
is yachts, while near tlie l We float over beds of bright colored
ireds of bathers disport sea-mosses and kelp in endless variety;
ml a swarm of divers, rocks which are alive with the strange
1
in bathing trunks— creatures of the deep; spiney sea<i
for
small
i urchins, star-fish, floating jelly-fish, a
huat, diving
small devil-fish which the boatman
iv in its sheltered cove is
reaches for with his oar and sends
vn
of Avalon, with the wriggling over the rocks, discharging
rising hack of it, and the an inky fluid around him. Great trees
ts feet.
Going ashore we loom up and wave and sway their
to tind the several hotels broad amber leaves in the bright sunrtiowing this late in Sep- light that strikes through the clear
many of the overhanging water, some varieties bearing clusters
e
cots.
Playing
Up a side street of fruit resembling olives.
the office of ttie farmers about through the branches are schools
and engage a single tent of thousands of tiny sardines: a little
with board at the Grand farther on is a sheepshead fish; fishes
The open-air life lias with headlights; lamp shells abalones;
The above design is by the McCall pillow within the “hanging skins”£to
rived favor of late years, the bright golden red perch ill its glishands.
:
promoting health andcur- | telling armor; the irridescent rainbow Co. of New York, fashion publishers protect the arms and
THE HIGH GIRDLE.
atalina Island and other fish. Electric blue fish and sea gold fish
manufacturers of McCall Patterns.
and
the coast of Southern ranging from three inches to over a
For evening dresses, no matter how
FUKS.
ronado Beach,
Venice, foot in length swim leisurely in and
simple the material, the high belt is
evident
from
C.
C.
hidea
was
over
and
is
It
out
“Tent
very
shell,
playing
-sorts,
City”
pebble
very important, and to set properly
and
tahlished
alluring and-seek behind rocas and through Shayne’s recent opening, which was at- should be boned and fitted as carefully
flower beds of sea mosses and the tended by crowds of fashionable folk, as a dress waist. They are still made
-'.s in these tent cities are 1 bright blue bunches of sea anemonies,
that short and medium-length fur gar- of rich
;
pompadour ribbon, and with the
i of ordinary tents, but then darting out
into the sun rays, ments are the style for the coming now fashionable lace fichu, the ends
J
box
coat
remains
boats
The
: winter.
staple, crossing eacfo other and passing under
vas covered houses, with sometimes rising up undef our
broad awnings making a and appearing to eye us with evident usually about twenty-two inches in the belt, the effect is charming. Maline,
Russian pony,
Our guide explains to us all length, and comes in
re hammocks and lawn ! curiosity.
or any soft material is appropriate for
1
The
There are \ of the life below, names the marine caracul, mink, seal, or broadtail.
occupancy.
a fichu,
and worn with low-necked
beds and vines clamber plants, the fish, and tells the different 1 fancy for braid has extended to fur gcwus, is draped around the outline
lie laughingly remarks that and quite a number of ‘coats have one and knotted looselv in front.
the tents. Many acres depths.
this canvas city, which no bait lias yet been found good enough
Verona Clarke.
f some thousands of cosy J to present any temptation to these
i
bright lined specimens of the finny
Beat Smtzk-3 it'!'.' £vee> ithe United States has tribe; those in the glass tanks having
For Tfe
?.
We
are
arrangements fur the been seined for with nets.
l campers, nor can any entranced by the scenes below us; we
picture such a camping wonder and exclaim: There are hills
'U
i
road, well laid out streets and valleys and canyons at the bottom
as of huge trees which
of the sea, perfect in conception. All
is silent save for the gentle lapping of
over twenty years ago
veil a favorite resort for the waves on the boats sides, and we
of years.
Streets are are looking into another world with
It is a
kled, and all garbage re- mingled curiosity and awe.
neve r-t o-b e-forgotten
the premises daily, while fascinating,
ARE FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY
Fnr flip fishprman that snort
rood water system, with cppnp
losets connected with an I is the great attraction at Catalina, and
: and
every tent is lighted such fishing as it is! Here are caught
■Stoves, dishes and cook- finny monsters that weigh from one to
Mass.
GEO. S. HARRIS &
are furnished for family
five hundred pounds. The black seai
Eastern Distributors.
Who by special arrangement have all
'its adjoining, and for those bass, or giant jew-fish as it is popularly
the patterns all the time.
■"t wish to be burdened by termed, is the largest which is captured
: cares there
with hook and line. This fish is comare delicacy
jyNO WAITING TO SEND>==®S
i,
c-re everytliing in the line of
monly taken ranging from two hunYellow'iay be purcliased “piping hot.” dred to four hundred'pounds.
1 he here at
Catalina is certain- tails, barracudo, rock bass and albicore
1 >■
perfect climate and sur are caught by the boat load. A “snap
; make it so. Many thousands shot” picture show's a five-ton catch by
COCKER SPANIELS,
“c this as the most economrod and reel, brought in by a party
Another
ightf ul way to spend the hot after a half day’s fishing.
Thoroughbreds, Black and Bun Red. In
I is of their vacation. The picture I have is the monster sun-fish,
G. O. LORD,
quire of
"ever uncomfortably warm, showing several men stringing it up by
j
3m39*
45 High St or 31 Front St., Belfast
h,'Z, "'-‘I in winter. In August the a small derrick. This strange creature
hi ; "nan teinperaturd'ohserved at weighed 1,500 pounds, was nine feet in
morning was 72 degrees, the length and nine feet girth. These
d noon 78
t
degrees, the lowest waters are the home of the leaping
In mid-winter the days are tuna, called the most-active and gamit
Eclipses in 1907.
;.'«0»t without frost; the average est fish in the world. It is caught noAn experienced young man as stenographer.
Next
year there will be five eclipses—two
to..- of January was 54 degrees, where else with rod and reel. Hotel
Give experience. Address,
one
of
the
and
of
the
two
mooD,
® over til"
visited by tourists from Metropole is the headquarters of the of the sun,
A. B. C., Stockton Springs, Maine.
ifttiZ, Ul" world. There is not a uui- Tuna club of 150 members, who gather Stnrgis law. The latter will be total In Au3w44
policeman to be found in Ava- here from all over the world to enjoy gusta.—Somerset Reporter.
;:;e of the warmest weath
ii, and festivities at the
full swing. We take the
■t- from Los Angeles and
Vitro in a little more than
t S:!,000,000 break watei
c-!ed uy the government.
at into the deep waters.
d it will make San Pedro
e chief port for a large

said to do
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Your Winter’s COAL

Buy

-of

—

The Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.
WILKESBME, SillYI’Ilf and LATTL1R LEIlKill
-P RICE 8-

Wilkesbarre

Soraitoa, JelivereJ aaJ put in, (on level) per ton, $7. go

or

“

at

wharf,

«

“

7.00

LEHIGH 25 CENTS PER TON EXTRA.
A

Df SCOITS F O J

ments m i le within TEN-

Our Coals
our

patrons

are

2»e, p

days

if

from

11

1

fro

delivery

n

i'j>v*

pric

_•*

alio ve l o 1 ill settle-

of coni.

all lirst-el is-s, li ielv prepare 1
and delivery.

ul g-ianutesl satisfa dorr to

weight, quality

in

POCAHOXTAS STEAM COAL,
M IRYLAXD’S CO.'S GEORGES CREEK. CO IL

PEAJCOA L
HAY AXD STR LW,

CH IRCO IL,

Telephone At-A.

PER TOW
WOOD OF

ALL\KtXOS

Yard* fooCSpring Street.

E carry everything
that is used in
an

Dinner.
I

don't forget

OLIVE OIL
am

No gas stored in the building, only what the pipes contain, same
sate.

as

city gas, and just

Cheaper than kerosene.
Produces

a

superior

Especially adapted

C.

for farm houses.

I

to

same candle power.
chines at wholesale prices.

We have several plants in operation giving the best of satisfaction to our customers, we
are now installing a large plant in Camden for lighting, heating, cooking, running gas
engine, pumping water, heating bath water, gas logs, etc.
Tell me how many rooms you have in your house or hotel, or how many feet your store
is, then 1 will tell you just how little it will cost to light them by the modern system
“that saves.”
The cost of the machine is nominal,
and catalogue to

we

install under

a

strong guarantee. Write for terms

MAINE LIGHT, HEAT & POWER CO.,
371 Fore Street, Portland, Maine,
W. E, Schwartz,

or

Camden, Me.

KINEO
has a fine baking oven which is
praised by its many users: a drawout Pock Ash Grate and is low in

price.

Wherefore he prays.

That he may he decreed

by the Court to have a full discharge fit mall debts
provable against his estate under said bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted
by law from such discharge.
Dated this 30th dav of October, A. D. 1

NOTH t

1HLKLU>.

Maine, ss.
On this 3rd day of November, A. D. 1906. on
the
foregoing
petition, it is
reading
Ordered by tlie Court, That a bearing be had
upon the same on the ‘23rd day of November, A.
D. 1906, before said Court at Portland, in said
District, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; ami that
notice thereof be published in The Republican
! Journal, a newspaper printed in said District,and
that all known creditors, and other persons in
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court, That the
Clerk shall send by mail to ail known creditors
copies of said petition and this order, addressed
to them at their places o! residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Haie. Judge
of

land, in said District, on the 3rd day of November
A I». 1906.
L- s ;
.1A M ESP. H K W E Y. Clerk.
A true copv of petition ami order thereon.
Attest; JAMES E. HKWEY. Clerk.

29 Central St., Bangor, Me
THE ESTAHROOKS SHIRT M HI. CO. '‘an
on
power machines
and alter Oe .15th we shall give a cash bonus
to all iriiis taking employment with us. This
bonus will be in the form of a substantial oaMi
addition to the wages earned each month.

give girls steady work

Always Remember

10c. and 15c.

the Full Name

| .axative Bromo

CARLE & JONES,

WANTED

bankruptcy.

NOYES MUTTER MFG. CO.
23, 25,

Quinine

Cures a Cole in One Day, Grip in Two.

WE PAY HIGH WAGES
For

particulars apply at factory,

FRONT

STREET,

Bor.

25c.

|

Specialist

WANTED

DR. MOTT’S

NERYERINE
PILLS
Mid* This Change.
WB GUARANTEE

TOC Buffer
1\0
Ac from
one

NerrProetra-

to cure

refund

eion. Shrunken
or Undeveloped

or

yon
money,

SSKSKi'

»!S!«s

Women between 18 and 30 years of age to work
attendants in the Medfleld Insane Asylum at
Medfleld Junction, Mass., 20 miles from Boston
Wages increase with length of service. A11 optunity to become a trained nurse. Address
DU. EDWARD FRENCH,
lyr38
Medfleld, Mass.
as

nn ■

Omni, Youthful Error*.
Excessive Use Of Tobacco or Opium? Sant
by mall on receipt of price. DH. MOTT’S
CBE.TICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio,
For «ule by R.H. Moody

House lor Sale.
No. 9 Pelree Street.
Enquire at house or at 64 High street.
3w43*

E. O. HALL.

\j

6w4l

BELFAST, MAINE

Dr. E. E. BROWN
OF

on

Try Tliose

Sausage

/.

BELFAST, MAINE.

—

1

J

)

JOHN B. STICKNEY, Agent,

j

CENTRAL MARKET

Bankrupt.

H ai.k. .Judge of the DisTo the He.v.Ci Ai’.KNt
riot Court of the Vnited States tor the District of Maine.
TIRED I>. HOOFER of Freedom, in the County
r "f Waldo and Start- of Maim-, in said Dison
that
the
trict. respectfully
represents,
2i*th day ot Sej temher, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that In* has duly surrendered all his property and lights of property, and
has fully complied with all the requirements of
said Acts and of the orders ot Court touching his

OK

OUR

I

FOR SALE

Bankrupt’s l*ernmu f‘*r Discharge.
In the matter of
/
Fred D. Hooper,
lUmkruit-

District

THE

|

‘i;

MARSANO,

9S HIGH STREET.

Baukrupt.

Agent,

j

CO., Boston,

who lias the

one

FRED I>. HOOFER,

■

5c. CIGAR.

B»

V the cost of coal gas, and 1-10 the cost of electricity of
Our customers furnished gasoline of proper grade for our ma'

gas at

1

1

only

Installed on your premises will prove the greatest comfort, best and SAFEST investment
you ever made.

//1'\

^^CENOOOHTC^

the

as

Placed in class A by the consulting engineers of the National Board of Fire Underwriters,
uo increased rate of fire insurance.

■

■

the

BANGOR.

Diseases of the
Nose and Throat,

in

Eye, Ear

Has taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
will be in Belfast every Monday. Office hours 10
p. m. to 6 p. m., and 7 to 9 p. in.
Refers to Drs. C. B. Hoit, Liberty; Adelbert
Millett. Searsmont; D. P. Flanders, Elmer Small
and S. W. Johnson Belfast.
33tf

HOLLISTER’S

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets
A Busy Medioine for Busy People.
Brings Goldoa Health and Renewed Vigor.

Constipation. Indigestion, Lire
specific*for
Kitim\v Troubles, Pimples. Eczema, Impure
Blood, Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tablet form.
ceuts a box.
Genuine made by
Hollister Drug Company, Madison, Wis.
GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
A
ami

K.

H. MOODY.

I

Interest Rate Increased te 31 °!°

No Yellow

Specks,

The

No lumps ofalkalure
left in the biscuit or
cake when raised with
Royal Baking Powder.
The food is made light,
sweet and wholesome.
Royal should take the
place of cream of tartar and soda and saleratus and sour milk
in making all quickly
risen food.

|

NOVEMBER EUR SALE.

National Bank of Mast

City

%, Compounded Semi-annually, as
has raised its Interest on Savings Deposits to
all Savings Accounts and CertifiI
his
affect
will
1st.
Nov.
heretofore, on.May 1st and
1st.
Novembe»
from
cates of Deposit outstanding,
which has
We take this opportunity to thank the People for their liberal patronage
contributed to our recent Phenomenal Growth of business.

FINE FURS AT REDUCED PRICES.
with inducements for every economical shnpper
imaginary figure, neither are we obliged to cut pri,
none.
we
have
because
on shop-worn goods,
Every piece of fur in our stock is newseason, is made from choice selected skins, the workmanship guaranteed in every u
priced as low as any honest merchant can sell them. Buy what you want at this No\ .nr
Fur Sale—if it is not what we say, your money will go back to you like a shot.

INCREASE OF DEPOSITS THE PAST YEAR $141,000

This November Fur Sale is running
We do not reduce'our prices from un

■

which has characterWe beg to say too, that the same High Standaid of Securities
and
we shall strive to
in
the
as
hereafter
past,
ized our Investments will be maintained
Interests.
Protect
and
your
continue to merit your Confidence

SAFETY

ABSOLUTE

PRINCIPAL

OF

_

I

>

to our Deposin all transactions we believe contributes not only to the greatest Safety
Institution.
our
for
itors but the greatest final success
as of
For the benefit of our Patrons, we submit herewith a Statement of Condition
Nov. 1st, also a Complete list of our Securities
It will afford us pleasure to have you give this list your most careful examination.

j

Boston.

3000
5000

E. Grinnell was iu Bangor Saturday
business.

W.

Walter L. Mathews arrived Wednesday
from Boston.

OF

Mrs. Sarah Towle is at Mrs. Catherine
Hills as nurse.
Mrs. J. M. McDougall left last week for
Auburn, N. Y.
Miss Guida C. Homer
Buck sport Monday.

returned

from

12.00
13.00

5000

1906.

I.

!

5000

Premium

on

circulation, $

secure

I 500.00

235,771.96
284,865.30
15,000.00
3,000.00
41,648.81

Banking House,
Redemption Fund,
Due from Banks,

Parse returned last week
(apt. James
from a hunting trip in Alton with a line
buck deer.
B.

Cash

the Eastern Maine
V. J. liiather
Hospital in Bangor Saturday for medical
treatment.
\Y
F. Mason has rented the Mosman
store on Main street and will open a shoot-

51,447.20

Hand,

on

went to

693.233.27

Mr. and Mrs. John Frame left Friday
joi j, ten days visit with friends in Boston
T;ii«l vicinity.
Miss Harrietts Erskine left Monday for
Dmchester, Mass., to visit her sister, Mrs.
Dana Dutch.
Loomis Eames
guests

LIABILITIES.

!

ing gallery.

week, the

60,000.00

U. S. Bonds,

Other Bonds & Securities,
Loans & Discounts,

day.

in
of Miss

Capital Stock

60,000.00

Surplus,
Undivided Profits,

12,000.00
5.155.37

Circulation,

59,000.00

were

557,077.90

DEPOSITS,

Lizzie French.

Varney B. Smith of Milo has rented the

693,233 27

chambers in Mrs. Hattie A. Nichols’ house
on Main street.

Tile five-masted schooner M. J). Cressey,
(apt. Johnson, was towed to Bath Saturday
by tug Seguin.
C. iI. Sprague Jt Son loaded the schooner
Charleston last week with bituiniiious coal
for Bucksport.

Lalenski are receiving congratulations on the birth of a
sou, born Nov, 4ili.
and Mrs. Frank

6

5,950.00

5000
5000

5000

£

fi
5
Ip.

4,750.00 g
B
5,000.00 S
■
5,000.00 ■

Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Co. Car Trust
5's 1908-09.
N. Y. Central & II. R. R. R- Co. Deb. 4’s
..
Chicago Rock Island & Pacific Ry. Co. 1st
Ref. 4’S 1943
Southern Ky. Co. Coll. Tr. 5’s 1909
Chicago & Eastern III. Equip. 44’s 1908 09
A iner. Tel. & Tel. 5 per cent, notes, 190^7..
Aiuer. Bell Tel. 4 s4, 1908
Amer. Agri. Chein. Co. 44 per cent. 1908—
Interborough Rapid Transit Co. 4 per cent
notes 1908.
Mo. Pacific Ry. Co. 5 per cent. Coll. Trust

5,000.00

4,975.00
9,000.00
4,900.00
5,000.00

9,800.00
4,950.00

...

3,000.00
4.850.00

5,000.00
5,000.00
2,500 00
3,396.96
4.500.00

6,600.00
9,000.00
4,500.00

5,000.00
5,000.00
5,310 00
1,050.00
4,700.00

6,000.00
4,950.00
5,550.00

10,000.00

Charles F. Smith, who has been proprietor
of a hotel in Campello, Mass., lias clused
the same for the season and will open one
in Boston. Mr. Smith is spending a lew
days in town before returning to Boston.
Geo. P. Carter has accepted a position in
II. R. Dyer’s grocery store. Mr. Carter has
been in the market this fall and one and all
will be pleased to learn that he is to join the
acoommodating corps of clerks in our up-todate grocery emporium.
The Searsport Illuminating Jr Electric
Power Company is be to established at
The
Pikes mill in Mechanic’s Hollow.
wire, boilers and paraphernalia have been
ordered, part of which has already arrived.
The poles are being gotten out for the wires.
Contractor Trites began operations at
Mack’s Point with his steam shovel Monday for grading the road bed for the extension of the N. M. S. railroad to the
American Agricultural and Chemical company’s plant which is being constructed
there.
Sch. Helen Yv. Martin, Capt. Alec. Ross,
arrived Saturday from Newport News with
3,900 tons of coal for C. H. Sprague & Son,
having made the round trip out and back
in 14 days. She was docked Sunday. On
the trip home she was struck by the northeast gale Tuesday evening when anchored
off Rockland and remained there four duys
until the weather cleared.

.

21.12
26.40
26.40
15.84
6.82
18.48
15.40
3.51

ISABELLA FOX SCARF,
“

<■

«

••
«
BLACK
GENUINE BLACK BEAR,

IMITATION

“

»

GENUINE BLACK MARTEN,
“

“

“

“

“

7.98

«

«

2.25

2,000.00
3,000.00

“

3,000.00

2.50

“

100.00

“

8235.771.96
61,500.00

2.75
2.75
2.87

8297.271.96

6.00

“

Total quicklmarket value of above securities Is In
KXCKHSS of book value.

5.00

'<

6.00

»

United States bonds.

“

7.50

4,850.00

2,000.00

7.91
4.40
11.44
21.98
26.40
15.40

11,88
6.82
15.84
13.20
6.60
5.28

2.20
3.50
5.27
6.60

7.03

“
•<

1.75

SET,

1.98

ERMINE SET,
BLUE HAIR SET,

2.20

WHITE ANGORA SET,

2.42
2.42

CHINCHILLA SET,
THIBET SET,
CHINCHILLETTE SET,
GENUINE KRIMMER SET,

2.53

5.28
4.40
5.28

“

<«

1

SPECIAL.
$7.50 large pillow shape Isabella Fox Muffs,

ithe

jj

To

serve you

showing

safely, satisfactorily ard efficiently is

our

g
g
|

reasurer.

DIRECTORS

I

ROBERT

SWAN,
E. DENTON.

ASA A,

HOWES,

wm

«

6

B

THOMAS W. PITCHER,
ELMER A. SHERMAN,
CHARLES P. HAZELIINE,

CLARENCE E. flcINTIRE,
CHARLES W.

WALDEN,

•

WINFIELD S. PENDLETON.

dren

can

buying

il,1!Novelml},'r

do as smart

as

you

can

yourself.
Reed Held for Grand

Jury.

in Boston
In the Municipal criminal court
over in
week Win. II. Reed was bound
on the
the
jury
grand
the sum of $1500 for
men ont
charge of swindling two Cambridge
investstock
of $700 in connection with a
Thos. bampson
ment The alleged victims,
that Reed told
and Edward Wilbur, testified
what was later
them glowing stories of
steel
corporation
found to be a mythical
to them
which they averred he represented
l
was to establish a big plant
obtained
been
had
and that many contracts
as outto build big steamers. The venture,
so temptlined by Reed, they said, sounded
aie
now
they
and
ing that they invested,

great

success.

Mrs. Frame gave a Hallowe'en party
Tuesday evening, Oct. 30th for Miss Geneva
About 34 of the boys and girls
Hanson.
were present and certainly' enjoyed to the
utmost the quaint games and tricks that
make Halloween so popular a holiday. The
house was decorated with Japanese lanterns, Jack-o-lanterns, etc., a jolly old ghost
guarding the front lawn. Amusing prizes
Ice cream,
were awarded to the successful.
cake and fancy wafers was served and the
dining table was indeed a “thing of beauty”
ami a joy forever. The young guests will
long remember this jollification.
Hotel Arrivals. The following out-oftown guests registered at the Searsport
House last week : John Flannery, Bangor;
Harry R. Eaton, Walter S. Wyman, Waterville; E. E. Haynes, Caribou; H. A. Nason,
Waterville; J. W. Mahoney, 0. E. Folsom,
Bangor; J. H. Dougherty, Houlton; Frank
Martin, Piper’s Mills; E. M. Glidden, Pasadena, Cal.; W. E. King, W. A. Gordon,
Bangor;(L. McGowan, Ellsworth; W. W.
Stetson, Houlton; T. S. Dennison, W. W.
Sears, Boston; A. R. Russell, Rockland; N.
P. McLeod, Bangor; W. R. Clifford, Belfast;
W. H. Jameson, Dark Harbor: A. W. Webber, Stockton; G. H. Davis, Belfast; C. N.
Staples, I. S. Hepburn, Stockton; E. C.
Evans, Portland; P. B. Gerry, Houlton; 1
Chas. Prescott, Beverly, Mass.; Fred Grant,

BELFAST PRICE
WINTERPORT.

The Eastern Steamship Co. have just completed a new coal shed, 30x(i0 feet, and are
making extensive repairs on their wharf
and buildings at this place. James FreeMr. and
man has charge of the work
Mrs. Ralph Larrabee are receiving congratThe Loss of the Bark Volunteer. ulations on the birth of a little daughter,
Thirty-five years ago the 2d of November who arrived Oct. 29th.,—Thelma Campbell
the bark Volunteer, Capt. Joseph C. Field* Larrabee_Richard McGee has returned
sailed from Portsmouth, Va., for Marsala, from Starks, Me., where he has been teaching school-Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Cole have
Sicily, laden with oak staves. On the 15th returned from a trip to Bostou, New York
day out in a heavy westerly gale the bark and Washington, D. C.Miss B'lorence
sprung a leak and became water-logged. Cole is at home, having finished her school
The main and mizzen masts both went over in Newburg_River View Lodge, I). of R.,
the side.
The crew of eleven men took of
Bucksport visited Mizpah Rebekah
refuge in the foretop under a covering of Lodge of this town Wednesday evening,
canvas made from the foretopsail, where Nov. 7th.Miss A. E. Treat’s millinery
they remained fol 17 days. All the stores parlors have been connected by telephone.
and provisions were lost with the excep- .Miss Lizzie Sweet of Houlton is the
tion of one barrel of salt beef, which they guest of Mrs. J. A. Freeman—Oliver Collived upon, and wbat fresh water they got son, Daniel Dyer, and William Young have
was sucked out of the sail during occasionshot deer recently....The new pipe organ
al showers. A few fish were caught which
On the 8th
were eaten raw with sea weed.
day a colored sailor fell overboard. The
16th day the colored steward became exhausted and died. The 17th day they were
rescued by Capt. J. De Ward of the Dutch
brig Santa Bosa and landed at Amsterdam,
Holland. Capt. Field, who was a native of
Searsport, was accompanied by Frank P.
Whittier as first officer, W illiam Sullivan as
second officer, and George E. Carr, all of
Searsport. The remainder of the crew
were

foreigners.

Kennedy’s Laxative Honey and Tar

Cam all Coughs, mud oxpols Colds from
the sysUa by gaatly SMvIag tko bowels.

—

for the M. E. church was installed Oct. 30th.
The case is of quartered oak of artistic design and it has 61 pipes. It was used for the
first time at the Sunday morning service
and special music by the choir was rendered. The sermon by Rev. W. A. Luce was
eloquent and touching. In the evening
there was a praise service by the chorus
choir, followed by prayer and scripture
reading on the Oriental feast of Belshazzar.
After the reading a male trio, Rev. W. A.
Luce, Joshua Treat and Percy; Hall, sang
very effectively "The Handwriting on the
Wall.” The sermon, from the text “Thou
art weighed in the balances and art fonnd
wanting,” was then delivered. The Sunday
services closed with singing of Calvary by

the choir.

CURRENT.

Corrected Weekly for The Journal/
Prices Paid Producer

Produce Market.

Apples p bu.,
dried, p lt».

50a75;Hay p

ton,

10.mgi2.u0
9J

"Hides PA,
11
2.00(32.25 Lamb p ft,
,5
Lamb Skins,
8
22(325 Mutton p ft.
Butter P 1b,
32
40
ft,
Oats
bu.,
p
7@S
Beef, sides, p lb,
M
5at> Potatoes P bd.,
Beef fore quarters,
<4
60 Round Hog,
Barley p bu.,
8.00
12 Straw p ton,
Cheese p 1b.
2S®28
14al5 Turkey Plb,
Chicken p lb,
4
14 Tallow p ft,
Calf Skills, per lb.
*
I8al6, Veal p lb,
Duck p lb,
28
unwashed,
34
Wool,
Ecus P doz„
4.00*4.50
12 Wood, hard,
Fowl P ft
3.uo
18 Wood, soft.
Geese P lb,
Beans pea,
"

Yel’eyes,2.00a2.25

Retail Market.

Retail Price.

1.05®1.15
Beef, coined, p lb, 8@10 Lime P bbl.,
4
lsaai Oat Meal p lb,
Blitter Salt. 14 lb,
3
66 Onions p lb,
Corn P bu.,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 63 Oil Kerosene, gal.,14® 15
5
63 Pollock» ft,
Corn Meal, p bu.,
1
17@18 Pork p A.
Cheese, p lb,
LI3
Plaster
bbl.,
1.65
p
Cotton Seed, p cwt.,
3
Codfish dry, p lb,
8®9 Rye Meal p lb,
1.30
10 Shorts p cwt.,
Cranberries, p qt.,
6
15 Sugar p lb,
Clover Seed.
4
Flour,# bbl., 4.75a5.50 Salt, T. I..P bu.,
3
1.80 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed P bu.,
3@4
12 Wheat Meal.
Lard, p ft,
BORN.

Campbell.
Small. In Sunset, September 20 to Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Small, a daughter.

ll

ProVi

MAKltlEU.
Rates-Thurloa-. In Deer Isle, October 17
by Rev. L. M. Bosworth. Ernest L. Bates and
Miss Christie C.Thurlow, both of Stonington.
In Brooks, November 3,
Georg e-Gibbs.
Daniel M. George of Rockland and Annette
of
Brooks.
Gibbs
Deane-Keller. In Islesboro, November 3,
Everett Deane acid Miss Helen M. Keller, both of
Islesboro.
Hopkins-Thorndikk. Ill Rockland, October
31 by Rev. W J. Day, George Clifford Hopkins
and Annie Blanche Thorndike, both of Camden.
Neuman-Mekrill. In Redwood City, Cai.,
October 4, Paul S. Neuman of San Francisco and
Miss LauraS. Merrill of San Francisco, formerly
of Belfast.
Rkdman-Dykr. Ill Brooksville. O tober 24,
by Rev. Albert K. Luce. Eugene M. Reciman of
Castine, and Miss Ethel K Dyer of Brooksville.
In LineolnvUle, October
Sawykr-Di'NTon
20. by Nathan D. Ross. Emp. Arthur C. Sawyer
of Stonington and Miss Leona Dunton, of Lincoln ville.
In Rockport, October
STKDMAN-''arlkton.
31, by Rev Henry Jones, William Howard stedman of hrockton. Mass., and Miss Adelia Talpey
Carleton of Rockport.
W hittier-Andrews. Iii Rockport, October
27, Arthur Whittier and Miss Carrie Andrews,
both of Rockport.
Wilson-Riper. In Belfast, Nov. 7, by Rev. J.
W. Hatch, Jay G. Wilson and Grace E. Riper
both of Belfast.

-—TO GET TH

fFLt

SHOTGUN
Tlxo Nev

Baker Hamm

Benner. In Kockland, October 27, Mary E.
Benner, aged 48 year?, 6 months, 3 days.
In Kockland, October 31, Oliver
CONANT.
Conant, aged 80 years, 10 months, 17 days.
In Kockland, October 28, Enoch
Davik.s.
Davies, aged 77 years, 10 months, 27 days.
In Kockland, November 2, Aaron
Howes.
Howes, a native of South Thomaston, aged 86

^Higgins.

October 29, Mrs.
Kockland,
Nathan Higgins, aged 87 years.
Jones. In Warren, October 29, John Jones,
aged 81' years.
October 21,
in Stonington,
Knowlton.
Williams. Knowlton, aged 18 years, 5 mouths, 12
In

da^NOWi.TON.
M.
Emma

In Stonington, October 17, Mrs.
Knowlton, aged 37 years, 7 months, 16

In Belfast, November 3, Byron L,
Pitcher, aged 56 years, 8 months and 24 days.
Payson. in Waldo. November 6, Joseph B
Payson, aged 76 years, 4 months, 2 days.
In Marshall, Texas, October 29,
Thompson.
oseph H Thompson,-formerly of West KockJort, aged 76 years.
In
Bucksport, October 24,
Williams.
Margaret, wife of William A, Williams.
Wood. In Kockland, October 26, Charles E.
Wood, aged 70 Years.
Wilson. In Kockland, October 27, George S.
Wilson, aged 66 years.

$

S»lO OC

!

j

4

GUNS AND RIFLE:

F. A. I 01.1 l i
POST OFFICE

DIKII.

Ditcher.

Gross. InStontugton, Octobers, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Ed Gross, a daughter.
Herrick. In Brooklin, October 26, to Mr.
and Mrs. Frank A. Herrick, a daughter. [Gertrude Beatrice.]
Kalloch. In North Warren, September 26,
to vir. and Mrs. Maurice Kalloch, a daughter.
Larkabee. In winterport, October 29, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Larrabee, a daughter, Thelma

be
us

Wescott. Iii Ca«tine, October 11, to Mr. and
Mrs. Russell Wescotr, a daughter.
Walton. In Rockland, September 29, to Mr.
and Mrs. Alvali Walton, a son—Harold Arthur.

last

sorry._
Fred Tibbetts, Charles bartlett,
Miss Sliute, Miss Whittum, Miss l’ike, i Herman;
Gardner Kimball, Poor’s Mills; S.
Miss Coicord and the Misses Black gave a Belfast;
N.
Smith, Bangor; M. H. Willey, Cherrydelightful Hallowe’en dance at Union Hall
George H. Collins and wife, Presque
Wednesday evening. The hall was prettily field; Fred
Stinson, North Searsport; H. VV.
lecorated and presented a most attractive ] Isle;
Trites, Fern'ie, B. C.; C. C. Larsen, N. S.
appearance on this “dark and stormy
E. C. Alexander, HoulCochran,
Bangor;
night.” Music was furnished by Larsen’s
M. M. Averill, L. A. Averill, Portland,
orchestra of Bangor. Notwithstanding the ton;
H.
W.
Dennett, Bangor.
opposition of the elements the hop was a Ore.;

stripes,_$5.98

lh(

g

highest aim.

C. W. WESCOTT, T

Wm. B. SWAN, President.

two wide

aerWe sell our furs
“as they are” "for
what they are.” Chil-

ACCOUNTS.

_

|

••

1.98 CHILDREN’S WHITE ANGORA

Gilkey, from Stockton tor New York, which
was out in the heavy north east gales last
week, amved at New York, Sunday.

Chief engineer George Wardwell of the
Arctic steamer Roosevelt of Ruck sport was
formerly engaged in the harness business
in Searsport under the linn name of Wardwell & W'eatherby.

15.00 Sable
24.00

6.00 SQUIRREL CONY,
2.50 ISABELLA CONY,
“
“
3.98
“
“
5.98

840.no

We would not forget to solicit your Checking Accounts. Do your business by
checks. Everyone almost is doing so. Any Amount opens an account with us, all
books free, and we are prepared to ghe every the tight and attention to your wants and
needs. Your business will be strictly private. No man who erters oir office knows
anything of the doings of the man whom he meets at the door.
Our Boxes for Rent furnish' safety equal to the best to be obtained in the State and
rental only
per year.
Our enlarged Business has compelled ts to remodel our Rooms, affording greater
convenience and accommodation to our Pattons,

Mr. Albert B. Ferguson left Monday for
New \ ork, where he will spend the winter
with his son, Dr. Jeremiah S. Ferguson.

Lieut. Fred F\ iilack, of the 10th N. S.
Infantry, who has been spending a two
months vacation with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Iilack, left Wednesday for Fort
Liscumb, Alaska.

“

3.98 [STONE MARTEN,
8.98 BROOK MINK,
5.00 JAPANESE MINK,
“
“
13.00
“
“
25.00
30.00 GENUINE MINK,
17.50 NATURAL “
13.50 BLUE WOLF,
7.75 PERSIAN LAMB,
18.00 PERSIAN PAW SET,
15.00 SIBERIAN SQUIRREL,
»
7.50 RUSSIAN

5,000.00

notes 1908.

Penn. Co. 44 per cent. 15 25 year gold loan
of 1906....*.
U. S. Rubber Co. 5 per cent, note 1908
5000
St. Claire Furnace Co. 1st 5’s Guar, by U.
3000
S. Steel Co. 1912
Wood Worsted -Mills Co. 44 per cent, note
5000
1910guar, by Aineraicn Woolen Co.
Western Tel. & Tel. Co. Coll. Tr. 5's 1932.
5000
5000
City Chicago Sanitary Dis. 5's 1907
2500
City Chicago Spec Assess. Imp. 5’s 1907..
3396.96 City Schenectady St. Imp. 5 per cent. Certif. 1909.
412000
Imp. Japanese 1st Series 44’s.
§1000
City Elyria, O., 5’s and 6’s 1907-9-12-13-14..
6600
City Newport News’44’s and 5’s 1943
9000
City Findlay, O., 5’s 1907 8-9-10-11-12-13....
4500
Ci'y Emporia, Kansas, 4’s 1926
3000
City Trinidad, Colorado 44s, 1921.
Co. Cuyahoga, O., 5’s 1908-9-10-11-12.
5000
£6300
Imp. Japanese 4 per cent, loan of 1905
Norman County, Minnesota, 1907-8-9.
$1050
So. Pacific R. R. Co. 1st Ref. 4’s 1955.
5000
6000
City Fresr.o, Cal., 44’s 1924-5.
Central Crosstown, R. R. Co. of N. Y. Coll.
5000
loan May 1, 1909 5 per cent.
St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Ry.
5000
'Co. Gen. Consolidated 5's 1931.
Q. 111. Div. 4’s 1949.
10000
Ghieago, Burlington
Northern Pacific Great Northern Joint 4’s
5000
1921
2000
City of Colorado Springs, Col., 4’s 1915-25..
3000'
City of Memphis, Tenn., 4's 1933..
5000
City Kalamazoo, Mich., 4i’s 1910..
Town of Brooks, Me., 4’s 1907.
100
2000
City of San Antonio, Texas, 44’s 1946.
10000

“

“

17.50

4,900.00

13.20
14.96
19.36
19.36
13.20
21.12

“

“

22.00 Natural

24.00
30.00
30.00
18.00
7.75
21.00

4,700.00

11.88

“

Increase of rate to

CHECK

Miss Mabel Griffin left Monday for Medway, Mass., where she will spend the winter ’with her brother, Edwin P. Griffin.

Capt. George A. Carver, who has beeu
spending the summer in his cottage on
Moose Point, returned to his home in
Brooklyn, N. 1'., Wednesday.

5,000.00

3.50
4.40

“

••

%, together with our Exceptional Security offered to
With
that during the Coming Year our Business will
confidently
we
anticipate
Depositors
show an even Larger Growth than for the year past.
our

11. Pi. liyer recently added 500 new phonograph records to his large stock and is well
equipped for the winter’s trade.

Mrs. Hannah T. Pendleton was called to
Portland Saturday by the death of her sister, Mrs. Clara Blanchard, and left by the
eai ly morning train.
Thursday, Nov. 1, 1876, Rev. B. B. Merrill of the Bangor Theological Seminary
was ordained as pastor of the First Congregational church ot Searsport.

4,900.00
4,950 00

---

C. E. \\ hitcomb arrived from Bos
ton Saturday and is the guest of her parents,
Mrs. J. N. Putman.
and
Cap'.,

m ire ice.

;

Denver & Rio Grande R. R. Co. Consol.
4’s 1930.
Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Co. 1st Main
line 5’s 1943
Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Co. Consol. 4's

“

•_

Mrs.

Misses M. M. and L. A. Averill of Portland, Oregon, were in town last week,
guests of Capt. and Mrs. William 11. West.
Leroy Littlelield is building an addition
ol 100 teet to his ice house on Pike avenue,
increase iu population demands
a.- the

5000
5000
9000
5000

6000

Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Knowlton of the
Seal sport House were iu Belfast last week
for a tew days.
Mr.

5,000.00

1951.

RESOURCES.
U. S. Bonds to

Mrs F. A. Curtis, who has been visiting
her daughter, Mrs. 11. W. Kneeland, in
Dorchester, Mass., returned home Satur-

Mrs.

5000
5000

('apt. Charles M. Nichols of steamer
Alaskan arrived Thursday from New T ork.

last

5000
5000

9.75 Black

13.50
15.00
17.00
22.00

4.900.00

..

5000

E M. (Bidden of Pasadena, Cal., was in
town Thursday calling on friends.
‘-eh John S. Foreman arrived last week
from Portland with grain for Pike Bros.

and

5000

“

5.00 Isabella Fox

5,000.00

Louisville & Nashville Coll. Tr. 5-20 4's
1923.
Lake Shore & Mich. So. Ky. Co. Deb. 4’s

“

3.98 Natural Red Fox Scarfs,

3,400.00

..

CONDITION OF

As of November

Dr. J. B. Darling of Belfast was in town
Sunday calling on friends.
F. F. Black and sister Edna were in Bangor Saturday calling on relatives.

Mr

6000

The City National Bank of Belfast

The schools in Union School district are
closed until Monday.
TMr. and Mrs. John Laleuski arrived
Sunday from Boston.

Sannypoint

5000

SXATEMENT

Maine Central R. R. Co. Coll. Tr. 5’s 1923.
Chicago & Western Ind. R. R. Co. 1st 4's
1952....
Southern Pacific Co. 2-5 year Coll. 4’s 1910.
Louisville & Nashville R. R. Co. Un 4’s

8.80
10.12
10.56
11.44
8.58

“

11.50

...

Fred A. Mathews arrived from Augusta,
Oct. 31st.

“

9.00
10.00

List of Securities Owned by the City National Bank of
Belfast as of November I, 1906.
Union Pacific R. R. Co. 1st Mort. 4's 1947-.8 5,000.00
S 5000
7,000.00
7000
Atchison, T. & Santa Fe Geu’l 4’s 1995

Capt. Amos Dow arrived Tuesday from

“

,

$ 6.16
6.60
7.92

7.00 Isabella Opossum Boa,
7.50

...

-■

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

on

over

^

|
it away in mugs and jars, »"
boards and bureau drawer*
the ways by which people '■
sometimes their lives
Keep on the safe side—dep"
us and pay your bills by elf
no matter how small, no mu
receive careful attention fi e
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,w'1

